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The following is guide to archives – along with a description of the scope and content of the collection – which contain material related to the Boy Scouts of America (BSA). Because of the amount of primary documents related to the BSA in collections around the country, this listing is not to be regarded as complete, however, the most important and significant collections are included and marked (*). The guide is arranged by the geographic location of the repository (state or country).

Additions to this guide will be made upon receipt of additional information. If you’re aware of a collection not listed, please send the following information to david.peavy@paxtu.org: Creator of collection, title of collection, name of the repository, location of the repository, a brief description of the scope and content of the collection, and, if available, a URL of the collection/finding aid.

**Alabama**


Hunt, Guy. *Governor's High Risk Youth Program (GHRY) grant files, 1988-1992.* Alabama Department of Archives and History. Montgomery, AL. Contents: The High Risk Youth Program (GHRY) was established around 1987 under Governor Guy Hunt. This program was begun to assist organizations designed to discourage youths from drug use, dropping out of school, and gang membership. This series consists of contracts, financial statements, outlines of the GHRY program, audit reports and applications (both accepted and denied). Among the organizations that cooperated with this program were: boys and girls clubs, Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, Youth Centers and Help Centers.

Thomas, Daniel H. *Judge Daniel H. Thomas Scrapbooks, 1951-1996.* University of South Alabama Archives. Mobile, AL. Contents: This collection consists of 13 personal scrapbooks spanning the entire tenure of this federal judge. It also contains one bound volume of congratulatory letters written to Judge Thomas upon the 15th anniversary of his installation as well as miscellaneous speeches, letters and articles about the judge. Within the scrapbooks are a myriad of items including news clippings, brochures, programs, letters, photographs, telegrams, cards, and invitations. [www.usouthal.edu/archives/html/manuscript/thomas.htm](http://www.usouthal.edu/archives/html/manuscript/thomas.htm)
Arkansas


Arizona

Flagstaff Women's Club. *Manuscript collection, 1916-1996*. Special Collections and Archives Department, Cline Library, Northern Arizona University. Flagstaff, AZ. Contents: The collection contains Women's Club minutes, financial ledgers, and scrapbooks of newspaper clippings related to the organization's activities. The collection is primarily an administrative collection that would be best used for data collection regarding charitable activities of the organization.

Westerners. Tucson Corral. *Westerners records, 1953-1996*. Library and Archives, Southern Arizona Division, Arizona Historical Society. Tucson, AZ. Contents: Summary: Typescripts, copy photographs and other material related to the Westerners monthly seminars or their publications, "The Smoke Signal". Most of the material will be found elsewhere; the photographs are all reproduced from AHS Collections except a few of the Little Outfit Ranch School in Patagonia, Arizona. There is original correspondence between Otis Chidester and Calvin B. Detwiler with Detwiler's reminiscences about the Boy Scouts, 1968-1979. One newsletter, is present of the "Fort Cannonball", dated 1968. Authors of papers include Charles Ames, Ann C. Bruce, Ronald Hudson, Norman L. Rue, Bob Kubista, Frank U. Robinson, and Tami Wharfield.

California

*Boy Scouts of America Collection of ephemeral material, 1838-1993 (Special Collections M0855)*. Department of Special Collections and University Archives, Libraries, Stanford University. Stanford, CA. Contents: The ephemera in this collection was gathered from a Scouter's point of view, and includes materials which might have been collected over a lifetime career in scouting. The majority of the material in the collection reflects what a Scout leader or executive would want or require for successful organization and management of scouting activities, as well as career development. This includes brochures on better scouting, training materials, administrative paperwork, and inspirational posters and texts. There are several posters and calendars by well-known artists and Boy Scout supporters, Joseph Csatari and Norman Rockwell. Another area which is well-represented in the collection is newspaper articles and media and marketing materials. These include publications by scouting organizations as well as articles concerning the Boy Scouts. Additionally, information on major Boy Scout events is included in the collection. Unfortunately, the broker who sold the collection to the library lost the files which contained biographical information on the original collector of the BSA Ephemera during a relocation of the brokerage business. As a result, the original processor was responsible for the ordering and sequencing of all materials. This sequencing reflects the subject categories common to the organization of the Boy Scouts of America and the hierarchical order common to other finding aids. [http://content.cdlib.org/view?docId=tf4m3nb0b4&doc.view=entire_text&brand=oac](http://content.cdlib.org/view?docId=tf4m3nb0b4&doc.view=entire_text&brand=oac)

*California vacation albums, 1908-1924 (MS-R067)*. Special Collections and Archives, The UC Irvine Libraries, University of California. Irvine, CA. Contents: This collection is comprised of six early-20th-century albums of uncertain provenance containing photographic prints, postcards, and photomechanical reproductions that document the vacation experiences of the creator of each
album. Locales depicted are chiefly in Southern California, but also include areas throughout the rest of California and the Western states and, in a few cases, in the Eastern United States. The images document the California landscape and its native flora and fauna as they appeared during the first decades of the 20th century. Subjects depicted include missions, national parks, street scenes, domestic scenes, historic buildings, deserts, beaches, mountains, and lakes. Includes Boy Scout camp scenes in the 20s.

http://content.cdlib.org/view?docId=tf2h4nb1jf&doc.view=entire_text&brand=oac

Adams, James D. (interviewee), and Carla Ehat (interviewer). Oral history: James D. Adams 1982. Anne T. Kent California Room, Marin County Free Library. San Rafael, CA. Contents: 87 year old famous litigation lawyer, 50 year resident of Marin, son of a Professor of History at Stanford. Educated at Stanford & Harvard. History includes WWI as flyer; 60 years with law firm of McCutchen, Doyle, Brown & Emerson, and his WWII experiences in Navy as XO & then CO of an ACORN unit. Concludes this session of taping with his involvement in Marin with American Legion; President, Boy Scouts; President, Meadow Club; Chairman, Save the Trains and Ferries; Trustee, Katherine Branson School; editor of "Old Marin With Love". Juvenile Court Referee; Prison ministry Episcopal Diocese of California; Marin County Historical Society. Truly a remarkable man.

American Children's Fund. American Children's Fund Records, 1923-1950. Hoover Institution Archives. Stanford, CA. Contents: Correspondence, memoranda, reports, minutes, financial records, and printed matter, relating to funding of the Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, Boys' Clubs of America and other organizations carrying out work in the areas of child health and welfare in the United States.

http://content.cdlib.org/view?docId=tf8s2006nx&doc.view=entire_text&brand=oac

Boy Scouts of America. Collection on the Boy Scouts of America 1953 Jamboree in Irvine. University of California, Irvine. Library. Special Collections and Archives. Irvine, CA. Contents: This collection comprises material documenting the first Boy Scouts of America jamboree ever to be held in California, which took place in 1953 at the Irvine Ranch near Santa Ana. The collection includes a photograph album, likely the property of Elbert Ostrander, documenting the jamboree and the journey of Troop 4 from Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, to Irvine; and the brochure All aboard! for the national jamboree, Irvine Ranch. There is also a scrapbook of Troop 26, from Berkeley and Walnut Creek, California, containing mimeograph reports, rosters, photographs, maps, printed scouting ephemera, and newspaper clippings, and indicating camp layouts at the jamboree.

http://content.cdlib.org/view?docId=kt900024cp&doc.view=entire_text&brand=oac

Burnham, Frederick Russell. Frederick Russell Burnham Papers, 1879-1979. Hoover Institution Archives. Stanford, CA. Contents: Correspondence, speeches and writings, clippings, other printed matter, photographs, and memorabilia, relating to the Matabele Wars of 1893 and 1896 in Rhodesia, the Boer War, exploration expeditions in Africa, and gold mining in Alaska during the Klondike gold rush. Burnham was the chief scout of the British forces engaged in the Boer War. In 1901, having been wounded, he left South Africa for London. The papers of Frederick Burnham are not all in one place. One stray item is in the National Archives of Zimbabwe. The remainder are split between Yale University Library and the Hoover Institution's Archives. The papers at Yale University were gifted by Major Burnham's widow in 1951. Those at the Hoover Institution she gifted in 1978 and contain a substantial number of transcripts, that is to say copies laboriously made by hand from diaries, letters, etc. the originals of which are (in most cases, at least) now at Yale. One file of correspondence at the Hoover Institution Archives contains both transcripts and the originals from which they were copied: the transcripts are highly accurate. That the same is true of the other transcripts at the Hoover Institution can not, however, be guaranteed. Whilst some papers are in both repositories (the originals at Yale and the transcripts at
the Hoover Institution) this is by no means the whole picture. Some papers at Yale (on mines in Chile and China, for instance) are not duplicated in the papers at the Hoover Institution. Vice versa, some materials at the Hoover Institution are not duplicates of papers at Yale. Correspondence regarding Boy Scouting, as well as with both Lord and Lady Baden-Powell on such subjects as: Boer War; Boy Scouts; British army training; Yacqui Valley, Mexico; are included. [http://content.cdlib.org/view?docId=tf6n39n86s&doc.view=entire_text&brand=oac](http://content.cdlib.org/view?docId=tf6n39n86s&doc.view=entire_text&brand=oac)

Emanu-El Congregation (San Francisco). *Emanu-El Congregation, San Francisco Records, 1849-1995* (67/6). Judah L. Magnes Museum, The Western Jewish History Center. Berkeley, CA. Contents: The documents in the Emanu-El Congregation, San Francisco collection were donated to WJHC in 1967 by Marshall Kuhn and other Emanu-El congregants. Additional documents have been added over the years, including copies of The Scroll (a publication of the Emanu-El Religious School) through 1995. Also included in the collection are microfilm copies of documents still held by the congregation. Collection was reprocessed in 1999. This collection documents Emanu-El from its inception through the 1960s with scattered records to 1995. Due to the artificial (coming from a variety of sources) and unofficial nature of the collection it is very uneven in its documentation of the institution. The collection includes some corporate materials (bylaws, minutes, financial and other official records), as well as clippings, programs, correspondence, marriage certificates, photos and publications. The bulk of the collection consists of materials pertaining to Emanu-El's active and vigorous Religious School including information on Confirmation Classes (1866-1975) and copies of the school's publication, The Scroll (1921-1995). The next largest series covers Services and Special Events (religious services, special events including concerts, plays, and anniversary celebrations), and information on several Emanu-El associated clubs (including Boy Scout Troop 17). Also included are a few early marriage certificates, Home of Peace Cemetery records, and information on rabbis and other people associated with Emanu-El (including sermons and speeches), as well as Emanu-El's various buildings. Photographs include a number of stereopticon views of the Sutter Street Temple both before and after the 1906 earthquake. The collection also contains a complete issue of the September 21, 1906 Emanu-El. The majority of the records consist of scattered items within the date ranges listed. This collection also includes three reels of microfilm and a video tape all housed in box 7. Two reels consist of several volumes of minutes, a scrapbook, and cemetery records which are not otherwise represented in the collection. The third reel includes 8 folders of documents some of which are otherwise represented in the collection. A copy of the microfilm inventory is included at the end of the Series/Folder List, and some items are cross-referenced within the Series/Folder List as well. [http://content.cdlib.org/view?docId=kt9f59q7ht&doc.view=entire_text&brand=oac](http://content.cdlib.org/view?docId=kt9f59q7ht&doc.view=entire_text&brand=oac)


Ibach, Marion, Carla Ehat, Marin County Free Library, T. Kent Anne, and California History Room Oral History Program. *Oral history: Marion Ibach 1983*. Anne T. Kent California Room Oral History Project. San Rafael, CA. Contents: Outstanding volunteer worker of Marin, a public health nurse involved in the creation of Marin General Hospital. Tells the story of achieving the building of the hospital from the location of the site, the funding, the staffing, volunteer programs, growth and goals for the future. Mrs. Ibach was also a founding member of the Hearing & Speech Center, Marin Home Care, Bay Area & Marin County Comprehensive Health Planning Board and was
active in the T.B. Association, March of Dimes, Boy Scouts, League of Women Voters and the Juvenile Justice Court Auxiliary.

http://content.cdlib.org/view?docId=kt500029dc&doc.view=entire_text&brand=oac

Keating, Thomas F., Carla Ehat, Marin County Free Library, T. Kent Anne, and California History Room Oral History Program. *Oral history: Judge Thomas F. Keating* 1982. Anne T. Kent California Room Oral History Project. San Rafael, CA. Contents: Retired lawyer (1931-1950); State Senator (1936-1950); Judge of Superior Court of Marin (1950-1972); and son of Sheriff Jack Keating. Born in Sausalito, Judge Keating tells the story of his parents and grandparents (Irish born), his life as a boy in Marin and at Duncan Mills and Occidental, his school days at Tamalpais High School, U.C. Berkeley, University of San Francisco, Hastings College of Law. He recalls his vast experiences as a Legislator in Sacramento, his marriage to Margaret Schearer, his years on the bench and the many community activities he has given so much of his energy to, e.g. Marin County Historical Society, Boy Scouts, Redwood Empire Association.

Marcus, Alice Albert, Carla Ehat, Marin County Free Library, T. Kent Anne, and California History Room Oral History Program. *Oral history: Alice Marcus* 1975. Anne T. Kent California Room Oral History Project. San Rafael, CA. Contents: Alice is the daughter of Jacob Albert (1871-1946), pioneer merchant and civic leader of San Rafael. Recorded at her residence in Greenbrae, California, Mrs. Marcus, who is a native Californian, tells of her father's arrival in Marin in 1892, a peddler from Lithuania with no money, but a strong desire to succeed. He died 50 years later with a multi-million dollar fortune. She relates how her father started the first dry goods store in San Rafael, known as the Wonder Store, how he built the first office building, known as the Albert Building, how he donated land for a park and gave a building to the Marin Boy Scouts. He was founder of Albert's Department stores, located in San Rafael (now Macy's), Napa, Richmond, and Mill Valley. A remarkable gentleman, who gave back to the city he loved much more than he received.

Matthes, François. *François Matthes papers, 1874-1965 (bulk 1900-1950), BANC MSS C-B 821*. The Bancroft Library, University of California. Berkeley, CA. Contents: The François Matthes papers consist of personal and professional correspondence and writings spanning his academic life as a student in the 1890s, through his professional career as a geologist, to his death in 1948. Included are artwork, letters, newspaper clippings, typescripts, abstracts, notes, maps, and field books. Also included are materials from posthumously published books, book reviews, and biographical sketches gathered by colleagues and family members as late as 1963. The bulk of the material in this collection dates from 1900 to 1950. Although Matthes and his wife had no children, he shared his great love of the outdoors with the Boy Scouts of America. He became the scoutmaster of a Washington D.C. troop in 1915, and later in 1920 took a group of eagle scouts from the East Coast on a tour through Yosemite. So beloved was he by the Boy Scouts, that he was honored with a Silver Beaver award in 1931. Matthes also received other honors in his lifetime. Earlier, in 1920, he was decorated as Chevalier in the Order of Leopold II, by King Albert of Belgium for his work on the glacial history of Yosemite. He was also an honorary vice president of the Sierra Club, and belonged to the American Geophysical Union, the Association of American Geographers, and the British Glaciological Society. In 1947, when Matthes retired from the
Geological Survey, he was honored with a gold medal for his distinguished service.

McAdoo, William Gibbs. William G. McAdoo Papers, 1823-1992 (bulk 1936-1941). The Huntington Library, San Marino, CA. Contents: The earlier materials are letters to and from William Gibbs McAdoo's grandfather, Charles R. Floyd. Much of the McAdoo correspondence deals with his public appearances and engagements as a United States senator and also his attempt at reelection in 1938. Also of interest is McAdoo's involvement with the first Pan-American flight in 1936 and Franklin Delano Roosevelt's campaign trip to California in July 1938. A photo of WGM with scouts, as well as one folder containing BSA related clippings and brochures are in the collection.

———. William Gibbs McAdoo Papers, 1902-1938. Department of Special Collections, Charles E. Young Research Library, University of California. Los Angeles, CA. Contents: William Gibbs McAdoo (1863-1941) was a lawyer with a practice in Chattanooga, Tennessee before relocating to New York City in 1892. He developed system of rapid transit tunnels under the Hudson River and was president (1902-13) of the company which built them. In 1912, McAdoo served as vice chairman of the Democratic National Committee and was later appointed Secretary of the Treasury (1913). During World War I, he served as chairman of the Federal Reserve Board. He moved to Los Angeles, California (1922) and served as a Democrat in the U.S. Senate (1933-38). The collection consists of correspondence, financial records, and clippings related to the personal life and political career of William Gibbs McAdoo. Correspondence and related material concerning McAdoo's activities with the Boy Scouts of America, 1919-20 (Boxes 5-6).

Mullins, Jeanne Woodruff. Woodruff (Ennis C.) Papers, 1912-1968 (Mss155). Holt-Atherton Department of Special Collections, University of the Pacific Library. Stockton, CA. Contents: Electrical engineer, Ennis Casselberry Woodruff (1894-1977), graduated from the University of California (1916), taught aviation at the same institution during World War I, and was then employed by Pacific Gas and Electric in the San Joaquin County region for nearly forty years (1920-1959). He also taught a safety course at the University during World War II (1943). While employed by PG & E, and, especially after his retirement, Woodruff served as an electrical consultant to: the College of the Pacific (1947-62); the Stockton Unified School District (1932-1957); various commercial enterprises in Stockton----most notably the Lincoln Village Shopping Center (1961-67); and, some lumber companies in the Eureka area (1950s). Woodruff was also involved in Stockton community affairs, notably with the Boy Scouts, for whom he established the first local Explorer Troop. His hobby was flower gardening, work which he approached (and documented) with the same meticulous thoroughness he applied to engineering activities. The Woodruff Papers contain: correspondence; datebooks (1916-1958); professional notes, drawings and plans pertaining to Woodruff's lengthy career as an electrical engineer in San Joaquin County (1920-1968). They also contain: Mr. and Mrs. Woodruff's school notes; early financial records (1912-17); gardening records (1950s); and, miscellaneous biographical materials.

was active in Rotary, Boy Scouts, the Historical Society, and the Park Commission. He explains the growth in banking, the many changes it has undergone such as drive-up windows, which was his father's idea, and details the function of a banker in the community.


San Francisco Jewish Community Center. *San Francisco Jewish Community Center Collection, 1878-1979 (79/A)*. Judah L. Magnes Museum, The Western Jewish History Center, Berkeley, CA. Contents: The collection provides an overview of the SFJCC's activities between 1930, its incorporation, and 1979, the year the collection was donated to WJHC. The building campaign, recreation, social, and educational programs, financial records, board matters, and general administrative files comprise the bulk of the collection. In addition, there are files from the YM/YWHA, from which the SFJCC evolved, and from United Jewish Community Centers, the coordinating body of the Marin, San Francisco, and Peninsula Jewish Community Centers that was formed in 1960. There are photographs of YM/YWHA and SFJCC activities, ledgers and
journals, and paper files. The Jewish Welfare Federation collection at WJHC (79A) may provide more information about the SFJCC. Several folders for both Boy & Girls Scouting (20s-50s) are in the collection.

http://content.cdlib.org/view?docId=tf4t1nb45s&doc.view=entire_text&brand=oac

Sierra Club. Sierra Club Members Papers (BANC MSS 71/295 c). The Bancroft Library, University of California. Berkeley, CA. Contents: A wide variety of Sierra Club leaders are represented in this collection, including staff members engaged in national environmental politics; activists of critical importance to the development of the conservation movement in the United States; and volunteer activists involved in local conservation efforts. The papers, mostly correspondence and subject files, are a rich resource not only as a record of individual conservation activities but also for the history of the Club itself. Since the Sierra Club Mills Tower office and all the records within were destroyed in the 1906 earthquake and fire, the history of the Club during its first decades can best be traced by examining early members' papers. The most extensive group of early materials is found in the papers of William E. Colby. Papers are sketchy for the decades of the 1910s through the 1930s. David R. Brower's papers document conservation battles won and lost, including the long fight to stop the building of dams and roads within the national parks. Material in the collection include diaries and training manuals for the Boy Scouts of America, from 1927 to 1932.

http://content.cdlib.org/view?docId=tf4j49n7st&doc.view=entire_text&brand=oac


UC Berkeley. Department of Anthropology. Records of the Department of Anthropology, 1901-[ongoing], CU-23. University Archives, The Bancroft Library, University of California. Berkeley, CA. Contents: The bulk of this collection consists of correspondence files maintained by the Department of Anthropology for the period of A.L. Kroeber's career, although it includes others prominent in the department throughout this period. These files reflect the professional and research interests of the department, as evidenced by this departmental correspondence, which includes interoffice memoranda, correspondence with professional colleagues, information from individuals interested primarily in Indian groups in California, including native informants, and simple letters of inquiry about anthropology, objects found, etc. There is often overlap between the correspondence in these departmental files and correspondence in individual's personal papers. The collection also includes some early reports and accounts, some correspondence about museum acquisitions, and syllabi and exam questions. Transfers of later material includes personnel rosters, minutes of meetings, visiting scholar and research associate files, budget materials, and student files (which are restricted).

http://content.cdlib.org/view?docId=tf5489n83n&doc.view=entire_text&brand=oac
Wagner, Gordon. *Gordon Wagner Papers, 1935-1985 (Collection 1594)*. Department of Special Collections, Charles E. Young Research Library, University of California. Los Angeles, CA. Contents: Gordon Wagner was born on April 13, 1915 in Redondo Beach, California, and died in Long Beach, California, on December 4, 1987. From a young age Wagner was interested in mechanical designs as well as expressing his artistic vision through painting, poetry, and assemblage creations. The collection consists of correspondence, manuscripts, ephemera, realia, and photographs related to the creation and exhibition of Wagner's work. http://content.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/tf167nb0gn/?&query=scouts&brand=oac


Whitney, George Harrison. *Oral History Interview with George Harrison Whitney*. Upland Public Library. Upland, CA.

Wilbur, Ray Lyman. *Papers, 1906-1964*. Hoover Institution Archives Stanford, CA. Contents: Correspondence, writings, memoranda, reports, pamphlets, other printed matter, and miscellanea, relating to American and world politics, the administrations of Herbert Hoover and Franklin D. Roosevelt, development of natural resources in the United States, national health and other social problems, the Boy Scouts of America, and the death of President Warren G. Harding. Includes papers accumulated by R. L. Wilbur as a member and officer of the Institute of Pacific Relations, relating to the study of political, social, and economic conditions in East Asia and of American foreign policy in East Asia.


Canada (Ontario)

Seton, Ernest Thompson. *Ernest Thompson Seton Fonds*. Library and Archives Canada. Ottawa, Ontario. Contents: Fonds consists of the following series: biographical and autobiographical material; various writings by Seton; correspondence; material concerning the Woodcraft League of America; Boy Scouts of America; North American Indians; Seton Village; Julia Moss Seton; and other material. Also included are photographs of groundbreaking ceremonies at the E.T. Seton Memorial Library and Museum; his various activities including the Boyscouts of America and Woodcrafters League of America; family and friends; animals in their natural habitats; and Indian bands. Fonds also consists of 113 sketches by Seton for his publication "The Arctic Prairies: A Canoe Journey of 2000 Miles in Search of Caribou"; 2 portraits of Seton by unknown artists; and 2 miscellaneous drawings. Fonds also consists of miscellaneous Canadian, American and British
postal covers. Fonds also consists of a sound recording of a lecture by Seton broadcast by Radio Prague during a lecture tour of European countries in 1936. Received in 1986 from Dee Seton-Barber of Santa Fe, N.M., and in 1991 from the Woodcraft League of Czechoslovakia. (Ref No.: R7616-0-7-E)

Colorado


Nicholls, Edwin Harford Ned. Papers, 1880-2001. Western History/Genealogy Department, Denver Public Library. Denver, CO. Contents: Scrapbooks compiled during World War II contain personal correspondence, newspaper clippings; military handbooks and training manuals, insignia, medals; prisoner of war publications; Boy Scouts of America badges, correspondence, publications; items from Colorado's centennial (1876-1976); genealogy research on Fassett, Nicholls, Chipley, Emrich, Wright families.


Connecticut

Hamden, CT, miscellaneous documents. Hamden Historical Society Library. Hamden, CT. Contents: Correspondence; warranty, land, and quitclaim deeds; wills; estate papers; records of Upper Burying Ground; legal documents; bills for wood and hay; photos; and miscellaneous papers. Includes information pertaining to a dispute over the estate of Major Lounsbury, administered by Henry Tuttle; building permits; charter for Boy Scouts of America, Troop #1; minutes of meeting of the Sunday Gentlemen regarding the Farmington Canal (later known as New Haven and
Northampton Canal); and copy of original grant of Mount Carmel, Conn. Landowners represented include members of the Dickerman, Doolittle, Gilbert, Ives, Leek, Munson, Sperry, Talmadge, Todd, Werner, and Whitney families. LC control no.92798045.

American Canoe Association. *American Canoe Association Collection, 1881-1997 (Coll. 291).* Manuscripts Collection, G.W. Blunt White Library, Mystic Seaport Museum, Inc. Mystic, CT. Contents: Papers associated with the American Canoe Association including circulars, correspondence, ledgers, membership lists, minutes, minute books, newsletters, pamphlets and record books. Also includes business papers of clubs, the United States Olympic Committee and the International Canoe Federation. The American Canoe Association has been involved in training youth in order to expand and preserve canoeing competition. Papers related to this include youth camps, Boy Scouts of America, as well as correspondence and planning for general youth training programs. This series can be found in box 43. [www.mysticseaport.org/library/manuscripts/coll/coll291/coll291.html](http://www.mysticseaport.org/library/manuscripts/coll/coll291/coll291.html)


Camp, Walter Chauncey. *Walter Chauncey Camp papers, 1870-1983 (bulk 1870-1925).* Manuscripts and Archives, Yale University Library. New Haven, CT. Contents: The papers consist of correspondence, writings, photographs and family papers, and document Walter Camp's devotion to sports and in particular to football, which form he greatly modified. In his voluminous correspondence with Yale football stars, players at other universities, football coaches and sports associations, the interpretation of football rules forms one of the principal topics of correspondence. Prominent figures include George A. Adee, Thomas L. McClung, Vance D. McCormick, S. Brinckerhoff Thorne, Ray Tompkins, Alonzo Stagg and Fielding H. Yost. Camp's interest in physical fitness was put into action during World War I when he organized exercise programs for elderly men, a special program for Washington officials, and ultimately developed his "Daily Dozen" exercises for the Navy. These activities are reflected in his correspondence with Newton D. Baker, Josephus Daniels, John W. Davis, William G. McAdoo, Franklin D. Roosevelt and William Howard Taft. He also corresponded with Theodore Roosevelt, 1905 and 1908, in connection with a commission set up to investigate fatalities in football during the season of 1905. Approximately twelve feet of the papers are made up of Camp's writings, which include articles, rule manuals, reviews and books. Half the material is devoted to football and another large section is on physical fitness. An important section of the papers is made up of questionnaires, reports and comments of the Football Investigating Committee set up in 1893 to investigate injuries incurred during the game. The original schedules returned by twenty-one colleges and seventeen preparatory schools are in the papers. There are also a number of family photographs, photographs of Camp's physical fitness programs and of sports events. A small amount of family correspondence (1884-1934) as well as the correspondence (1950-1980) of Camp's daughter, Janet Camp Troxell, concerning him are also included. Some 20,000 clippings (1866-1925) chart the development of American sports, particularly football, but also cover track, rowing, golf and others. Articles by and about Walter Camp written between 1883 and 1925 are part of the clipping collection.

Clark, Leonard S. *Seton's indians: oral history interview with Leonard S. Clark.* Oral history project, Greenwich Library. Greenwich, CT.

Hiscock, Ira Vaughan. *Ira Vaughan Hiscock papers, 1918-1979 (bulk 1925-1939)*. Manuscripts and Archives, Yale University Library. New Haven, CT. Contents: Correspondence, office files, research materials, and writings documenting Ira Vaughan Hiscock's role as a public health educator, author, consultant, and volunteer, primarily from 1925-1939. Papers illustrate efforts of local, state, and national social welfare agencies in dealing with social problems during the Depression. These papers are part of the Contemporary Medical Care and Health Policy Collection.

Jones, Richard F. *Hartford's Hill District: 1910-1920*. Connecticut Historical Society. Hartford, CT. Contents: Describes life in the Asylum Hill area of Hartford, including various modes of transportation, and anecdotes about West Middle School and his experiences as a Boy Scout during the war bond drive.

Snoke, Albert W. *Albert Waldo Snoke papers, 1861-1988 (bulk 1946-1988)*. Manuscripts and Archives, Yale University Library. New Haven, CT. Contents: The papers consist of correspondence, hospital consultation files, reports, subject files, writings, research material, and photographs which document Albert W. Snoke's career in hospital administration and his interest in health care. The papers also include material concerning the career of his wife, Parnie Storey Hamilton Snoke, and the Snoke, Storey, and Hamilton families. The papers form part of the Contemporary Medical Care and Health Policy Collection. Associated material: Yale-New Haven Hospital Records (MS 835), Manuscripts and Archives, Yale University Library

**District of Columbia**

*Beard, Daniel Carter (1850-1941). *Papers of Daniel Carter Beard, 1798-1941*. Library of Congress Manuscript Division Washington, DC Contents: Correspondence, diaries, speeches, articles, collected source material for further articles and speeches, school composition books, address books, sketch books, illustrations, photos, memorabilia, and other printed matter relating to Beard’s activities at the Culver Military Academy, at the Dan Beard Outdoor School, and with the Boy Scouts. Includes family papers dating from 1798 which contain writings and illustrations by other members of the family, and reports, minutes, circulars and publications, letters to and from Boy’s Life magazine, and other correspondence relating to the Boy Scouts. Correspondents include Robert Baden-Powell, Belmore Browne, Samuel L. Clemens, Hamlin Garland, Charles Dana Gibson, Gifford Pinchot, Frederic Remington, Franklin D. Roosevelt, Theodore Roosevelt, Ernest T. Seton, and Andrew J. Stone. LCCN Permalink: [http://lccn.loc.gov/mmm78012161](http://lccn.loc.gov/mmm78012161)*

Lawton, Lewis H., and Walter L. Shearer. *Bartley Crucible and Refractories Co. Records, 1909-1972.* Archives Center, National Museum of American History, Smithsonian Institution. Washington, DC. Contents: The records document the activities of two small businessmen, Lewis H. Lawton and Walter L. Shearer. The first is a good case study of a small business foundering and failing in the Depression, the second of an essentially one-man firm finding small-scaled success in a specialty market. There are records for all four firms. None of the groups is complete. The business papers and the Shearer papers and ephemera represent selections of much larger bodies of material, while the Lawton papers are an accidentally preserved sample from the plant. The Shearer materials have been sampled to present a picture of his education, personality, and social life. The surviving material is primarily the correspondence of Lawton and Shearer as head of the firm. The letters document the Depression-related decline and rebirth of the firm, particularly the credit problems faced by small industrial businesses in the 1930s. The main body of correspondence is directly with customers. There is also correspondence between Lawton and his regional traveling salesmen and sales agents. It gives an interesting picture of the life and routines of the industrial traveling salesman in the years 1926-1932. The records of Rouse & Shearer are primarily Walter Shearer's correspondence. They document the full extent of his activities, including making colored aggregates and glazes, dental procelan and novelties, and running a general testing laboratory. The records of all four firms contain occasional observations on general economic and political conditions during the New Deal. Lewis Lawton's personal papers are surviving fragments from 1929 and 1937. The latter deal primarily with his attempt to refinance the company. The papers for 1929 show him as a local business leader on the brink of the Depression. The records also include a sample of ephemera, reports and letters collected by Walter Shearer and covering his life from grammar school (ca. 1910) through college down to the time he took over Bartley in 1940. They give a good picture of middle-class daily life in the 1920s and 1930s.

National Association for the Advancement of Colored People. *NAACP photographs of youth organizations and activities.* NAACP Records, Library of Congress. Washington, DC. Contents: Photos showing youth groups and activities. Includes photographs of Boy Scouts, 4-H Club groups, and the Stokowski Youth Orchestra. Includes photographs of Leopold Stokowski. Also includes a reproduction of a Boy Scout anniversary poster.

Siple, Paul Allman. *Papers.* Civil Division, United States National Archives and Records Service. Washington, DC. Contents: Scientist and polar explorer. Personal and professional correspondence related to work in the Dept. of the Army (1941-68) and as scientific liason, U.S. Embassy, Canberra, Australia (1963-66), including correspondence relating to association with the Boy Scouts and Adm. Richard E. Byrd; diaries, journals, research notes, and memoranda, relating to Siple's service on 6 Antarctic expeditions (1928-58); research notes relating to studies in biology, micrometeorology, physiology, and geography; biographical notes, awards, memorials, commendations; and still and motion pictures, sound recordings, and annotated and printed maps. Papers of Siple's wife, Ruth (Johannesmeyer) Siple, include correspondence with Siple and others, notebooks, course notes, and photos. Papers of Siple's sister, Carrol (Siple) Kettering include correspondence, Siple family genealogy, and family photos. NUCMC no.MS 76-729
Florida

Rosasco Family. Special Collections Department, John C. Pace Library, University of West Florida. Pensacola, FL. Contents: Residents of Pensacola, Milton, and Bagdad, Fla. Business records, correspondence, and general papers relating to the Rosasco family originating in Genoa, Italy, and first settling in California (1850-1861) before resettling in Florida ca. 1885, where it operated a large shipping and lumbering business. Papers related chiefly to William Sebastian Rosasco I (1895-1944); daughter-in-law, Ethel (Paderick) Rosasco Thomas (1899-1974); and grandson, William S. Rosasco III (b. 1929, and reflect commercial, social, and civic activities; the development by Peter (Pedro) Rosasco of the Bay Point Mill Company in Santa Rosa County; and other interests of the family. Includes ledgers and business papers of Rosasco Brothers in Pensacola (1881-1939); accounts of A.T. Rosasco of Genoa, Italy; papers relating to barging and tugboating (1941-1958); genealogical notes on the Rosasco, Paderick, and Bronnum families (1842-1927); papers of Mr. and Mrs. W.S. Rosasco II (1910-1950) with correspondence (1910-1944) relating to the Revellers of Ariola; papers relating to the Pensacola Port Authority (1943-1945), Aiken Towing Company, and Santa Rosa Lumber Company (1944-1961); family photographs; undated autobiographical note by F.H. Cobb; and papers relating to the Bagdad Land and Lumber Company, Robinson Point Lumber Company, and other firms (1908-1936). Also includes notes on the lumber industry in the Bagdad area; correspondence (1930-1939) between A.T. Rosasco, Genoa, Italy, and W.S. Rosasco I and II; papers relating to the libeling of the bark Launberga (1917); correspondence of Ethel Paderick Rosasco Thomas including letters of Sidney J. Catts, William Halsey, Franklin Delano Roosevelt, Eleanor Roosevelt, Chester Nimitz, Robert L.F. Sikes, Fuller Warren, Adm. Forrest Sherman, Charles O. Andrews, and Claude Pepper; documents relating to the establishment of the recreation center for servicemen in Pensacola (1941); and correspondence and papers of W.S. Rosasco III including records of his service in the Boy Scouts of America and of his business and civic activities in Santa Rosa County. LC control no.98800835


Mills, Charles A. Charles A. Mills. Historical Museum of Southern Florida. Miami, FL. Contents: Real estate developer, civic leader, and U.S. Naval Reserve officer, of Miami, Fla. Correspondence, scrapbooks, clippings, and other items, relating to Mills's affiliation with the U.S. Naval Reserve, his involvement with civic affairs, American Legion, Boy Scouts of America, hospitals, Red Cross, and the World War II home front. LC control no.97800812

Weddell, Justin Robinson. Justin Robinson Weddell. Special Collections Department, John C. Pace Library, University of West Florida. Pensacola, FL. Contents: Advertising executive, of Pensacola, Fla. Correspondence, printed works, family papers, photographs, and drawings, with files of advertising matter prepared by Weddell. Includes papers relating to his activities with the St. Regis Paper Company, the Pensacola Rotary Club, and the University of West Florida;
political papers and campaign activities relating to Sheriff Bill Davis, George Smathers, George G. Stone (1923-1966), Curtis A. Golden, and Carmen S. Boone; papers relating to Weddell's early career in advertising with N.W. Ayer & Son and Erwin, Wasey and Company, Ltd. (ca. 1934-1944); his later work with Rogers and Slade Co., the St. Regis Company, and Weddell Associates (1944-1970); collection of his pencil drawings and portraits; correspondence as London managing director of N.W. Ayer (1939-1944) including details of England during the early years of World War II; diaries of wife, Corinne Weddell (1930-1954), and her ship diary of a trip from England to Australia via Cape Horn and return through the Suez Canal (1928-1929); typescript reminiscence by Mr. Weddell of England during World War II; photographs and typescripts of anecdotes submitted to the "Old Timer's Contest," conducted by the Saturday Evening Post (1923) on early automobile travel between 1880 and 1915; and correspondence relating to the American Chamber of Commerce in London, British war relief organizations, and the National Association of Manufacturers. Subjects include local organizations such as the Boy Scouts of America, the Coca-Cola Company, the Florida Quadricentennial activities, and the Pensacola Naval Air Station; advertising matter for Cary and Company, the Pensacola Chamber of Commerce, Christ Church, the Fiesta of Five Flags, the Lipton Cup races and Pensacola Yacht Club, the Pensacola Country Club, Sacred Heart Hospital; the Pensacola YMCA; the Florida Forestry Association; the Pace Family; Henry M. Luce III; the People to People Program (sister city program of Pensacola); the stream pollution survey, 1948-1953; Ed Ball; and creation of Town and County Plaza (Pensacola's first shopping center). LC control no.98800990

Georgia

Barber, Luther William (interviewee), and Philip M. Neisler (interviewer). *Northwest Georgia Oral History Series: Kennesaw College Oral History Series: Collected interviews, Vol. IX*. Kennesaw State University. Kennesaw, GA. Contents: This series was started in 1978 and has now been completed. The interviewees were people of various backgrounds from Cobb, Cherokee, Paulding, Bartow, Gordon, and Fulton counties. Most of the interviews were relatively brief class projects by students taking Georgia or Social and Cultural history. An index to Collected Interviews, Vol. I-X, was completed by Angela G. Riess. Of interest is: Barber, Luther William [Cobb County scoutmaster]

Burnett, Robert A. *Administrative Records of Robert A. Burnett, 1978-1999*. Archives, Armstrong Atlantic State University. Savannah, GA. Contents: Records document Dr. Burnett's administration of the College, its daily operations, curriculum, program development, accreditation, and building programs. Correspondence with administrators, faculty and departments on campus, especially Athletics for the bulk of the record. The program exchange with Savannah State University, as well as discussions of merger, and the plans for developing a regional university are well-documented. Dr. Burnett's work with community organizations, such as the Boy Scouts, and his membership on the Board of Trustees of Candler Hospital, and correspondence with educational associations are also a significant part of the record. www.library.armstrong.edu/archives/index.html

Hentz, Hal Fitzgerald. *Papers, 1907-1972*. Atlanta Historical Center. Atlanta, GA. Contents: Hal Fitzgerald Hentz, a native of City Point, FL, graduated from Emory University in 1904 and helped form the architecture firm of Normran, Hentz & Reid. Hentz was the President of the Atlanta Area Council, Boy Scouts of America, 1929-1931. These papers consist of scrapbooks, Hentz family genealogy notes, obituary notices and sympathy cards.

Holloman, Garland Hamilton. *Garland Hamilton Holloman papers, 1928-1964 (MSS 257)*. Archives and Manuscripts Department, Pitts Theology Library, Emory University. Atlanta, GA. Contents: Garland Hamilton "Bo" Holloman was born in Itta Bena, Mississippi on February 18, 1912. He received a B.S. degree from Millsaps College in 1934, followed by a master in education in 1937 from George Peabody College. He also took graduate courses at Ohio State University and the University of Chicago. Holloman was a mathematics teacher, principal and coach in the mid-1930s to early 1940s. During World War II, he served as an officer in the 8th Army Air Corp. He received a Master of Divinity degree in 1948 from the Candler School of Theology at Emory University and was ordained as a Methodist minister. He pastored churches in his native Mississippi and served as a district superintendent in the Mississippi Conference of the United Methodist Church. He was also active in the Boy Scouts of America and numerous other organizations. Holloman retired in 1982 and died in Jackson, Mississippi on August 8, 1993. This collection consists of class notes, essays, reports, and miscellaneous material collected by Garland Holloman during his career as an educator and clergyman. The bulk of the collection consists of Holloman's class notes and essays from 1946 to 1948 when he was a seminary student at the Candler School of Theology. The notes and essays provide a sample of the lecture material and course requirements used in seminary education in the late 1940s. The collections also contains reports regarding education in the area of Texas where Holloman taught prior to World War II, Holloman's thesis on secondary education in Mississippi, and miscellaneous material relating to his early career as an educator and coach. Included in this material are Holloman's basketball plays for a team he coached. [www.pitts.emory.edu/Archives/text/mss257.html](http://www.pitts.emory.edu/Archives/text/mss257.html)

Lewis, Andrew Jackson. *Edward Randolph Carter and Andrew Jackson Lewis collection, [ca. 1890-1985]*. Archives Division, Auburn Avenue Research Library on African-American Culture and History, Atlanta-Fulton Public Library System. Atlanta, GA. Contents: The collection consists of papers of Edward Randolph Carter and Andrew Jackson Lewis from CA 1890-1985. The papers include correspondence, printed material, photographs, financial records, clippings, a diary (1942) documenting Lewis' military service during World War II, and ephemera. Early materials (1905-1942) pertain to Carter's religious activities and duties as pastor of Friendship Baptist Church (Atlanta, Ga.) and also include writings and sermons of Carter. The bulk of the collection (1944-1985) pertains to Andrew J. Lewis and documents his involvement with Boy Scout troops in Atlanta (Ga.), as an educator and principal in the Atlanta school system, with state and national teachers' or educational associations, and the Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity. The collection also contains materials relating to Friendship Baptist Church including correspondence (1942-1983), financial reports, annual reports (1943, 1978-1985), and programs.

Saussy Family. *Saussy family papers 1830-1969 (MS 1276).* Georgia Historical Society. Savannah, GA. Contents: This collection contains information on the Saussy family as well as related families, including the Calais, Chapin, Chipman, Cornwell, Tiedeman, and Varnedoe families. The collection contains correspondence between Gordon Saussy and Hattie Saussy, papers from Gordon Saussy's legal practice, documentation of the creation of the Boy Scouts of America, Troop 8 in Savannah, and family photographs. Associated materials: George Nowlan Saussy letters, MS 913; Gordon Saussy papers, MS 679; and, Robert Saussy letter, MS 956.

Sibley, Erwin U. *Erwin U. Sibley papers, 1914-1977.* Special Collections, Ina Dillard Russell Library, Georgia College & State University. Milledgeville, GA. Contents: The collection consists of papers of Erwin U. Sibley of Milledgeville, Baldwin County, Georgia, from ca 1914-1977. The papers include correspondence, court files, and legal case files. The materials document Sibley's legal career, his activities as a Special Assistant (1934-1947) in the Lands Division of the US Attorney General's Office, his military duties in the Judge Advocate General's office (Charleston, SC) during World War II, and his judgeship (1949-1973) of Baldwin County, Georgia. Sibley's legal files document his representation of many of the railroad companies in Georgia as well as textile and mining industries. The collection also documents Sibley's involvement with the Baldwin County Progressive Farmers' Club, the Boy Scouts of America, the First Presbyterian Church (Milledgeville, Ga.), the Sons of the American Revolution, and several Georgia bar associations. Correspondents include Richard B. Russell Jr., John A. Sibley, Hughes Spalding, Herman E. Talmadge, and Carl Vinson.

Smith, Windell M. *Windell M. Smith papers, ca 1960.* Popular Music Collection, Special Collections Department, Georgia State University. Atlanta, GA. Contents: This collection consists of a single sheet of lyrics that Johnny Mercer provided to Savannah Boy Scout Troop 60 for a 1960 trip to the Boy Scout Jamboree in Colorado Springs, Colorado. The untitled lyrics were presumably sung to the tune of the song "I've Got the Joy, Joy, Joy Down in My Heart." [www.library.gsu.edu/spcoll/xml/index.aspID=M186](http://www.library.gsu.edu/spcoll/xml/index.aspID=M186)

United Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners of America. Local 2261 (Fort Myers). *Records, 1925-1978.* Special Collections Department/Southern Labor Archives, William Russell Pullen Library, Georgia State University. Atlanta, GA. Contents: Minutes, financial documents, journeymen carpenter examinations, and printed items, relating to wage negotiations, attempts to increase employment, bargaining, relations with the district council, and participation in local community affairs and organizations, including Boy Scouts, National Foundation-March of Dimes, and Red Cross. Persons represented include H.C. Archey, A.P. Bennett, R.E. Livingston, and J.T. Niblack. Permanent gift of John Hickey, 1979. Finding aid in the repository. LC control no.92799539. NIDS microfiche no.3.95.221

Hawai`i

Judd, Charles Sheldon. *Charles Sheldon Judd.* Hawaii State Archives. Honolulu, HI. Contents: NUCMC no.MS 70-543 Forester, of Hawaii. Personal letters and other correspondence; articles on forestry, hiking, and related subjects, including a bibliography of articles published (1905-29); material relating to the Judd family, its genealogy, coat of arms, centenary (1928), and Judd Road on the island of Hawaii; personal business papers; 45 watercolors of Hawaiian flowers and plants and other sketches; correspondence and papers (1927-37) of the Piko Club, a hiking club; and some papers concerning Boy Scout activities.
Iowa


Dakin, Allin Winston. Allin Winston Dakin Papers. Special Collections Department, University of Iowa Libraries. Iowa City, IA. Contents: Administrative dean, University of Iowa (1944-1974). Correspondence, notebooks, speeches, and other papers, relating to such topics as United Nations Association of the USA, Iowa Division, Rotary International, and Boy Scouts of America. Gift of Mr. Dakin, 1982. Finding aid in the repository. LC control no.89797075. NIDS microfiche no.4.43.83

Dakin, Allin W. Papers, 1940-1981. Historical and Literary Manuscript Collections, Special Collections Department, University of Iowa Libraries Iowa City, IA. Contents: Correspondence, notebooks, speeches, and other papers, relating to such topics as United Nations Association of the USA, Iowa Division, Rotary International, and Boy Scouts of America. www.lib.uiowa.edu/spec-coll/MSC/ToMsc450/MsC418/MsC418_dakin.html

Goodwin, Robert Kingman. Papers. Special Collections Department, University of Iowa Libraries. Iowa City, IA. Contents: U.S. representative from Iowa, 1940-1941, and businessman, of Des Moines, IA. Correspondence, speeches, newspaper clippings, and photos. Gift of Marguerite Goodwin, 1985 and 1986. Finding aid in the repository. LC control no.89797132. NIDS microfiche no.4.43.93

Harian, Edgar R. (collector). Harlan collection. Library, State Historical Society of Iowa. Des Moines, IA. Contents: Includes material on Iowa history, the Civil War, World War I, political history, railroads, agriculture, conservation, Indians, and prominent Iowans, collected by Edgar R. Harian, curator of the Iowa Historical, Memorial and Art Dept. (predecessor of the State Dept. of History and Archives) and editor of Annals of Iowa. Calendar and index in the repository. NUCMC no.MS 62-897. NIDS microfiche no.3.37.1

Hoover, Herbert. Belgian-American Educational Foundation Papers, 1920-1964. Herbert Hoover Presidential Library and Museum. West Branch, IA. Contents: Correspondence, memoranda, reports, minutes of meetings, financial reports, clippings and printed materials relating to the educational programs of: the BAEF, the American Child Health Association, the American Relief Administration, the Belgian child health project, the Better Homes in America movement, the Commission for Relief in Belgium, the Hoover Institution, and the U.S. Food Administration. Also included are files concerning the annual meetings and benevolence fund of the CRB/ARA Association. These files occasionally provide important glimpses into the inner workings of the CRB, the U.S. Food Administration and the ARA, especially the Russian relief effort of 1921-23.
which was conducted by the ARA. Child welfare organizations in both countries have benefitted extensively from grants made by the BAEF and its sister organization in Belgium. These have included programs as diverse as the Boy Scouts and the Girl Scouts, the Women's Division of the National Amateur Athletic Federation, the Hoover Institution (Stanford, CA), the United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration, underwriting for White House conferences on child health and home ownership during the Hoover administration, and support for the programs of the American Child Health Association and the Better Homes in America movement. Other projects have included funding for the rebuilding of Belgian university libraries destroyed in World War I, food relief packages for Belgian intellectuals during World War II, and a Belgian child health project in the middle 1920's, focused on dental hygiene, which brought Belgian teachers to the U.S. for in-service training.

Rohlf, William A, and Lottie Beed Rohlf. Rohlf, William A. and Lottie Beed Rohlf collection, 1885-1955 (MS 43). Special Collections, State Historical Society of Iowa. Iowa City, IA. Contents: William A. Rohlf was born in Davenport in 1867. He taught in rural schools before attending the State University of Iowa medical school, 1888-1891. Dr. Rohlf began practice in Hampton, Iowa and met his wife, Lottie Beed, daughter of James H. Beed, a local merchant. The Rohlfs moved to Waverly in 1897 and Dr. Rohlf practiced there until retiring. Rohlf was a lifelong supporter of the Boy Scouts, a charter member of the Waverly Rotary, and 1930-1931 president of the Iowa Medical Society. Rohlf was reknowned for his birthday clinics which brought physicians together from across the state to celebrate his birthday by seeing patients during the day and then socializing at night. Correspondence; certificates and awards; programs; scrapbooks; photographs; and miscellaneous papers of Dr. William A. Rohlf. Also contains diaries; genealogies; scrapbooks; photographs; and assorted papers of Lottie Beed Rohlf, wife of William.

Runkel, Sylvan T. Papers, 1925-1988 (MS-619). Special Collections Department, Iowa State University Library. Ames, IA. Contents: This collection contains papers collected by Runkel and documents his enthusiasm and commitment to conservation. Included is biographical information, appointment books, awards, writings, nature walks, conferences and workshops, subject files, notes, correspondence, as well as Runkel's work with the US Soil Conservation Service, the Iowa State Preserves Board, and the US Forest Service. In addition to more formal correspondence and other records, the collection also contains incomplete notes and writings that illuminate Runkel's perspective on several topics, including the relationship between man and nature. He was active in numerous organizations related to nature conservation and was particularly involved with the Boy Scouts of America. www.lib.iastate.edu/spcl/manuscripts/MS619.html

Idaho


Strong, Vernon L. (interviewee), and Harold S. Forbush (interviewer). Oral History interview with Vernon Strong, July 7, 1969 (Teton Valley Pioneers Project). Library and Archives, Idaho State Historical Society. Boise, ID. Contents: Recorded under the auspices of Ricks College and Idaho State Historical Society "Rough draft, use with tape." Interview was recorded 7/7/69.
Illinois

**Parks and Memorials Division scrapbooks, 1943-1953 (Record Series 244.023).** Illinois Department of Conservation, Illinois State Archives. Springfield, IL. Contents: Scrapbooks contain newspaper and magazine articles on issues pertaining to state parks and memorials. Subjects include land acquisition; publicity; special programs; improvements; maintenance; historical backgrounds; recreational facilities; private organization; participation; military training use; flooding; operation hours; reforestation; Boy Scout and Girl Scout activities; donations; youth camps; fire damage; vandalism; and accidents.

**Professions and careers: oral history collection.** Oral History Office, Sangamon State University. Springfield, IL. Contents: Illinois State Historical Library, Lincoln Library, and Sangamon State University Library (Springfield, IL) also have copies of the transcripts. Transcripts of tape-recorded interviews with persons engaged as architects, army officers, brickyard workers, cattlemen, doctors, farmers, grocers, lawyers, newspapermen, organ grinders, oil workers, painters, utility workers, veterinarians, and in other careers and professions in central Illinois. Includes material on these occupations and on Allis-Chalmers, Boy Scouts of America, historic sites, Illinois Legislature, influenza, military service in Korea and Vietnam, Sangamon County Historical Library, United States Military Academy (West Point, N.Y.), and Frank Lloyd Wright. Persons interviewed include Ivory Carter, Joseph Claus, Estol R. Cook, Mark A. Cook, Edwin Cory, Cleatus J. Cox, Dick Davidson, Walter Gardiner, Logan D. Giffin, Mark Heyman, Dr. Tolbert Hill, William Hoffman, Judson Jusell, Dr. Joseph Kirchner, Abbie Parnell, and Harvey Phelps. NUCMC no.MS 84-401

Arbaugh, William G. *William G. Arbaugh Papers 1926-1958 (bulk 1951-1958).* Personal paper Collection, Archives, Evangelical Lutheran Church in America. Elk Grove Village, IL. Contents: This series documents the final years spent in Puerto Rico by the Rev. William G. Arbaugh, primarily 1951 to mid-1956, with scattered letters from before 1951. It also documents the two and a half years, 1956-1958, which Arbaugh worked at the United Lutheran Church in America headquarters in New York City. Most of the series consists of Arbaugh's outgoing correspondence. Of that, most are addressed to his wife and children, with some to his mother and brother. The remainder is addressed to associates in the West Indies mission, Caribbean Synod, and at church headquarters in New York. There are also some letters received by Arbaugh from family and associates. The series also contains photographs, evidently taken by Arbaugh, of West Indies mission work in the U.S. Virgin islands in 1941. Records are from 1926-1958 with the bulk dating from 1951-1958. The series is arranged into two subseries: correspondence and photographs. The correspondence, arranged chronologically, is very revealing both as to Arbaugh's professional and personal lives as he wrote frankly and voluminously on a variety of topics. In relation to his work in Puerto Rico and Latin America his letters are full of observations and commentary on events and developments, including: the Puerto Rico nationalist insurrection, under date November 1, 1950; his role in providing impetus for the formation of the Caribbean Synod, November 1, 1951; and his criticism of the Lutheran Peace Fellowship for elevating the cause of peace above that of "the world's response to the Gospel of the Kingdom of God," December 26, 1952. Though a very earnest and hard-working individual, Arbaugh also had a sense of humor which had frequent play within his correspondence. On November 2, 1953, he wrote "One of the worst curses of modern civilization is about to descend on Puerto Rico- television. The first TV station in PR, 'Telemundo,' opens January first and many houses have been fitted with antlers already." While many of Arbaugh's letters present his work and beliefs as a church leader, many were also devoted to his role as a father, son, and parent. For example, he frequently plied his son with advice about how to obtain a good wife. He also was a careful financial planner and provided typed copies of the family budget to his wife and children.
Arbaugh's practice of addressing family members requires some explanation. In his correspondence he always referred to his own mother as "mother," even when discussing her with his own children, while referring to their own mother as "Clara." Clara, on the other hand, always signed herself "mother" when writing their children. The photographs (three black and white prints and 54 negatives) are of scenes of the Lutheran church and its agencies in the U.S. Virgin Islands (mostly of the Queen Louise Home in Frederiksted) and date from around 1941.

Boy Scouts of America. *Boy Scouts of America.* East Chicago Public Library. East Chicago, IL. Contents: Black and white photographs which include: scouts camping in the Indiana Dunes, 1914; Sea Scouts; banquets, ceremonies and activities spanning four decades.

Dinger, Ralph E., Edith Bayer, and Lutheran Council in the USA. Division of Mission Ministry. Department of National Youth Agency. *Correspondence Files, 1964-1987.* Library, Evangelical Lutheran Church in America. Chicago, IL. Contents: Department of National Youth Agency Relationships correspondence files (1964-1987) contain correspondence, memoranda, reports, Department evaluations, award winner lists, brochures, newsletters, and publications regarding the activities of the Department, its predecessor Office, and its successor program Youth Agency Relationships (YAR), in administering religious emblem programs in civic youth-serving agencies and coordinating efforts between these agencies and the Lutheran Council in the USA's (LCUSA) church bodies. Civic youth-serving agencies in which the Department was involved included Boy Scouts and Girl Scouts, Camp Fire Girls, 4-H clubs, Boys and Girls Clubs of America, Future Farmers and Future Homemakers of America, and the American Red Cross. Specific programs administered by the Department included the God-Home-Country program, and the Pro Deo et Patria program for Lutheran Boy Scouts and Explorers (both replaced by a Lutheran Living Faith program in 1983), and the Lamb Award. Correspondents include Department Director Ralph E. Dinger; Secretary to the Director Edith Bayer; National Lutheran Association of Scouters officials; LCUSA and Division of Mission and Ministry staff; LCUSA church body youth boards and parish services departments; Programs of Religious Activities with Youth (PRAY) leaders; civic youth-serving agency officials; Lutheran Brotherhood officials; and youth involved in the programs.

Illinois Department of Conservation. *Parks and Memorials Division scrapbooks, 1943-1953.* Record Series 244.023, Illinois Dept. of Conservation, Parks and Memorials Division Scrapbooks, Illinois State Archives. Springfield, IL. Contents: Scrapbooks contain newspaper and magazine articles on issues pertaining to state parks and memorials. Subjects include land acquisition; publicity; special programs; improvements; maintenance; historical backgrounds; recreational facilities; private organization; participation; military training use; flooding; operation hours; reforestation; Boy Scout and Girl Scout activities; donations; youth camps; fire damage; vandalism; and accidents.

Illinois Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction. *Photographs, 1911-1930 (Record Series 106.025).* Illinois State Board of Education, Photographs, Illinois State Archives. Springfield, IL. Contents: Photographs depict school pageants; monuments and buildings; scouting activities; state teacher school activities and buildings; Lincoln State School; State School for the Deaf and Blind; Soldiers' Orphans Home; and St. Charles School for Boys buildings and activities.

Patterson, George Alexander. *Papers, 1927-1980.* Archives and Manuscripts Department, Chicago Historical Society. Chicago, IL. Contents: Correspondence, minutes, petitions, grievance reports, membership lists, company-union material, and other items, reflecting Patterson's role as a leader in the unionization of steelworkers in the Chicago area in the early 1930s, and as a staff representative to District 32 of United Steel Workers of America, covering Wisconsin and part of
Illinois; together with limited papers about Patterson's personal life. Includes material from labor organizations with which Patterson was associated, such as United Roll Turners Association, Employee Representation Plan of Carnegie-Illinois Steel Corporation, Associated Employees of South Works, Steel Workers Organizing Committee, and District 31 (representing Northeastern Illinois and Indiana) of United Steelworkers of America, which documents organizing efforts of these groups and the specific changes and improvements in working conditions sought by laborers, as well as papers on contract negotiations, grievances, and the organizing of employees at companies with which Patterson dealt on behalf of District 32. Gift of Mr. Patterson, 1982. Finding aid in the repository. Arranged in three series: Series I, Professional files, 1934-1975; Series II, Personal files, 1927-1980; and Series III, Printed material, 1936-1980. LC control no.93797439 NIDS microfiche no.4.71.97

Scott, Ernest H. Papers. University Archives, University of Illinois. Urbana, IL. Contents: Stenographer for Illinois State Entomologists' Office and Office of the Natural History Survey. Personal papers, including correspondence, letters of recommendation, programs of university events, banking papers, insurance policies, orders, and receipts; and newspaper clippings relating to Scott's activities as choir director of Bethel A.M.E. Church, member of a masonic order (Knights Templar), Boy Scout leader, and Illinois civil service employee. Acquired 1977. NUCMC no.MS 82-939

Indiana


Catholic Committee on Scouting. Papers concerning Catholic Scouting in the USA. Edward V Cardinal Papers, University of Notre Dame Archives. South Bend, IN. Contents:


D. Appleton-Century Company. Appleton-Century mss.,1846-1962 (Collection no: LMC 1023). Lilly Library, Indiana University. Bloomington, IN. Contents: Consists of the office files of the publishing company, its two predecessors, D. Appleton & Co., and the Century Co., and to a small extent its successor, Appleton-Century Crofts, Inc. The papers in the collection consist of contracts with authors for the publication of their works, and for dramatizations, motion picture rights, foreign editions, and translations of books published by the firm; business correspondence with authors, executors of their estates, publishers and others; royalty statements; copies of the wills of some of the authors; and other business papers. In box 18 of the collection is found: Seton, Ernest Thompson. Letters and papers, 1888-1953 (3 folders). http://webapp1.dlib.indiana.edu/findingaids/lilly/view?brand=ead&docId=InU-Li-VAA1233&doc.view=entire_text

Howie, Hillis L. *Prairie Trek Expeditions Records, 1926-1982*. Manuscript and Visual Collections Department, William Henry Smith Memorial Library, Indiana Historical Society. Indianapolis, IN. Contents: The Prairie Trek Expeditions is a summer camping activity for young adults in the American Southwest. It combines camping with educational experiences in the natural sciences, archaeology, and crafts. The Trek began in 1926 when Hillis L. Howie, scoutmaster of Indianapolis Troop 18, led a group of Boy Scouts on a tour of the American West. The Trek's activities were expanded and institutionalized in 1934. A separate girl's expedition called the Turquoise Trail began in that year also. In 1935, the group became a non-profit, educational organization entitled the Cottonwood Gulch Foundation, with property in Thoreau, New Mexico. Prairie Trek and the Cottonwood Gulch Foundation continue to serve as a pioneer program in educational summer camping; now serving the entire United States from its offices in Albuquerque, New Mexico. The collection consists of Mr. Howie's records concerning the creation of the Cottonwood Gulch Foundation and daily operations for the years 1926 to 1982. http://indianahistory.org/library/manuscripts/collection%5Fguides/M0390.html

Jacobsen, Elmer. *Papers*. Calumet Regional Archives, Indiana University Northwest. Gary, IN. Contents: Correspondence, minutes, committee reports, subject files, and newsletters, relating to Jacobsen's activities as director of Northwest Indiana Crime Commission (1965-1975); together with records of Volunteers Against Corruption. Topics include alleged corruption in Indiana's court systems, gambling and liquor violations, organized crime, political corruption, prostitution, and street crime. LC control no.93800422. NIDS microfiche no.3.203.76

Kansas

BSA Troop 55 (KS). *Boy Scouts, Eagle Court of Honor Program (RH MS P419)*. Kansas Collection, Kenneth Spencer Research Library, University of Kansas. Lawrence, KS. Contents: Boy Scouts. Eagle Court of Honor, Troop 55, Lawrence, KS

Kentucky

*Repository description, 1780-1988.* Special Collections and Archives Department, Steely Library, Northern Kentucky University. Highland Heights, KY. Contents: Materials include some Campbell County records; school record books and board minutes from Boone, Kenton, and Campbell Counties; papers and photographs relating to the Christopher Gist Society; oral history interviews and photographs of prominent local citizens; Civil War diaries and other materials; maps; and materials relating to the Boy Scouts.


Grossman, Maurice. *Papers*. University Archives and Records Center, Ekstrom Library, University of Louisville. Louisville, KY. Contents: Maurice Grossman was born in Louisville on December 23, 1903. After graduating from high school in 1920, he went to work for Young Men's Hebrew Association, now the Jewish Community Center. In 1935 he opened a department store in Lexington. In 1937 he returned to Louisville for health reasons, opening a department store in Louisville in 1943 that he operated until 1965. From 1965 until his retirement in 1970 he worked for the county government. He was active in the Boy Scouts and in B'nai B'rith. The papers include material relating to Grossman's work with B'nai B'rith, the Boy Scouts of America, and newspaper clippings and pamphlets written about his career, his son's career, important historical
events, and Middletown, Kentucky, the location of his business. NIDS microfiche no.4.16.114

Mays, Jesse Oliver. *Jesse Oliver Mays collection, 1937-1985*. Kentucky Historical Society. Frankfort, KY. Contents: This collection consists of photocopies of letters, certificates, awards, photographs, newspaper clippings, and memorabilia of Jesse Oliver Mays, an African-American native of Salem, Kentucky, who was raised and educated in Terre Haute, Indiana. The materials, covering the period 1937-1985, relate to Mays' career as a teacher and Boy Scout leader in western Kentucky coal fields, Indiana, and Chicago. Some items also concern his nomination into the Indiana State University Football Hall of Fame.

**Louisiana**

Barthelemy, Sidney J. *Barthelemy (Sidney J.) Collection*. Louisiana and Special Collections, Earl K. Long Library, University of New Orleans. New Orleans, LA. Contents: Barthelemy was elected a state senator in 1974 and served in that capacity until 1977, when he was elected councilman-at-large of New Orleans. He served two four-year terms as mayor of New Orleans. The collection covers Senator Barthelemy's activities from 1973 to 1977 on the Mental and Social Health Subcommittee; Governor's Conference on Aging; Host Committee, National Interdisciplinary Conference; American Foundation for Negro Affairs; National Association of Social Workers, Inc.; the Mayor's Criminal Justice Coordinating Council; State of Louisiana Joint Legislative Committee on Health and Welfare; Family Service Association of America; National Conference of State Legislatures; State of Louisiana Joint Legislative Committee on Natural Resources; Legis 50/The Center for Legislative Improvement; Commission on the Status of Women; Board of Directors, Housing Development Corporation; Criminal Justice Committee, Southern Legislative Conference of the Council of State Governments; and many others. NUCMC no.MS 84-416. NIDS microfiche no.3.89.12

BSA Troop 1. *Lake Charles Troop 1 Boy Scouts of America Collection, 1911-1984*. McNeese State University, Frazar Memorial Library, Archives and Special Collections Department. Lake Charles, LA. Contents: The collection contains annual charters, photographs, a souvenir book (1912), and miscellaneous papers documenting and describing the history of Troop 1 from its organization in 1911 to 1984. [www.library.mcneese.edu/depts/archive/troop1bsa115.htm](http://www.library.mcneese.edu/depts/archive/troop1bsa115.htm)

DeBlieux, Robert. *Robert DeBlieux Collection 1752-2003*. Cammie G. Henry Research Center, Northwestern State University of Louisiana. Natchitoches, LA. Contents: The DeBlieux Collection contains the papers of interrelated Natchitoches families spanning over two hundred years. Among these are Brezeale, Cloutier, Huppe, Hyams, Janin, Lambre, Metoyer, Prudhomme and Walmsley. Topics include social customs, business affairs, home education of children, legal cases, political insight and civic service. Included are the financial records of the DeBlieux and McCain store from 1902 through 1939. This collection offers an in-depth look at Natchitoches life, with a particular emphasis on the period directly before and after the Civil War. Also of note are extensive plantation records. Included in the collection are correspondence, financial records, photographs and paintings. Some materials are in French.

**Massachusetts**

*Boy Scout excursion records*. Lincoln Public Library. Lincoln, MA. Contents: Report, itineraries, and schedules, relating to a Lincoln, MA, Boy Scout trip to the Pyrenees in Spain in 1983; together with itineraries and schedules of a canoe trip on the Allagash River in Maine with Boy Scouts from Spain in 1984. Additional and related records owned by the repository. Finding aid in the repository. LC control no.2004590327


BSA Scahem Council. Collection of materials issued by or relating to the Boy Scouts of Concord, MA. Special Collections - Pamphlets, Concord Free Public Library. Concord, MA. Contents: Seventh annual Scoutorama, presented by Scahem Council, Inc., B.S. of A.

Gloucester (MA). 300th Anniversary Committee. Gloucester Archives. Gloucester, MA. Contents: Handwritten alphabetical listing of names with notes after many indicating 300th Anniversary Committee assignments. Includes several loose sheets giving church information and clergy and a list of scoutmasters. Described in: Gloucester, MA, town and city records guide (1992); v. 1, p. 12. LC control no.2003561790

Goldstein, Jonah J. Papers, 1904-1967. Wyner Center of the American Jewish Historical Society, Hebrew College. Newton, MA. Contents: Lawyer and judge, of New York City. Correspondence, speeches, memorabilia, newspaper clippings, photos, printed matter, and other papers, relating to Goldstein's career as a lawyer, New York City magistrate, chairman of the Magistrates Committee on Reorganization, judge of the Court of General Sessions of New York City, his work in removing domestic relations from the jurisdiction of the criminal court, his book, The Family in Court (1934), other court matters, the 1945 New York City mayoralty campaign, and his communal and philanthropic activities, of which the greatest part relates to his work with the Boy Scout movement, the Jewish Commission of Scouting, the Jewish Agency, Mesivtha Tefereth Jerusalem Hebrew Parochial School, Jewish education in America, and the Holy Name Center for Homeless Men. Includes a draft of the book, "The Grand Street Story," about the establishment and history of the Grand Street Boys Association, of which Goldstein was president. NUCMC no.MS 69-601

Hale, Robert Sever. Letters, 1880-1931. Massachusetts Historical Society. Boston, MA. Contents: Letters of Robert Sever Hale to his father George Silsbee Hale, his mother Ellen Sever Hale, and his brother Richard Walden Hale. One series of letters was written in 1880-81 when Hale was in school; another was written in 1886, giving a description of a trip to Europe. Three 1931 letters to Hale concern his involvement with the Boy Scouts of America. Robert Severe Hale, a member of the Boston Council of Boy Scouts and prominent in the national and international movements,
owned some acres of land and set it aside as a reservation for the purpose of providing opportunities for outdoor living by scouts and other youth. This was the start of the acquisition of lands that for many years was referred to as Scoutland. (OCLC: 18116059)

Maine

Jordan, Virgil H. Oral History. Northeast Archives of Folklore and Oral History, Maine Folklife Center. Orono, ME. Contents: Interviews conducted by Alexandra Cipuzak. Interviews. with Jordan, at Old Town, ME, about his life as a farmer before the Depression; employee of Penobscot Chemical Fiber Company for 30 years, and Diamond International for 3 years; and Boy Scout and Grange leader. LC control no.2001578398

Pressley, Mary Jane. Mary Jane Pressley Papers. Northeast Archives of Folklore and Oral History, Maine Folklife Center. Orono, ME. Contents: Student at University of Maine. Folklore collection, from University of Maine at Orono, including Boy Scout stories: cursed seaman, haunted house, green light ghost, hairy hand, and three-fingered Willie; and map. LC control no.98797183

Shulman, Harry G. Shulman, Harry G. Archives Room, Curtis Library, Pejepscot Historical Society. Brunswick, ME. Contents: Journalist and civic leader, of Brunswick, Me. Correspondence, financial records, insurance records, school-related materials, minutes from Brunswick selectman's meetings, correspondence and other materials of the Brunswick Taxpayer's Association, Portland Press Herald correspondence, and a Boy Scouts certificate (1941); Subjects include Shulman's reporting on the Brunswick Naval Air Station, for which he was made an honorary chief journalist, and his employment with the Portland Press Herald. The repository also has the Harry Shulman collection, 1930-1969 (6000 items), chiefly photographs shelved separately. Finding aid in the repository. LC control no.97797330

Pennsylvania

Obermayer, Leon Jacob. Papers, 1919-1973. Wyner Center of the American Jewish Historical Society, Hebrew College. Newton, MA. Contents: Lawyer, of Philadelphia, Pa. Correspondence, writings, speeches, newspaper clippings, printed matter, and other papers, relating to Obermayer's activities in national, local, and Jewish organizations. Includes personal correspondence, especially with his son, Arthur Obermayer, and Maurice Jacobs; and material relating to American Bar Association Special Committee on Investigation, Solicitation and Handling of Personal Injury Claims; American Jewish Historical Society; B'nai B'rith; Board of Public Education of Philadelphia (especially concerning communism in the schools, educational television, and the problems of minority students); Boy Scouts of America; Committee on Legal Ethics and Grievances; Heart Association of Southeastern Pennsylvania; Hebrew Sunday School Society; Hebrew Union College; National Committee on Employment of Youth; Penn. Alcoholic Beverage Study; Pennsylvania Prison Society; Symphony Club; Union of American Hebrew Congregations; and the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights. NUCMC no.MS 77-42

Maryland

Gutman, Arthur J. Arthur J. Gutman. Jewish Museum of Maryland. Baltimore, MD. Contents: Arthur Gutman, son of Adolph and Beulah Gutman, was born in Baltimore. He was involved in the Boy Scouts of America as a child. Gutman attended the University of Baltimore Law School, graduating in 1934. He fought in World War II, and was stationed in the Middle East, North Africa, and later, Italy. Gutman was a member of Baltimore's Phoenix Club and attended Temple Oheb Shalom. He was also a member of a social club known as Harmony Circle. Gutman's wife
was known as Wheezie. Papers describe Gutman's life and also include documents relating to other members of the Gutman family, including his parents, his siblings, (Marion and Joseph Gutman), his grandmother, Dora Leopold Rosenblatt, and his relative Amy Greif.; Includes books, newspaper clippings, leaflets, membership cards, programs, booklets, fabric, envelopes, scrapbooks, business cards, catalogs, order forms, receipts, report cards, correspondence, pamphlets, invitations, dance cards, brochures, manuscripts, bulletins, lists, tributes, newspapers, photographs, and negatives. Photographs and negatives are organized separately from the non-photographic materials. Finding aid available in the repository. LC control no.2004590454

Maryland Department of Natural Resources (Forest Park and Wildlife Service). *Photographs, 1919-1977.* Maryland State Archives. Annapolis, MD. Contents: Photographic files pertaining to forests and parks. Includes photographs, newsletters, magazines, pamphlets, yearbooks, deeds, plats, and miscellaneous materials with particular emphasis on activities of the Civilian Conservation Corps. Subjects photographed include logging, Fort Frederick, Chesapeake and Delaware Canal, forestry people, trees, wood utilization, roads and highways, water and erosion, rural landscapes, state parks, towns, forest conservation, and boy scouts. Series moved to Special Collections [MSA SC1178].

National Association for the Advancement of Colored People. *Branch department files. Annual branch activities reports (Papers of the NAACP. Part 25, Branch department files. Series A, regional files and special reports, 1941-1955; reel 16, fr. 0007-reel 19, fr. 0457).* University Publications of America. Bethesda, MD. Contents: Major topics: Reports on NAACP activities, including employment, membership, desegregation of housing, public accommodations, bus transportation, the Boy Scouts, and schools, legal defense, FEPC legislation, fund-raising, branch organization, voter registration, community cooperation, restrictive covenants, Fight for Freedom Fund, observations of Negro History Week, etc. in these states.

———. *General office file: Organizations, correspondence (Papers of the NAACP. Part 30, General office files. Series A, Subject files, 1966-1972; reel 07, fr. 0696-reel 8, fr. 0466).* University Publications of America. Bethesda, MD. Contents: Major topics: Black People for Progress; Big Brothers Inc.; Brotherhood in Action; Black Liberation Alliance; Boy Scouts of America; B'nai B'rith Women; Brothers United for National Development; Wilberforce University; Black Women' Institute (National Council of Negro Women); Brotherhood of Sleeping Car Porters; Interreligious Coalition for Housing; National Rural Housing Coalition; Farmers Home Administration; Housing and Urban Development Department; Citizens Against Legalized Murder; Challenge International; Urban Innovations; Commission of Racial Justice of the United Church of Christ; Citizens for Justice with Order; Citizens Committee for Government Reorganization; Congress of African People; Congress of Racial Equality; Concerned Professional Association of Boys' Club Workers; Civitan International; Coalition for Human Needs and Budget Priorities.

Michigan


Bassett, Ray E. Ray E. Bassett scrapbook, 1914-1919. Ann Arbor, MI. Contents: Scrapbook containing clippings and printed materials about his work, also the Boy Scouts, the YMCA, and Ann Arbor's patriotic activities during World War I. (OCLC: 34422849)

Bennett, Ralph Mrs. Scrapbooks, 1885-1956. Clarke Historical Library, Central Michigan University. Mount Pleasant, MI. Contents: Scrapbooks, 1885-1956, undated, include a wide variety of stamps and seals of the following topics: souvenirs; advertising; World War II propaganda, national defense, patriotic, POWs, Bataan War POWs, Poland, Jews; Free Palestine; refugees; flags of various countries; state seals; presidents; movie stars; the coronation of King George VI and family; baseball players; Will Rogers; Helen Keller; planes; airmail; trains; boats; sports teams; rodeos; Audubon Society; Osteopathic Foundation; Christmas Seals; foreign stamps; political; historic; biographical; philatelic societies and meetings; various anniversary and commemorative stamps; temperance; religious images and topics; conservation; colleges and universities, including their mascots; travel and tourism; hotels; national parks; wildlife; pets; animal abuse; father's day; stamps and postcards for the Columbian Exposition, 1898, and St. Louis Exposition, 1904; Girl and Boy Scouts; and children. Some ration books, Rewards of Merit for school children; various types of licenses; postcards; wedding or anniversary napkins; placemats; fruit, vegetables, liquor, and tobacco labels; and correspondence, 1940s-1950s from penpals around the world are also included. An Oct. 26, 1900 copy of the naturalization record of John Dickson from Britain on April 10, 1872 in Kent County (Mich.) is also included. Except for a few seals which stuck to the pages in front of them, the scrapbooks and their contents are in excellent condition. Some of the materials document Mich., although many states and countries are represented.

Boy Scouts of America. Lake Huron Area Council. Organizational papers, 1917-1976. Clarke Historical Library, Central Michigan University. Mount Pleasant, MI. Contents: Organizational papers, 1917-1976 and undated, includes: correspondence; financial and membership reports; meeting minutes; photographs and negatives; newsletters; and newspaper clippings (copies), of the Summer Trail, Saginaw Bay Area, Lake Huron; and Valley Trails Boy Scout councils of Mich. Also included are materials documenting the merger of Summer Trails and Valley Trails councils and the resulting transfer of Bear Lake Scout Camp, 1961; and the articles of incorporation for both councils, 1922 and 1944. Oversized photographs document the organizational meeting of the council in 1971.

BSA Lake Huron Area Council. Organizational papers, 1917-1976. Clarke Historical Library, Central Michigan University. Mount Pleasant, MI. Contents: Organizational papers, 1917-1976 and undated, includes: correspondence; financial and membership reports; meeting minutes; photographs and negatives; newsletters; and newspaper clippings (copies), of the Summer Trail, Saginaw Bay Area, Lake Huron; and Valley Trails Boy Scout councils of Mich. Also included are materials documenting the merger of Summer Trails and Valley Trails councils and the resulting transfer of Bear Lake Scout Camp, 1961; and the articles of incorporation for both councils, 1922 and 1944. Oversized photographs document the organizational meeting of the council in 1971. The collection was donated by Judge Ira W. Butterfield, who served as an Executive Board member of the Saginaw Bay Area Council. The Clarke Historical Library has
other Boy and Girl Scout collections, the papers of Butterfield's grandfather, George W. Butterfield, and two books by Ira W. Butterfield.

BSA Paul Bunyan Council. Organizational papers, 1951-1971. Clarke Historical Library, Central Michigan University. Mount Pleasant, MI. Contents: Organizational papers, 1951-1971 and undated, include: mostly photographs; a few artifacts; some Council publications; and newspaper clippings (copies). Oversized materials include photographs of Michigan Boy Scout troops at national Jamborees, merit badges, a history of the merit badges, and a retirement "plaque" of badges presented to Arthur E. Henry in 1974. Most of the collection documents the beginning and early use of the Paul Bunyan Scout Reservation (camp), 1951-1971 in Oscoda (Mich.). Artifacts include the Council's flag, merit badges, and an Order of the Arrow sash and pin. Arthur E. Henry, who donated the collection, served as the Council's Scout Executive during the 1960s. He was from Midland. Henry retired as professional advisor to the Order of the Arrow on Sept. 14, 1974. Eventually the Council was merged into the Lake Huron Council, the papers of which are also at the Clarke Historical Library.


Ford Motor Co. Community relations records series, 1940-1946. General Sales Department (Ford Motor Company) records subgroup, Ford Motor Company Sales and Advertising records collection, Benson Ford Research Center, The Henry Ford. Detroit, MI. Contents: The Community Relations records series consists of two subseries. The American Legion Junior Baseball subseries, 1943-1946 (1.6 cubic ft. and 1 volume), Acc. 441, contains correspondence with American Legion leaders, athletic directors, Ford Motor Company branches, Ford dealers and others to advertise the program; publicity material such as radio and movie scripts, "Play Ball Son" booklets and other promotional material; souvenirs such as pendants, a Junior baseball history portfolio and photographs. The Ford Good Drivers League subseries, 1940-1942 (3.2 cubic ft.), Acc. 440, contains general correspondence; correspondence with other youth organizations such as American Legion Junior Baseball, Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts and Young Men's Christian Association (YMCA) to promote participation among their members in the League competition; movie scripts; driving tests; teacher advisory committee questionnaires; and other records that document Ford Good Drivers League operations.

Horace H. Rackham and Mary A. Rackham Fund. Horace H. Rackham and Mary A. Rackham Fund Records, 1929-1950 (bulk 1934-1940). Bentley Historical Library University of Michigan. Ann Arbor, MI. Contents: The series in this record group consist of administrative and executive files, and project applications and grant files. The administrative and executive office files consist of records from the Detroit and Ann Arbor offices of the Fund and relate specifically to the operation of the Fund. This series consists primarily of the files of Fund officers, Bryson Horton, Mark Knapp, and Mary Clark. This series includes board of trustee minutes, director's reports, correspondence, financial records, and. Scrapbooks. This series also includes the files relating to University of Michigan research and project. The project application and grant files are comprised of information from those organizations who sought aid from the fund. The files
include both successful and unsuccessful applicants. The record group has scattered photographs.
http://quod.lib.umich.edu/cgi/f/findaid/findaid-idx?c=bhlead&idno=umich-bhl-851587


Smith, Ira Melville. Ira Melville Smith papers, 1919-1969. Bentley History Library, University of Michigan. Ann Arbor, MI. Contents: Files concerning University admissions policy, the work of the registrar as liaison between the University and secondary schools, the relationship of the University to other educational associations, and the maintenance of student records at the University; and files relating to his work with University, community, and other social organizations; also photographs. (OCLC: 34420783)


Warner, Ronald O. Ronald O. Warner papers, 1934-1992 (bulk 1966-1980). Scharchburg Archives, Kettering University. Flint, MI. Contents: The collection includes the papers of the daily management with the Chevrolet Motor Division of the General Motors Corporation in Flint, Michigan (primarily between the years 1966 to 1970). The tremendous effort on Mr. Warner's part to improve his community and his vigorous participation in civic and charitable organizations is woven throughout the collection. His correspondence with many influential and equally civic minded people is also an important part of the collection. The collection also includes a vast number of publications from the organizations of which Mr. Warner was a member. Series I: Industrial executive and civic leader, 1929 to 1970 ; Series II: Retirement 1970 to 1992 ; Series III: Publications 1950 to 1992 ; Series IV: Non-manuscript materials 1965 to 1985. Subjects covered in the collection: Open housing in Flint; the operations of a major manufacturing division of the General Motors Corporation; the function and management of numerous civic and charitable groups; labor negotiations and relations in a major manufacturing plant, political action of senior citizens, the effort to establish Flint as an air transportation hub. Correspondents are: William Milliken, George Romney, Hubert H. Humphrey, James W. Rutherford, Jack A. Hamady, Pete Estes, Dale Kildee, Robert Griffin, Phil Hart, C.S. Harding Mott, Gary Brown, Dr. H.P. Rodes.
Yost, Fielding Harris. *Fielding Harris Yost*. Michigan Historical Collections, Bentley Historical Library, University of Michigan. Ann Arbor, MI. Contents: Football coach and athletic director, University of Michigan. Correspondence, addresses, and other papers, relating to Yost's interests in sports and family affairs; scrapbook containing memorabilia of his retirement; and typescript of interview (1963) with his wife, Eunice Josephine (Fite) Yost, concerning her husband and the careers of Frank Murphy and J. Ralston Hayden. NUCMC no.MS 80-1751. NIDS microfiche no.4.61.1105

**Minnesota**


BSA Region Ten, Arthur James Larsen, H. H. Prescott, Don Wilson, Irving Harlow Hart, Minnesota. Division of Forestry, and Minnesota Historical Society. *Savanna Portage materials, 1927, 1939-1940*. Minnesota Historical Society. St. Paul, MN. Contents: Materials relating to a project undertaken in 1940 to mark the route of the Savanna Portage in Aitkin County, Minnesota. The project participants were the Minnesota Historical Society, the Minnesota Division of Forestry, and Eagle Scouts from Region 10, Boys Scouts of America. The portage had originally been used by Indians and fur traders as a link between the East and West Savanna Rivers, making a larger connection between Lake Superior and Big Sandy Lake and the Mississippi River. Included are comments of Irving H. Hart, representative of the Minnesota Historical Society, regarding a survey of the Savanna Portage taken in August, 1927 (April 25, 1940), and the handwritten transit and stadia notes of the survey, accompanied by a typed transcript of the notes (August 25, 1927); a letter from Hart to Don Wilson, representative from the Minnesota Division of Forestry, providing directions prior to the project (June 11, 1940); and a report by H. H. Prescott, representative for the Eagle Scouts, outlining the scope and results of the project (August 2, 1940). Also included are photocopies of correspondence between Arthur J. Larsen of the Minnesota Historical Society and Irving H. Hart, the Boy Scouts, and the Division of Forestry. The original correspondence is in the Minnesota Historical Society Archives, General Correspondence file, 1940, under Hart, Boy Scouts, and Forestry respectively.


Greater Minneapolis Council of Churches. *Council of Churches records, 1905-1996*. Minnesota Historical Society. St. Paul, MN. Contents: Subject files, minutes, reports, membership and committee data, financial records, correspondence, newspaper clippings, subject files, and similar materials documenting the activities of a voluntary association of Protestant and Orthodox churches in the Twin Cities Metropolitan area organized to work together for the welfare of the community and to foster cooperation among the area's many Protestant churches. The Minneapolis Church Federation was organized in 1927 from a merger between the Minneapolis Council of Churches and the Council of Religious Education, and in 1951 the organization assumed its present title. Other substantive files concern the council's women's organization (1927-1985); the ecumenical movement, especially relating to Catholic participation and to Christian-Jewish relations; children and young adult programs; the Council's activities in the area of civil rights and race relations; and the provision of chaplains and other religious services to prisons, nursing homes, and other institutions. The Division of Indian Work section documents the Council's work in combating many urban Indian social problems, including stocking food
shelves, aid in low cost housing, heating assistance, chemical dependency programs, encouraging Indian self-help activities, resolving children's and youth problems, and making holiday donations. The collection includes administrative files of the council and its divisions, departments, and programs. Units represented in the collection include Christian Education/Educational Ministries, Indian Work, Social Ministries, Ecumenical Relations/Faith in Dialogue, Social Services/Chaplaincy Services, and Women's organizations. Major programs include Congregations Concerned for Children, Meals on Wheels, Minnesota FoodShare, and Metro Paint-A-Thon. The collection also includes records from the Twin Cities Metropolitan Council of Churches, an overarching organization facilitating communication with other area church councils. Within the records of each of these units are found minutes, correspondence, and subject files. Materials on the following activities are found in records of the education units: Christian youth council, ecumenical youth encounter, life and leadership schools, Protestant committee on scouting, weekday church schools, and vacation church schools.

www.mnhs.org/library/findaids/00416.html


Minneapolis. North East Neighborhood House. *Records*. Division of Library and Archives, Minnesota Historical Society. St. Paul, MN. Contents: Correspondence, minutes of meetings of the board of directors, reports, committee membership lists, clippings, financial data, and other papers relating to the North East Neighborhood House, social service agencies, social workers' organizations, and social conditions in northeast Minneapolis. Includes information on house projects such as citizenship classes, nursery schools, employment, and clinics, and the house's relationship with the Minneapolis Council of Social Agencies, the National Federation of Settlements, the Twin City Federation of Settlements, the Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, Y. M. C. A., and Y. W. C. A. Correspondents include Joseph Hurst Ball, Lotus Delta Coffman, Donald John Cowling, Hubert H. Humphrey, Walter H. Judd, Ernest Lundeen, Thomas D. Schall, and Stella Louise Wood. Unpublished inventory in the repository. Information on literary rights available in the repository. Gift of North East Neighborhood House, 1964. NUCMC no.MS 66-869

National Congress of Parents and Teachers. Minnesota Branch. 33d District. *Records*. Division of Library and Archives, Minnesota Historical Society. St. Paul, MN. Contents: Minute books, clippings, and other papers of the Arbolado P. T. A. of Ramsey Co., Minn., and related organizations such as the Mothers Club, established in 1921 as the first organization serving School District no. 33, and Coleman's Lake View Improvement Association, founded in 1927 to take legal action against North St. Paul for emptying sewage tanks near the district. Includes information on the election of officers, appointment of committees, financial matters, membership, social activities, charitable activities, purchase of supplies and equipment for the Arbolado school, State and National P. T. A. conventions, the support of the Boy Scouts and 4-H clubs, school safety, and other matters. Inventory description in the repository. Gift of Mrs. Elmer C. Stanke and the Arbolado P. T. A., 1957-58. NUCMC no.MS 62-4075

Northeast Neighborhood House. *Records, 1889-1961*. Northeast Neighborhood House. Minneapolis, MN. Contents: Records of this settlement house organized in 1914 in a district heavily populated by Slavic immigrants, and of its predecessors, the Immanuel Sunday School Mission and Drummond Hall. There is information on the administration of the house; community service programs such
as citizenship classes, nursery schools, employment services, and clinics; responses to World Wars I and II and the 1930s Depression; and relationships with such social service organizations as the Minneapolis Council of Social Agencies, the National Federation of Settlements, the Twin City Federation of Settlements, the Boy Scouts and Girl Scouts, the Young Men's and Young Women's Christian Associations, and other youth groups. Among the correspondents are head worker Robbins Gilman and his wife Catheryne Cooke Gilman, Joseph H. Ball, Lotus D. Coffman, Donald J. Cowling, Hubert H. Humphrey, Walter H. Judd, Ernest Lundeen, Thomas D. Schall, and Stella Louise Wood.

Plante, Julian G. *Guide to collections: individual troop dossiers, Boy Scouts of America, Northfield, Minnesota.* North Star Museum of Boy Scouting and Girl Scouting. West St. Paul, MN. Contents: Individual troop dossiers, II-Boy Scouts of America, the Heiberg family collection, Northfield, Minnesota incorporating memorabilia documenting Cub Scout Packs 310, 311, 312, and 313; and Boy Scout Troops 313 (St. John's Lutheran Church, Northfield), 315 (Northfield Council Knights of Columbus, Church of St. Dominic), 316 (Northfield United Methodist Church) and 337 (Carleton College, Northfield)

Riverview Elementary School. *P.T.A. records, 1954-1988 (bulk 1954-1971).* Riverview Elementary School. St. Paul, MN. Contents: Scrapbooks (1954-1971), minute books (1959-1969), and bylaws (1973). The scrapbooks' contents are arranged by month and include programs, memorabilia, photos, reports, and clippings. They document school and class activities; special events, such as father-son and mother-daughter banquets, and Cub Scout and Campfire girl activities; and District 8 and state PTA conventions. There is also a scrapbook covering the school's groundbreaking and early years, apparently compiled by Principal Sarah MacDonald (1954-1963), class photographs (1955-1975, incomplete), and photographs of school activities (1964-1988). The latter document such events as Grandparents' Day, Asian Lion Dance, and a 1987-1988 art fair.

St. Paul-Ramsey County War History Committee. *Committee records, 1942-1946.* Minnesota Historical Society. St. Paul, MN. Contents: Correspondence, minutes, clippings, interviews, and other records of a committee, established in 1942 by the Minnesota Office of Civilian Defense and chaired by Gustavus Loevinger, containing information on its program to collect data on World War II. Collected materials includes speeches (1942) by candidates for U.S. Congress, war poems by Virgil Chamberlain, and copies of letters from men in the armed services, especially from Horace R. Hansen, who describes soldier and civilian life, alleged German atrocities, and battles in Europe (1944-1945). There are also responses from St. Paul churches to a questionnaire about the impact of the war on them, and interviews with various St. Paulites. Also included are minutes, correspondence, interviews, and proposed legislation of a St. Paul mayor's committee to study housing, chaired by Loevinger, with information on urban redevelopment planning, and housing needs and codes. Records of the St. Paul-Ramsey County War History Committee in the Minnesota State Archives.

Missouri

Dearmont, Russell Lee. *Russell Lee Dearmont.* Joint Collection - Western Historical Manuscript Collection, University of Missouri at Columbia. Columbia, MO. Contents: State legislator, president of Missouri Pacific Railroad, and member of the Federal Reserve Board, of Missouri. Personal and professional correspondence and printed material, relating to Democratic Party politics, St. Louis civic organizations of which Dearmont was a member, board of regents of Southeast Missouri State College, Cape Girardeau Federal Reserve System, Boy Scouts of America, Fund for the Republic, Missouri Pacific Railroad, National Conference of Christians

Rainey, Homer Price. Papers. Joint Collection - Western Historical Manuscript Collection, University of Missouri at Columbia. Columbia, MO. Contents: Educator. Correspondence, lecture notes, speeches, radio addresses, articles, and personal papers covering Rainey's career in the fields of teaching, research, administration, and religion. The papers relate to his work as director of the Bureau of Educational Research at the University of Oregon and of the American Youth Commission of the American Council on Education, and as president of Bucknell University, of the University of Texas, and of Stephens College, Columbia, Mo. Includes material on the character of the liberal arts and the denominational college, the nature of professional training in higher education, the Baptist Home Mission Society, the Baptist Young People's Union of America, the Boy Scouts of America, the National Commission on Church-Related Colleges, the Crozer Theological Seminary, the American Youth Foundation, the White House Conference on Children in a Democracy (Washington, D. C., 1939-40), and academic freedom at the University of Texas. NUCMC no.MS 61-958

Reeder, Lee. Papers. Joint Collection - Western Historical Manuscript Collection, University of Missouri at Columbia. Columbia, MO. Contents: Lawyer, of Kansas City, Mo. Records of legal actions relating to the trucking industry, labor disputes, bill collection and bankruptcy, damage suits, divorce cases, patent cases, and estates. Includes some papers relating to local Democratic politics, the Boy Scouts, and the Country Club Congregational Church. Card catalog in the repository. Open to investigators under restrictions of the repository. Gift of Mr. Reeder, 1969. NUCMC no. MS 70-311


Mississippi

Cohen, James (interviewee), and Mike Garvey (interviewer). An oral history with James Cohen, 1976 Feb 2. Library, University of Southern Mississippi. Hattiesburg, MS. Contents: Mr. Cohen was born in rural Forrest County, Mississippi in 1920. Although poor, his widowed mother helped him attend college after he graduated valedictorian from DePriest High School in Palmer's Crossing. He earned his pharmacy degree from Xavier University in New Orleans and returned to Hattiesburg in 1953. Mr. Cohen has been active in the Boy Scouts, the NAACP, and the Head Start Program. He discusses life in rural Mississippi before World War II, standards of education in Forrest County, local leaders in the civil rights movement, his son's experience with school integration at Petal High School, and his efforts to establish a Head Start Program in Hattiesburg. Mississippi oral history program of the University of Southern Mississippi; vol. 705.
Montana

**Higgins family.** Maureen and Mike Mansfield Library. Missoula, MT. Contents: Barbara Hayes was born in Dundes, Ont., on 11 Mar. 1868 and died in Missoula, Mont., on 12 Mar. 1952. While visiting her brothers in Missoula she met Francis (Frank) Higgins. Frank Higgins was born in Missoula on 29 Dec. 1864. The two were married in 1892. Barbara Higgins was a member of the auxiliary to the United Spanish War Veterans and a member of the Dept. of Music, Missoula Woman's Club. Frank Higgins received his law degree from the University of Michigan. When Montana became a state he was a member of the first legislative assembly. He fought in the Spanish American War and in 1905 died from a disease contracted while fighting the war. Their son, Grant Higgins, was born in Missoula on 7 Sept. 1895 and died on 6 June 1978. Grant began school in Wallace, Idaho, continued his education at the Missoula County High School and Georgetown Preparatory School in Washington, D.C. Grant graduated from the University of Montana in 1923 with a degree in journalism. While at the university he worked for the Forest Service as a surveyor. In 1924, the Anaconda Mining Company at Bonner, Mont., hired him and he worked there in various positions until his retirement in 1964. Grant Higgins was well-known throughout the Missoula Valley as an avid skier and swimmer. He was active in the American Red Cross, Boy Scouts, and Missoula Ski Patrol. Includes papers of Grant Higgins including biographical data, general correspondence, business letters, tax records, legal documents, and clippings relating to Missoula Valley history and the history of the Higgins family; papers of Barbara Higgins, including scrapbooks containing household tips, recipes, and family photographs, personal correspondence, minute book (1925-1926) of Missoula Woman's Club Dept. of Music, and a memorial book (1952); and various family artifacts. Finding aid in the repository. LC control no.2003581400.

**BSA Troop 124 (Roundup). Records.** Musselshell Valley Historical Museum. Roundup, MT. Contents: Roundup, MT, club for boys. The Boy Scouts of America was founded by Ernest Thompson Seton in 1910, modelled after a similar organization in England. Its chief goal was to provide young boys with training and experience in the outdoors. Troop 124 was established at least by 1954. At this time, the club had more than forty members. The troop followed the goals established by the Boy Scouts of America. In 1968, the Christian Science Church donated property to the city of Roundup, with the stipulation that the building be made available to the Scouts. Organizational records of the local Boy Scout troop. The collection consists of correspondence (1967-1968), financial records (1954-1955 and undated), and objects (undated). The correspondence contains letters from the Christian Science Church and the various Boy Scouts officials concerning the donation of property. The objects include three patches. Finding aid in the repository. LC control no.2001567617

**McKay, Rollin H. Rollin H. McKay Collection.** Maureen and Mike Mansfield Library, University of Montana. Missoula, MT. Contents: Born in Nebraska in 1878, Rollin H. McKay came to Missoula, MT, from Coos Bay, OR, in 1905. He practiced barbering with George Miller who operated a barber shop in the First National Bank building on East Front Street in Missoula. By 1911, he was in business as a commercial photographer in the Higgins Bank building. The noted Missoula photographer of the day was F.M. Ingalls who had been photographing Missoula people and scenes since the 1880s. By 1915 Ingalls no longer was in the photography business and McKay had moved to the First National Bank building on the corner of Higgins Avenue and Front Street, the former location of Ingalls's studio. In 1924 McKay built his own building at 120 North Higgins. During his career, McKay was the prominent photographer of Missoula. He photographed Missoula street scenes, outdoor views of the Missoula vicinity, native American scenes and Missoula area people. In addition, during the years that the University had no photographic facilities, and following Morton J. Elrod's disability, McKay photographically
documented University buildings, people, and events. He was active in the business community in Missoula and served as president of the Chamber of Commerce in 1929. He was also a member of Rotary and the Elks, and helped start the Boy Scouts in western Montana. In 1946, he retired and his son-in-law, Richard C. Butler, took over the business. McKay died in Missoula on 21 Feb. 1960. This extensive collection of images documents western Montana, especially Missoula, the University of Montana, and numerous other towns and recreational areas, and offers a good overview of the work of a commercial photographer at this time. Documentation of Missoula is especially extensive, and includes the downtown business district, bridges, many residences, and the Missoula County fairgrounds. There are numerous images of the Florence Hotel, including the 1935 fire, and a series of the staff and studios of KGVO Radio. Since McKay was the primary photographer for the University of Montana, there are many images of the campus, including buildings, athletic events, and students. The collection also provides extensive documentation of western Montana, including the Bitterroot Valley and Stevensville, St. Ignatius and the Mission Valley, Flathead Lake and Polson, Alberton, Bearmouth, Lolo Pass, Ovando and the Blackfoot River Valley, and Paradise and the Flathead River Valley. Images of the Swan Valley are quite extensive and include Seeley Lake, Salmon Lake, Holland Lake, Placid Lake, and Lindbergh Lake. There are also images of both Glacier National Park and Yellowstone National Park. Agricultural images include those of wheat, apples, peas, and sugar beets, mostly in the Bitterroot Valley and other areas surrounding Missoula. There are also a few images of gold dredges. Images of Native Americans were mostly produced for scenic Montana postcards and provide no documentation of activities, tribal affiliation, or significance of the individuals. Most of the images are prints, postcards, or flexible film negatives. There are also many aerial photographs (mostly of Missoula), and some panoramic photographs of Missoula and the University of Montana. The vast majority of the images appear to be McKay's, though those produced after his retirement were likely taken by Richard Butler or his designee. However, there are a number of images that precede McKay's arrival in Montana and the establishment of his photography business. Some have attribution statements; others are clearly printed from negatives produced by F.M. Ingalls, whose studio McKay occupied after Ingalls's retirement. Finding aid in the repository. LC control no.2004580686

Tuchscherer, Walter. 1905-1978. Papers. K. Ross Toole Archives, Maureen and Mike Mansfield Library, The University of Montana, Missoula, MT. Contents: Memorabilia from Tuchscherer's college years at Gonzaga College, World War I memorabilia from Siberia, writings by Tuchscherer; correspondence to and from him; photographs; and artifacts. Topics include World War I; his wedding; and his involvement with the Elks, the Knights of Columbus, the Boy Scouts, and the Rotary Club. Photographs include one of the 1915 graduating class from Hantke's Brewers' School in Milwaukee. http://nwda-db.wsulibs.wsu.edu/documents/retrieve.asp?docname=MTGMss343.xml

———. Walter Tuchscherer. Maureen and Mike Mansfield Library. Missoula, MT. Contents: Walter Tuchscherer graduated from Gonzaga University, in Spokane, Wash., in 1909. Due to his interest in the family brewery business, he graduated from the Hantke's Brewers' School in Milwaukee in 1915. Tuchscherer was fluent in German, and was deployed to the Siberian front in 1918 to serve as a translator for the U.S. intelligence division. Returning to Anaconda, Mont., in 1919, Tuchscherer found the family brewery closed due to Prohibition. He became a co-owner of Washoe Coal, with his brother-in-law R.A. Kelly and married Maybelle Malloy in 1921. In 1925 the Tuchscherer family became the owners of the Standard Drug store. Tuchscherer again returned to school, this time to the Capitol School of Pharmacy in Denver, Colo. He passed the state boards in 1930 to become a pharmacist. When Prohibition ended, Tuchscherer returned to working at the Anaconda Brewery. He worked at the brewery during the days, which left his wife Maybelle, to run the drug store in the day, and at night Tuchscherer attended to his pharmacist
career. The Anaconda Brewery closed in 1958 and Tuchscherer returned to working at the
pharmacy full-time. He died in 1960. Memorabilia from Tuchscherer's college years at Gonzaga
College, World War I memorabilia from Siberia, writings by Tuchscherer; correspondence to and
from him; photographs; and artifacts. Topics include World War I; his wedding; and his
involvement with the Elks, the Knights of Columbus, the Boy Scouts, and the Rotary Club.
Photographs include one of the 1915 graduating class from Hantke's Brewers' School in
Milwaukee. Finding aid in the repository. LC control no.2003562220

North Carolina

Badgett, Kenneth Woltz. *Kenneth Woltz Badgett (collector) papers, 1900-2001*. Southern Historical
Collection, University of North Carolina. Chapel Hill, NC. Contents: The collection includes
items relating to Devotion, the Surry County, NC, estate that Richard J. Reynolds, Jr., and
Elizabeth Dillard Reynolds built between 1930 and 1939 for entertaining and farming. Folger
family materials include a bound memorial address for Alonzo Dillard Folger (1888-1941) of
Dobson, NC, who was a lawyer in Mount Airy, NC, and served in the US Congress, 1939-1941;
three photographic portraits of John Hamlin Folger (1880-1963), also a lawyer and legislator of
Mount Airy; and a photograph of the Folger house in Dobson, ca. 1900. Hamlin family materials
include photocopies of clippings relating to fiddler Stephen Crawley Hamlin (1869-1936) and
copies of photographs of Dobson and of family members. Materials relating to the W. E. Reid
Company, general merchants of Dobson, include photocopies of letters, bills, and receipts, chiefly
from 1931; a photocopy of a 1935 employee account book; a coin offering the bearer a $1.00
discount on merchandise at the store; and a copy of a photograph, ca. 1935, of the store. The
addition of June 2001 contains research files compiled by Badgett relating to the Boy Scouts of
America. The bulk of these files are comprised of materials, 1999-2001, primarily newspaper
clippings and some pamphlets, that broadly address the topic of the Boy Scouts and
homosexuality. A smaller group of materials on this topic dates back as far as 1913 and includes,
"Guiding the Adolescent" by D. A. Thom, M.D., a 1933 pamphlet issued by the Children's
Bureau of the United States Department of Labor. Also included is a file devoted to Boy Scouts
and minorities as well as copies of "The Official Report of the Second Biennial Conference of
Voss. [www.lib.unc.edu/mss/inv/b/Badgett_Kenneth_Woltz.html](http://www.lib.unc.edu/mss/inv/b/Badgett_Kenneth_Woltz.html)

Collection, University of North Carolina. Chapel Hill, NC. Contents: Records, beginning in 1917, of the Old
Hickory Council of the Boy Scouts of America. Included are letters, meeting minutes, reports,
financial materials, clippings, training materials, membership lists, photographs, newsletters,
pamphlets, and other items. Documentation is uneven; for some years, there are many informative
letters, reports, and other materials, while other years are represented by only a few relatively
minor items. Some items relate to scouting activities during World War I and World War II;
many items document the planning and operation of camping sites, especially, beginning in the
1950s, Camp Raven Knob. Also included are photocopies of two 1964 documents relating to
integration of the Council's troops; a videotape version of a 1955 film about Camp Raven Knob;
and two audiotaped interviews, 1976 and 1982, with scout leaders. Two photographs of African-
American scouts associated with Mount Zion Baptist Church, Winston-Salem, NC, 1944-1950s;
and a CD of photographs entitled "Wahissa and CRK Images Vol. 1, 1500+ Photos," 1970s-
1990s. [www.lib.unc.edu/mss/inv/b/Boy%5FScouts%5FOf%5FAmerica_Old%5FHickory%5FCouncil.html](http://www.lib.unc.edu/mss/inv/b/Boy%5FScouts%5FOf%5FAmerica_Old%5FHickory%5FCouncil.html)
Clement, William A. William A. Clement Papers, 1930-1998. Southern Historical Collection, University of North Carolina. Chapel Hill, NC. Contents: Personal and professional papers of William A. Clement, including correspondence, clippings, speeches, reports, pictures, and other items documenting his family life, career, and business and civic activities, as well as his participation in church and fraternal organizations. Included are letters and other materials relating to North Carolina Mutual Life Insurance Company; insurance organizations, including American College of Bryn Mawr, Pa. (formerly the American College of Chartered Life Underwriters); the Life Insurance Agency Management Association; Life Insurance Marketing and Research Association; and the National Insurance Association; Penn Community Services (formerly Penn Normal, Industrial and Agricultural School) of St. Helena Island, S.C.; corporate boards, such as Wachovia Bank and North Carolina Central University; civic and fraternal organizations, such as the Raleigh-Durham Airport Authority, Durham Committee on the Affairs of Black People, Prince Hall Grand Lodge of Free and Accepted Masons, Sigma Pi Phi Fraternity. The Occoneechee Council of the Boy Scouts of America, the Democratic Party, Durham Academy, the Madeira School, Talladega College Alumni Association, the United Fund of Durham and Durham County, and White Rock Baptist Church. There are also photographs, apparently from the 1930s and 1940s, of African American men and women, both portraits and in groups engaged in social activities. RESTRICTED: Material in boxes 80-85 closed until 1 July 2051. www.lib.unc.edu/mss/inv/c/Clement,William%5FA.html

Coates, Albert. Albert Coates papers, 1916-1980s. Southern Historical Collection, University of North Carolina. Chapel Hill, NC. Contents: Office and personal files of Albert Coates and his wife, Gladys Hall Coates. Boxes 1-6 contain materials, 1941-1965, relating to North Carolina nonprofit organizations, apparently collected by Coates in preparation for a study of these agencies at the local administrative level. Included are annual reports and publications of a variety of social and community organizations, like the Boy Scouts and the Girl Scouts. Also included are materials about regional organizations arranged by place name, reports of various committees of the North Carolina Governor's Commission on the Status of Women, and information about other North Carolina and national agencies. Miscellaneous items included two original manuscripts by Coates, "The Many Lives of North Carolina Women," and "Palingenesis: An Example." Boxes 7-36 contain chiefly office files, many of which relate to Coates's tenure with the Institute of Government. Boxes 37-43 contain letters, telegrams, wedding invitations, bills, report cards, course materials, and other papers. www.lib.unc.edu/mss/inv/c/Coates,Albert.html


Giduz, Roland. Papers, 1880s-1980s. Southern Historical Collection, University of North Carolina. Chapel Hill, NC. Contents: Correspondence, writings, and other materials chiefly relating to Giduz's activities in civic and social organizations, particularly the Occoneechee Council of the Boy Scouts of America and the Rotary Club of Chapel Hill, including his work with the Rotary's AWARE (Accept Women as Rotary Equals) program. Also included are a few miscellaneous writings and materials relating to the publication of "Who's Gonna Cover 'Em Up" (1985), a compilation of Giduz's Chapel Hill Newspaper columns, and some items relating to Chapel Hill politics. RESTRICTED: Unprocessed, but usable. www.lib.unc.edu/mss/inv/g/Giduz,Roland

Griffin, Clarence W. Papers. North Carolina State Archives, North Carolina Department of Cultural Resources. Raleigh, NC. Contents: Newspaper publisher and historian, of Rutherford Co., NC. Correspondence, tax lists, receipts, deeds and other papers relating to family history; maps;
scrapbooks of newspaper clippings, letters, biographical sketches, articles, and other papers relating to personal and general affairs and to local history. Includes Griffin's campaign literature for the House of Representatives (1932); minutes of the Rutherford County Historical Association, State Society for County and Local History, Historical Marker Committee of the North Carolina Dept. of Archives and History, Kiwanis Club, and Boy Scouts; genealogical research, including genealogies of the John Walker, Eaves, and Worley families; material relating to history of Spindale, to Lincoln, Rutherford, and Tryon Counties, to the Polk Co. centennial, to the First Methodist Church, Forest City; and miscellaneous records (1940-57) of the North Carolina Press Association which Griffin collected as its historian. NUCMC no.MS 66-1232. NIDS microfiche no.3.10.94

Kennedy, William Jesse. William Jesse Kennedy Papers, 1902-1982. Southern Historical Collection, University of North Carolina. Chapel Hill, NC. Contents: Correspondence, speeches, photographs, organizational records, and other items that document the business, civic, social, humanitarian, and professional activities of William Jesse Kennedy, Jr. Included are records relating to North Carolina Mutual Life Insurance Company and the White Rock Baptist Church in Durham, N.C. There are also materials relating to Kennedy's activities with the Boy Scouts of America, the Boys' Clubs of America, the Durham Committee of 100 (a group focused on developing the Research Triangle Park), 4-H clubs, Durham's Lincoln Hospital, the NAACP, and the North Carolina Board of Higher Education, among other groups. Also included are deeds and correspondence belonging to Kennedy's mentor, John Moses Avery, and a series of audiotaped interviews with Kennedy's relatives, friends, and associates conducted by Carter Cue in 1994. Materials show Kennedy's contributions to social and economic progress in North Carolina and demonstrate his interest in civil rights, integration, recreation, and industrial development, particularly in the Research Triangle Park. www.lib.unc.edu/mss/inv/k/Kennedy,William%5FJesse.html

Lions International of North Carolina. Records. North Carolina Division of Archives and History. Raleigh, NC. Contents: Records of Lions International District 31-A and District 31-B including correspondence of the district and deputy district governors and other officers, general correspondence, and materials relating to services for the blind, help with Boy Scout activities, aid to underprivileged children, individual club activities, and state conventions. LC control no.98799900

Marney, Carlyle. Carlyle Marney Papers. Rare Book, Manuscript, and Special Collections Library, Duke University. Durham, NC. Contents: The papers of Carlyle Marney span the years 1899-1979, although the bulk of the collection begins in the late 1950s. Included are correspondence, writings, press releases, leaflets, pamphlets, bulletins, financial records, clippings, newsletters, calendars, reports, course materials, minutes, printed material, notes, pictures, tapes, and films. Reflected in the papers is information on rural poverty, the American Baptist Convention, the Baptist Church, especially in Texas and North Carolina, Christian writings, Association for Southern Baptists for Scouting, Abingdon Press, which published many of Marney's books, and racial prejudice. Concerning prejudice see in particular the Writings and Speeches Series: Marney (Structures of Prejudice) and the Correspondence Series (Church and Race Conference). Includes index. NIDS microfiche no.3.79.20

Richardson, Henry Smith. Henry Smith Richardson papers, 1811-1999. Southern Historical Collection, University of North Carolina. Chapel Hill, NC. Contents: Personal and business correspondence, writings, newspaper clippings and other printed material, and business and association records documenting H. Smith Richardson's career; papers of Richardson's family, including his father Vick Chemical founder Lunsford Richardson and his brother Lunsford, Jr.; and papers relating to
Smith and Richardson family history, including audio cassettes of interviews with 17 Richardson family members and printed and videotaped oral histories of the Richardson family. Richardson's correspondence addresses a broad range of issues, including his business interests in the Vick Chemical Company, Richardson- Merrell, Inc., Reinsurance Corporation of NY, and other companies. Letters also document his participation in the America First Committee, the Republican Party, the US Chamber of Commerce, the National Association of Manufacturers, the BSA, the First Presbyterian Church of Greensboro, and the Richardson Foundation. They also document his interests in anticommunism, Senator Joe McCarthy's tactics, local politics in both North Carolina and Connecticut, and segregation both in the US and South Africa. Writings include a series of articles about the causes of the Depression in North Carolina. Also included are diaries and correspondence of his father-in-law Jacob Henry Smith, Presbyterian minister in Greensboro during the second half of the 19th century, and his wife Mary Kelly Watson Smith, including materials relating to Greensboro during the Civil War and a letter from a slave. Pictures and other documents relate to Richardson's father's birthplace Parker Heights Plantation near Salem, NC. www.lib.unc.edu/mss/inv/r/Richardson,Henry%5FSmith.html

Scott, William Kerr. Papers. North Carolina State Archives, North Carolina Department of Cultural Resources. Raleigh, NC. Contents: U. S. Commissioner of Agriculture, Governor of North Carolina and U. S. Senator. Correspondence, news releases, statements, newsletters, clippings, bills and receipts, invitations, and other papers, relating to farm management and dairying, Hawfields community (Alamance Co., N. C.), Scott family genealogy, Scott's political campaigns, roads, schools, flood control, navigation projects, taxes, disaster relief, tariff, interstate and foreign commerce, public works, armed services, labor and public welfare, the Boy Scouts of America, 4-H clubs, the Democratic National Convention, Chicago, 1956, and highway safety. Correspondents include State agencies and departments, President Eisenhower, various departments of the Federal government, the House of Representatives and the Senate, and independent governmental agencies such as the Library of Congress, the National Gallery of Art, and the Civil Aeronautics Board, and the United Nations. NUCMC no.MS 66-1882


Smith, Benjamin Lee. Benjamin Lee Smith Papers, 1916-1961, bulk 1930-1961. Rare Book, Manuscript, and Special Collections Library, Duke University. Durham, NC. Contents: The papers of Benjamin Lee Smith, North Carolina educator and Duke University alumnus, span the years 1916-1961, and contain correspondence, memoranda, clippings, and other printed material related to public education at both the local and state levels in North Carolina. There are also several dozen photographs of N.C. school buildings and personnel, circa 1930s-1950s. Papers are arranged in the following series: Correspondence, Subject Files (the largest series in the collection), Clippings, Printed Material, and Speeches. Other topics include prohibition and the elections of 1928, and religion and politics in North Carolina. A small but significant amount of material concerns school integration in Greensboro and associated civil rights issues in North Carolina (located within boxes 10, 11, 14-16, 21, 24, 26 and 31). Collection also includes material on charitable organizations in which Smith was active, especially the Methodist Church, North Carolina Education Association (NCEA), Kiwanis Club, Boy Scouts, and the Horace Mann League. http://library.duke.edu/digitalcollections/rbmscl/smithbenjaminlee/inv/
North Dakota

Erickstad, Ralph J. Papers, 1950-1999. State Historical Society of North Dakota. Bismarck, ND. Contents: Includes case files, legislative materials, speeches, annotated legislative bills, committee correspondence, service organization materials, and items relating to the day-to-day activities of the North Dakota Supreme Court. Erickstad was involved in many legal associations, as well as community service organizations, including the Boy Scouts, and Missouri Valley YMCA.

Liessman, Charles, and Viola Liessman. Papers, 1909-1961. State Historical Society of North Dakota. Bismarck, ND. Contents: Papers consist of correspondence, subject files, notes, reports, photographs, ephemera, millinery store records, and printed materials. Papers relate to the North Dakota Farmers' Union, the Farm Security Administration, agricultural societies, W.C.T.U., United Spanish War Veterans, Board of Administration, Secretary of State, National Youth Administration, Boy Scouts, State Bar Association, Nonpartisan League, and Viola's millinery business. Charles Liessman was an attorney, farmer, organizer of the North Dakota Farmer's Educational and Cooperative Union in 1916, and Deputy Secretary of State. Viola Liessman was active in the women's suffrage movement, a member of the W.C.T.U., an organizer of the Bismarck-Mandan Garden Club, the Art Club, and the Women's Community Council. Arranged in twelve series: personal papers (1906-1972), business papers (1915-1963), Board of Administration records (1919-1922), Secretary of State records (1928-1952), NYA records (1938), Boy Scout records (1928-1937), Attorney files (1917-1942), State Bar Association records (1923-1959), Tax Department records (1950-1961), FSA files (1926-1948), Selective Service records (1917-1918), WCTU records (1892-1970), Viola Liessman records (1915-1927). Inventory list available. OCLC 18430594. North Dakota. Dept. of State; Bismarck-Mandan (N.D.) Garden Club; Women's Community Council; North Dakota Farmers Union; United States. Farm Security Administration; United Spanish War Veterans. Dept. of North Dakota; Women's Christian Temperance Union North Dakota; Presbyterian Church--North Dakota; Women--Societies and clubs--North Dakota; Women--Suffrage--North Dakota; Nonpartisan League; Political parties--North Dakota; Agricultural societies--North Dakota; North Dakota. Board of Administration; Military service, Compulsory--North Dakota; United States. National Youth Administration; Boy Scouts of America; State Bar Association of North Dakota; Lawyers--North Dakota; Millinery--North Dakota; Temperance societies--North Dakota; Liessman, Viola, 1869-1969; Women in business; Women in politics--North Dakota; Bismarck (N.D.); Burleigh County- North Dakota.

Maides, Fred A., and BSA Troop 4. Papers, 1903-1955. Grand Forks County Historical Society. Grand Forks, ND. Contents: Records of Grand Forks Boy Scout Troop 4 and correspondence from Maides's former Boy Scouts during World War II; personal correspondence (1903-1944); and records and correspondence, relating to his dental practice and North Dakota Dental Association (1926-1955), including a history of the association, which was organized in 1906.

Monson, John, and Mattie Monson. Monson's Luggage collection of records, 1905-1976. Library, North Dakota State University. Fargo, ND. Contents: Includes sales figures for the company by month or year from CA 1906 to 1976; several catalog of store products including one from 1905 and several from the 1970s; several pieces of advertising, a brochure for L-C Trunk Co. of Fargo; and a Boy Scouts book that has been bound in embossed leather, likely by Monson. The collection also includes a typed reminiscences by John Monson regarding his life, particularly after leaving his Wisconsin home at age 15 circa 1868, working around the United States and coming to Fargo in 1882. There is also a copy of a letter by wife Mattie Judd Monson regarding the Judd family coming to Fargo and the establishment of the local Christian Church, part of the Disciples of Christ church body.
Stern, Hermann. *Hermann Stern*. Department of Special Collections, Chester Fritz Library, University of North Dakota. Grand Forks, ND. Contents: Head of Straus Clothing Store chain in North Dakota. Correspondence and other documents, relating to Stern's presidency of the Greater North Dakota Association, North Dakota Winter Shows (Valley City), State Boy Scout program, Rotary Club, and Barnes County (N.D.) War Chest drives during World War II. NUCMC no.MS 79-1236

**Nebraska**

Green, William Earl. *Papers*. Archives, Library, Nebraska State Historical Society. Lincoln, NE. Contents: Personal papers reflecting Green's childhood and years up to his death at Meckel, Germany, with the 204th Infantry, 76th Division, 3d Army, during World War II. NUCMC no.MS 76-369. NIDS microfiche no.3.70.183.

Sidner, John Eugene. *John Eugene Sidner Papers*. Archives, Library, Nebraska State Historical Society. Lincoln, NE. Contents: Government employee and Boy Scout leader, of Tekamah, Neb. Papers relating to Sidner's work in the 1936 election campaign of U. S. Senator George Norris, to tornado relief work (1930) of the Tekamah Boy Scouts, and other subjects; correspondence, general orders, telegrams, and other papers, of Dr. Allan J. Cameron (b. 1875), relating to his service as medical adviser at Fort Riley, Kan., during World War I; and papers of John Sidner's father, Seymour Sidner (1875-1944). Gift of Mr. Sidner, Lincoln, Neb. NUCMC no.MS 76-549

Sidner, John Eugene, and Seymour Stephen Sidner. *Sidner family*. Archives, Library Nebraska State Historical Society. Lincoln, NE. Contents: Letters from Seymour Stephen Sidner (1875-1944), lawyer and Democratic politician, of Fremont, Neb., to his family while in training with the U.S. 3d Volunteer Cavalry at Chickamauga Park near Lytle, Ga., for service in the Spanish American War; and correspondence of his son, John Eugene Sidner (b. 1901), State Labor Commissioner and lawyer, of Tekamah and Lincoln, Neb., concerning his work with a Boy Scout troop in Tekamah. Gift of John Eugene Sidner, Lincoln, Neb. NUCMC no.MS 78-457


Wilson, Howard Stebbins. *Papers*. Archives, Library, Nebraska State Historical Society. Lincoln, NE. Contents: Insurance executive, of Lincoln, Neb. Diaries, scrapbook, and Wilson family genealogy; together with correspondence, fundraising reports, national, regional, and local reports, minutes, histories, and other papers, relating to Boy Scouts of America, Community Hospital Fund, Lincoln General Hospital Foundation and Fund, National Society for Crippled Children and Adults, Phillips Foundation, Red Cross, University of Nebraska Foundation, and other civic and charitable organizations in Lincoln, Neb. Gift of Mrs. Wilson, 1959. NUCMC no.MS 76-615
New Jersey

Albert, Alpheaus Homer, and Lillian Smith Albert. *Photograph collection*. Hightstown-East Windsor Historical Society. Hightstown, NJ. Contents: Forms part of the Alpheaus H. and Lillian Smith Albert photograph collection. Photographs, collected or taken by Alpheaus H. (1891-1984) and Lillian Smith Albert (1896-1964), residents of Hightstown, NJ, of subjects elsewhere in New Jersey, including a photo of a Boy Scout troop at New Jersey State Home for Boys, Jamesburg, the aftermath of floods at Perrineville and Cranbury, NJ, the old mill at Windsor, NJ, garment factory at at Jersey Homesteads (now Roosevelt, NJ), and the old Allen schoolhouse at Washington Township, NJ. Finding aid in the repository. LC control no.98797968

BSA Troop 53 (Jamesburg NJ). *BSA Troop 53, Records, 1917-1972*. Special Collections and University Archives, Archibald S. Alexander Library, Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey. New Brunswick, NJ. Contents: Correspondence, reports, minutes, merit advancement reports, records of individual scouts, printed matter and ephemera (1917-1971); applications for troop membership and transfers (1917, 1940, 1951-1958); records (1958-1960) of junior marksmen club (branch of National Rifle Association); medical records (1964, 1972); scoutmaster's record of brief irregular diary-like entries of activities (1952-1957); correspondence regarding the formation of Middlesex Council 344, later Thomas A. Edison Council 352 (1921-1922); troop charters; applications for charter renewal; scattered financial records; photos; and other papers. (OCLC: 28414952)

Coles, William C., BSA Troop 2, BSA Troop 4, and BSA Troop 61. *Boy Scouts of America, Moorestown troops collection, 1919-1976*. Historical Society of Moorestown. Moorestown, NJ. Contents: Materials chiefly of, or relating to BSA Troops 2 and 4, Moorestown, NJ. Includes Boy Scout Week poster, plaque (1930) from cabin presented by Troop 2, and field book kept by William C. Coles; records and some photographs of Troop 2; newspaper obituaries of James L. Moore, Jr., and Alexander C. Wood III; records, memorabilia, correspondence, and certificates of Troop 4, including materials relating to a testimonial dinner (1968 Mar. 10) for Jim Moore, memory book, troop certificates; minutes and troop records of Troop 2; miscellaneous papers and clippings and Boy Scout pamphlets; certificates of William C. Coles, Jr., for scoutmaster and other activities; letters written by Coles to former scout members serving in World War II and their replies; box of individual scout records (1929-1930s); and information pertaining to a block party sponsored by Troop 61 honoring the US flag on 12 June 1976. Gift; William C. Coles, Jr.

Moore, James L. *James L. Moore*. Historical Society of Moorestown. Moorestown, NJ. Contents: Resident of Moorestown, N.J.; active in scouting; b. James L. Moore, Jr. . Materials in English. Book of poetry by Helen Lippincott Moore entitled *The Gay, the Singing Years*; Christmas letters (1972, 1974) of Jim Moore; copy of photo of Moore at a testimonial dinner; and another of his receiving an award for contributions to scouting at Saint Matthew Lutheran Church. LC control no.2005579705

Sparks, Warren T. *Warren T. Sparks*. Salem County Historical Society. Salem, NJ. Contents: Photographer, of Salem, NJ Copyprints and negatives (including dry plate glass and film formats in two sizes, 8"x10" and 5"x7"), several drawings, and a pastel, documenting community life in Salem and Salem County, N.J., in the first half of the 20th century. Subjects include documentation of a trolley accident, reflecting Sparks's work as a photographer for the county prosecutor's office; various businesses and factories; Boy and Girl Scout troops; police and fire departments; Civil War veterans; Afro-Americans in Salem County, including Mt. Pisgah A.M.E. Church, Mt. Hope U.M. Church, and Claysville, a black community in Mannington Township which was destroyed by fire in 1941; Salem post office; Salem High School, Penns Grove High
School, and other schools; automobiles and service stations; Sparks family members; houses; and neighborhoods. Finding aid in the repository. LC control no.98798059

Wertheimer, Harold L. *Papers.* Atlantic Heritage Center. Somers Point, NJ. Contents: Lawyer and legislator, of Atlantic City, NJ. Personal, business, and professional papers. Includes souvenirs and memorabilia of the Elks, Boy Scouts, Atlantic City, New Jersey State Senate, and New Jersey Law School, materials relating to the Betty Bacharach Home, family papers, bills of sale, and promissory notes. Finding aid in the repository. LC control no.99155410

**New Mexico**

Barber, Dee Seton (donor). *Ernest Thompson Seton Collection.* Academy for the Love of Learning. Santa Fe, NM. Contents: The collection owned by the Academy is limited to books owned by Seton, works of art created by Seton, and a few personal artifacts, but no original paper documents. For the bulk of the material previously in the possession of Dee Seton Barber, please see the entry: *Ernest Thompson Seton Fonds.* Library and Archives Canada. Several photographs related to Seton remained in the possession of Dee Seton Barber's husband, Dale Barber.

Buell, Crawford R., and Ina Cassidy Sizer. *Crawford R. Buell papers, 1693-1968.* State Records Center and Archives. Santa Fe, NM. Contents: Summary: Collection consists of correspondence, photocopies and typescript copies of New Mexico documents (1693-1903), and an original Boy Scout cookbook (ca. 1925). Subjects included are military affairs (1693-1903), New Mexico Indians, and Spanish colonial history (1693-1785). Events of note are the Pueblo Revolt of 1680, the Ute Revolt of 1844, Geronimo's murder indictment in 1887, and General Kearny's occupation (clipping from 1903). Also included is a protestant newspaper from East Las Vegas, New Mexico and an article by Ina Sizer Cassidy pertaining to Navajo weaving.

Secakuku, Joseph. *Chief Joseph Secakuku collection, 1922-1974 (bulk 1922-1937).* Center for Southwest Research, University of New Mexico General Library. Albuquerque, NM. Contents: This small collection contains correspondence, 1922-1925, pertaining to the making of a commercial stereoscopic motion picture at the Grand Canyon, which included scenes from Hopi life. Most of the correspondence is between Stereoscopic Productions and Chief Joseph Secakuku. There are also a few letters written by other Hopi chiefs (1935), expressing their displeasure about the commercialization of sacred elements of Hopi culture. Additionally, the collection included Chief Joe Sekakuku's registration with the Boy Scouts of America, certificates relating to Bobby Joe Secakuku's service in the armed forces, and two Arizona travel brochures. An addition to the collection contains photocopies of pages from a scrapbook of Chizomana Black. Black, a niece of Joseph Secakuku, is an artist who works in tapestry. She loaned her original scrapbook to the CSWR for reproduction. A later addition to the collection (June 1999) contains copies of 2 flyers relating to the tapestries of Chizomana Black, as well as the partial translation of a novel, Lolomai, by Vendla von Langenn. The translation, by Karen Friedmann, describes various aspects of Hopi culture, including the Snake Dance. [http://elibrary.unm.edu/oanm/NmU/nmu1%23mss624sc/](http://elibrary.unm.edu/oanm/NmU/nmu1%23mss624sc/)

*Seton, Ernest Thompson. *Library and Papers.* Ernest Thompson Seton Memorial Library, Philmont Scout Ranch. Cimarron, NM. Contents: The work and personal collections of Ernest Thompson Seton, author, artist, and co-founder of the Boy Scouts of America, are housed at the Philmont Museum. The Seton Library includes 6,000 volumes of natural history and the history of the Southwest. The Museum also includes art and items related to the history of northeastern New Mexico. A finding aid is not available on-line, nor is a description of the scope and content of the collection.
Nevada

Cobb, Ty, and Tyrus W. Cobb. *Ty Cobb Papers, 1881-1997*. University of Nevada. Reno, NV. Contents: Included are materials about Cobb's education in Nev.; biographical sketches about Cobb; scrapbooks and clippings about his father, William Cobb (1885-1973); documentation about mining interests in Virginia City, Nev., of Cobb and his father; speeches; professional correspondence; clippings documenting his sports and athletic interests, including the Squaw Valley Winter Olympic Games in 1960; articles and columns written by Cobb, beginning with his first newsletter in 1928 for the Boy Scouts in Reno and ending with his last column in the Reno gazette-journal, *Cobbwebs*, just prior to his death; manuscript drafts of his book *The best of Cobbwebs*; and articles by other authors about Cobb and miscellaneous Reno or sports topics. (OCLC: 43459167)

McDonald, Joseph F. *Papers*. Special Collections Department, Noble H. Getchell Library, University of Nevada at Reno. Reno, NV. Contents: Editor and publisher, Nevada State Journal, Reno. - Personal, family, and business correspondence; papers relating to McDonald's work with Nevada State Board of Parole Commissioners (1953-1963), California State Automobile Association (1925-1966), and other participation in civic affairs and service organizations; operational and subject files (1939-1956) of Nevada State Journal; records (1957-1968) of Nevada-California Lake Tahoe Association, of which McDonald was president, including correspondence, association papers, financial records, and subject files; material from Lake Tahoe Area Council (1958-1971) and California-Nevada Interstate Compact Commission (1957-1965); and memorabilia, family papers and photos, and photos of Lake Tahoe and the surrounding Sierra Nevada area. Gifts of Mr. McDonald, 1968, and Mr. and Mrs. Joseph F. McDonald, Jr., 1971. Guide in the repository. NUCMC no.MS 84-1415. NIDS microfiche no.4.50.18

New York

*CATNYP Catalog Collection - Boy Scouts*. New York Public Library. New York, NY. Contents: The library has a good collection of Boy Scouting material available for research in its non-circulating collection. The library's many holdings should be reviewed for additional Scouting materials.


Local History Collection, 1870-ca. 1979. Wayland Free Library. Wayland, NY. Contents: Collection includes scrapbooks of Wayland Boy Scouts and Girl Scouts, c.1949-present, containing clippings and photographs; scrapbook and photograph album of Wayland Bicentennial Celebration, 1976; atlases of Steuben, Livingston and Ontario Counties, 1870s; and several pamphlets of local interest.

Photograph collection, ca. 1860-1990. Historical Society of the Westburys. Westbury, Nassau County, NY. Contents: Photographs include black and white and color prints, color transparencies, postcards, glass slides, stereopticon slides, and photo albums of the Westbury area, including estates in Westbury and Old Westbury, homes, street scenes, stores, schools, churches, the library, village hall, post office, rural scenes, aerial views, and pictures of floods and storms. Individual and group portraits include school children, sports teams, the fire department, and village officials. Also pictures of Quaker farms and farm life, including portraits of the Hicks family; activities of church groups and community organizations including Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, community theater groups, and the Westbury Neighborhood House; the Long Island Rail Road, automobiles, early aviation, the Vanderbilt Cup Races, and Roosevelt Raceway.

Potsdam (NY) organizations records, 1891-1978. Potsdam Public Museum. Potsdam, NY. Contents: Scrapbooks, correspondence, clippings, photographs, records, and a director's notebook from the Potsdam Community Theater, 1891 and 1962-1970; minutes, financial records, clippings, and a history of the Women's Relief Corps, 1896-1978; minutes, correspondence, constitution and bylaws, and clippings of the Business Men's Association (forerunner of the Potsdam Chamber of Commerce), 1902-1923; miscellaneous clippings, programs, minutes, letters, and histories concerning the Boys' Club, the Boy Scouts, the Daughters of the American Revolution, Fortnightly Club, the Grand Army of the Republic, the Opera House, local fairs, community concerts, the Girl Scouts, music and literary clubs, and senior citizens groups, 1893-1976; and student research papers on Potsdam organizations, including one utopian community, 1973.

Barton, Frank Arthur. *Papers.* Division of Rare and Manuscript Collections, Library, Cornell University. Ithaca, NY. Contents: Army officer and professor of military science at Cornell University. Correspondence and pamphlets concerning Barton's appointment at Cornell, alumni activities, the Boy Scouts, the R. O. T. C. program, Delta Upsilon fraternity, and Cornell University's Semi-Centennial celebration. Includes photos, of Barton, his family, and R. O. T. C. students. Gift of Mrs. Paul O'Leary, 1958. NUCMC no.MS 64-828

Boy & Girl Scout Troops (Hewlett NY). *Local history vertical file, ca.1920-1990.* Local History Collection, Hewlett-Woodmere Public Library. Hewlett, NY. Contents: Clippings, pamphlets, programs, directories, newsletters, articles, manuscripts, reports, studies, letters, and other papers about the Five Towns area and other communities on Long Island. Topics include churches and synagogues, libraries, businesses, fire departments, politics and government, school districts, Indians, cemeteries, and community organizations. Items of note include biographical sketches and obituaries from local newspapers, 1948-1967, of community leaders and of early settlers on Long Island; memoirs and historical writings by Charles W. Hewlett; newsletters and yearbooks of Boy Scout Troop 21, Woodmere, 1924, and of Troop 20, Cedarhurst, 1934-1939; reports and newsletters of the Five Towns Council of Girl Scouts, 1958-1963; and newsletters and fliers of the Five Towns Community Chest, the Five Towns Community Council, the YMCA, and the 4-H Club.

Brown, Elmer Ellsworth. *Elmer Ellsworth Brown administrative records, 1900-1937.* Elmer Holmes Bobst Library. New York University. New York, NY. Contents: The records, consisting of administrative documents, correspondence, and clippings, document University administration, as well as Brown's interest in student affairs and his civic involvement with such organizations as the American National Red Cross, the Boy Scouts of America, and the Salvation Army. The collection includes material related to NYU's involvement with government policy and military training during World War I, when the University's agreement to receive branches of the Student Army Training Corps at the University Heights campus and at the Medical College fulfilled Brown's desire for the University to meet its public responsibility and helped to save the school from financial ruin. Not much material discusses the role of women, although there is a folder of records relating to the Woman's Law Class. There is also discussion of anti-Semitism and racism at NYU, including correspondence with the NAACP and W.E.B. Du Bois. Other correspondents include Archibald Bouton, Herbert Hoover, Robert Underwood Johnson, Frank B. Kellogg, Henry M. MacCracken, John T. Madden, Charles H. Snow, and John W. Withers. Open to researchers; there may be some restrictions on the use of the collection.

BSA Buffalo Area Council. *Boy Scouts activities photographs, 1951 April 28 - 1964 July 13.* Hare Photograph Collection, Buffalo and Erie County Historical Society. Buffalo, NY. Contents: 184 items. 44 photographs. 138 photonegatives. 2 slides. Written permission required to reproduce and/or publish. Information on use and fees may be obtained from the Director of Library and Archives.

———. *Boy Scouts awards and presentations photographs, 1956 Dec. 4 - 1964 Jan. 23.* Hare Photograph Collection, Buffalo and Erie County Historical Society. Buffalo, NY. Contents: 28 items. 6 photographs. 22 photonegatives. Written permission required to reproduce and/or publish. Information on use and fees may be obtained from the Director of Library and Archives.

———. *Boy Scouts banquets and conferences photographs, 1954 Jan. 28 - 1963 Feb. 12.* Hare Photograph Collection, Buffalo and Erie County Historical Society. Buffalo, NY. Contents: 28 items. 6 Photographs. 22 Photonegatives. Written permission required to reproduce and/or publish. Information on use and fees may be obtained from the Director of Library and Archives.
——. Boy Scouts buildings and camps, 1953 July 1 - 1967 May 25. Hare Photograph Collection, Buffalo and Erie County Historical Society. Buffalo, NY. Contents: 56 items. 6 photographs. 50 photonegatives. Written permission required to reproduce and/or publish. Information on use and fees may be obtained from the Director of Library and Archives.

——. Boy Scouts photographs, 1951 Apr. 28-1967 Aug. 21. Hare Photograph Collection, Buffalo and Erie County Historical Society. Buffalo, NY. Contents: 515 items. 116 photographs. 399 photonegatives. Photographs, 1951 - 1967, of Buffalo Area Council scouts, staff, buildings and activities. Includes Campfire Girls and Girl Scouts activities photographs. Arthur N. Cotton and G. Barnett Rich introduced the Boy Scout movement to Buffalo in May, 1910. Prior to the formal organization of the Buffalo Council in October, 1910, George R. Sikes and J.F. O'Brien had been granted commissions as Scout Masters and had organized the first troops. An office was established at School No. 37 on Carlton Street, and seventeen troops were organized by October, 1911. Written permission required to reproduce and/or publish. Information on use and fees may be obtained from the Director of Library and Archives.

——. Boy Scouts publicity and recruiting photographs, 1956 Nov. 19 - 1966 Feb. 7. Hare Photograph Collection, Buffalo and Erie County Historical Society. Buffalo, NY. Contents: 103 items. 9 photographs. 94 photonegatives. Written permission required to reproduce and/or publish. Information on use and fees may be obtained from the Director of Library and Archives.

——. Boy Scouts staff and scoutmasters photographs, 1954 Oct. 1 - 1967 Aug 21. Hare Photograph Collection, Buffalo and Erie County Historical Society. Buffalo, NY. Contents: 112 items. 42 photographs. 70 photonegatives. Written permission required to reproduce and/or publish. Information on use and fees may be obtained from the Director of Library and Archives.


brochures. Camp Collection: Includes documents, photographs, movies, patches, neckerchiefs and miscellaneous ephemera from camps that have been or are currently operated by Rochester, Red Jacket, or Otetiana Council as follows: Camp Otetiana (1918-1926), Camp Pioneer (1927-1936), Camp Three Lakes (1930-1939), Camp Arrowhead (1933-37), Camp Eonac (1938-??), Camp Archbald (1938-??), Camp J. Warren Cutler (Webster Park, 1939-65), Camp Massawepie (1952-present) and Camp J. Warren Cutler (Cleveland Hill, 1966-present). [www.otetiana.org](http://www.otetiana.org)


George, William Reuben. George Junior Republic (Freeville, NY). Division of Rare and Manuscript Collections, Library, Cornell University. Ithaca, NY. Contents: Correspondence, diaries, speeches, articles, autobiographical sketches, reminiscences, memorabilia, and other papers of William R. George, a social welfare leader who founded the George Junior Republic. Constitution (1895) of the republic; work records; records of applicants; case studies; typical cases tried at the Republic Supreme Court (1922); a who's who of republic alumni (1925); letters from ex-citizens of the republic serving with the U. S. Armed Forces during World War II, from former students, institutions, social workers, clergymen, and others seeking information on the junior republic idea; Lyman Beecher Stowe's report on the junior republic movement (1913); reports, charts, outlines, and other papers used by Malcolm J. Freeborn in planning large-scale democratic training in the form of the junior municipality in Cortland, N. Y.; correspondence and other papers relating to the republic, the establishment of a vocational bureau for alumni, the publication of The Adult minor (1937) NUCMC no.MS 62-4694


Hagan, William Arthur. Papers. Division of Rare and Manuscript Collections, Library, Cornell University. Ithaca, NY. Contents: Professor of veterinary bacteriology and dean of the New York State Veterinary College, Cornell University. Largely correspondence pertaining to Hagan's
position at Cornell and to professional and civic activities, including the American Veterinary Medical Association, the Society of American Bacteriologists, the National Research Council, the Pan American Veterinary Congress (1951), the Government's antitrust case against Associated Serum Producers, inc., et al. (1942), Hagan's role a special consultant to the chief. Bureau of Animal Industry, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture, his work with the Boy Scouts, and the honorary fraternities, Sigma Xi and Phi Beta Zeta. Unpublished guide available in the library. Gift of Mr. Hagan, 1959. NUCMC no.MS 66-429

Hare Photographs, Inc. *Photographs, 1920 Dec. - 1985 Apr. 11, Johnson Park South*. Hare Photograph Collection, Buffalo and Erie County Historical Society, Buffalo, NY. Contents: Photographs, photonegatives, slides and glass plate negatives, 1920-1985, documenting the commercial photography done by Hare Photographs Inc. Clients included advertising agencies, architectural design firms, construction companies, manufacturers and industrial firms.

Hubacher, Max H. *Photographs, 1915-1967*. Local History Collection, Hewlett-Woodmere Public Library, Hewlett, NY. Contents: Photographs by Max Hubacher, including black & white photoprints and photo albums, of scenes near his home in the Gibson section of Valley Stream, as well as in Hewlett, Woodmere, Lynbrook, Hempstead, Garden City and other places on Long Island. Pictures show Hubacher's home, houses under construction in suburban developments, stores, Long Island Railroad stations and trains (including steam engines), trains and trolleys in other cities, a Ringling Bros. circus train in Garden City, 1950; schools, parks, farms, floods and snowstorms, fairs, circuses and parades. Also old family photographs, 1915; pictures of Hubacher's wife and children, 1930s to 1960s; Girl Scouts, Boy Scouts and school groups; historic houses and buildings, including Sagamore Hill and Montauk Lighthouse; New York World's Fairs, 1939/40 and 1964/65; ships in New York harbor; and scenes in Upstate New York, Pennsylvania, New Jersey and elsewhere.

*Jones, Mark M. *Papers, 1916-1965*. Rockefeller Archive Center. Sleepy Hollow, NY. Contents: Mark Jones was a management consultant and economist. In 1921 Jones joined the industrial relations firm of Curtis, Fosdick and Belknap as Director of Economic Staff. It was here that he became involved in studies of various interest of John D. Rockefeller, Jr. After he became a private consultant he continued to do occasional work for the Rockefellers. The Mark M. Jones papers consist primarily of studies and reports which relate to various companies and non-profit organizations. Specific types of reports include economic audits, surveys, reorganization proposals, analyses of policy and finances and development plans. Most of the reports were compiled between 1921 and 1935 while Jones was with Curtis Fosdick and Belknap. There is a corresponding RCA photograph collection #1058. In light of the activity of the Rockefeller foundations in the BSA & GSUSA, other collections located at the Rockefeller Archive Center should be examined for possible BSA material.

*Laura Spelman Rockefeller Memorial Fund. *Archives, 1918-1930*. Rockefeller Archive Center. North Tarrytown, NY. Contents: The Laura Spelman Rockefeller Memorial was formed in 1918 by John D. Rockefeller and was named by his late wife. Intended to contribute realistically to improvements in public welfare, the LSRM operated from the office of John D. Rockefeller, Jr. with a fluid program until 1922, when Beardsley Ruml was named director and developed a long range program. In 1929, the LSRM was consolidated with the Rockefeller Foundation and made a final grant of $10 million to the Spelman Fund of New York to continue still active LSRM grants that the RF could not programatically administer. Organization: Arranged in four series: 1. Minutes and Dockets, 1918-1928 (1 cubic ft.), 2. Administration, arranged alphabetically, 1918-1933 (1 cubic ft.), 3. Appropriations, 1917-1945 (45 cubic ft.), 4. Finances, 1918-1929 (9 cubic ft.). Series 3 is arranged in ten subject series: 3.1 Public Health, 1918-1934, 3.2 Religious, 1919-


New York State War Council. Office of Civilian Protection. Director's general administrative files, 1941-1945. New York State Archives. Albany, NY. Contents: This series contains correspondence, memoranda, publications, regulations, and photographs documenting the director's administration and coordination of the Office of Civilian Protection with local and private agencies involved in civil defense work. A significant amount of records details the initial organization of the office and the materials required for civil defense activities such as: air raid shelters; blackouts; evacuations; stockpiles; uniforms and insignia; and volunteer recruitment. In addition to local war councils, subordinate and related agencies represented in this series include: American Red Cross; Boy Scouts; Emergency Medical Service; Highway Repair and Debris Clearance Committee; and the federal Office of Civilian Defense. Also found is information regarding the protection of New York State's war industries.

New York State War Council. Salvage Division. Federal advisory and instructional releases and promotional material, 1942-1945. New York State Archives. Albany, NY. Contents: This series documents how the activities of the Salvage Division were directed, coordinated, and informed by the United States War Production Board (WPB). The series includes: federal releases describing what materials were to be salvaged, directing the state division on how to proceed with salvage campaigns, and listing available promotional materials; correspondence between the Salvage Division and the WPB's Washington and regional New York City office regarding questions of policy, the resolution of problems, and the ordering of promotional materials; bulletins from the WPB to field executives detailing administrative procedures and policies on issues such as travel authorization, salaries, and office supplies; bulletins and newsletters about salvage efforts across the nation intended for general audiences; bulletins issued by the WPB's General Salvage Section, Bureau of Industrial Conservation to state chairmen and executive secretaries across the nation to keep them informed of salvage procedures; index for bulletins 1 through 369 (only bulletins 2 through 200 are included in the series); Manual of Administrative Instructions sent to all executives of the WPB, and sections of another WPB manual regarding the establishment, abolition, and restructuring of policies, procedures, and organization; promotional and instructional materials such as posters, flyers, booklets, newspaper clippings, print advertising mats, and a folder of radio and play scripts; blue print of a machine used to cut and process tin cans, with photographs and negatives of workers operating the device; and a General Dwight D. Eisenhower Award medal (filed under "General MacArthur") which was presented by the WPB to individual Boy Scouts for outstanding paper collection efforts.
Ratkesky, Abraham Captain. *Abraham C. Ratkesky collection, undated, 1879-1948*. American Jewish Historical Society Library and Archives. New York, NY. Contents: The collection consists primarily of photographs of family members and material pertaining to Ratkesky's activities as U.S. Minister to Czechoslovakia (1930-1933). Also includes an official report and other data about the Halifax Relief Expedition (1917), of which Ratkesky was Commissioner-in-Charge, appointed by the Governor of Mass. to assist the city after a devastating explosion. Includes a book on the Ratkesky country estate (1910-1914), diaries (1911-1937), anniversary greetings (1919) etc. The collection includes two letters from President Calvin Coolidge and his wife, presentation photographs from President Herbert Hoover, and Presidents Masaryk and Benes of Czechoslovakia. Includes also 6 films, 4 of which deal with Czechoslovakia and 2 with Boy Scout activities.

Rice, James Edward. *James Edward Rice*. Division of Rare and Manuscript Collections, Library, Cornell University. Ithaca, NY. Contents: Professor of poultry husbandry. Correspondence, lecture notes, research files covering all phases of poultry science and industry, bibliography of poultry literature, recollections of Rice's farm boyhood in Washington Co., N. Y., and of his education at the Granville Military Academy, North Granville, N. Y., an incomplete anecdotal autobiography, biographical articles, memorabilia, photos, and printed matter. Relates to Rice's activities as a student and active alumnus of the Class of 1800, Cornell University, his personal farming enterprises, his activities as a lecturer in poultry science in the Farmers Institute Program and his membership in the Cornell Experimenters' League, his career as an instructor, experimental scientist, extension specialist, and head of the Dept. of Poultry Husbandry at the New York State College of Agriculture at Cornell University, to Cornell University honorary societies and Rice Debate Stage NUCMC no.MS 62-4426

Richardson, A. C. *Boy Scouts of America, Scout Master Certificate of A.C. Richardson (1911 May 8); A96-20*. Buffalo and Erie County Historical Society Archives. Buffalo, NY. Contents: Graduate of Harvard; professor of classical languages at University of California at Berkeley. Moved to Buffalo in 1880; taught at Central High School and Buffalo State Normal School. Action: Transferred from vertical file; Date: 1996/03/15; Agent: Patricia M. Virgil Action: Accessioned; ID: 96-26; Date: 1996/03/15; Agent: Patricia M. Virgil Action: Arranged/described; Date: 1996/03/15; Agent: Patricia M. Virgil. Certifies Richardson's appointment as scout master of Troop no. 22 of the City of Buffalo.

1959-1967, Tennis Committee CA 1960-1970, etc.

Contents: John D. Rockefeller, Jr. joined his father's personal office on October 1, 1897, and became his father's closest associate in the growing philanthropic activities of the office. Although Mr. Rockefeller, Sr. made only occasional visits to the office after 1897, he maintained close contact with it's activities. In 1897, there were seven employees in the office, by 1960, the number had grown to over 200. John D. Jr.'s five sons joined the office during the 1930's. Under the guidance of Rockefeller, Jr. and a small number of close associates, the office supervised a growing number of diversified philanthropies. During his lifetime he gave over $550,000,000 to many charitable projects. This collection documents the activities and interests of three generations of the John D. Rockefeller family. In light of the activity of the Rockefeller foundations in the BSA, other collections located at the Rockefeller Archive Center should be examined for possible BSA material.

*Seton, Ernest Thompson. *Correspondence, 1870-1960 (bulk 1890-1946)*. Department of Library Services, American Museum of Natural History. New York, NY. Contents: Photocopies of Seton's correspondence, many typed from the handwritten original, are primarily letters addressed to him. Correspondence with scientific institutions concerning his publications, bird life, and observations of wildlife, especially of Manitoba, Canada. Much correspondence devoted to his position as one of the founders of the Boy Scouts of America and correspondence with Robert Baden-Powell, Daniel Carter Beard, and other officials reflects plans, activities and other matters of this organization. Other papers pertain to his involvement with the Woodcraft League. Reference is also made to Girl Scouts of America and Camp Fire Girls of America. Seton corresponded with many prominent individuals such as William T. Hornaday of the New York Zoological Society, C. Hart Merriam, and John Burroughs, in addition to many natural history clubs and scientific societies. Also included in collection are letters Seton wrote from Paris and New York City, many referring to personal and family business and finances, and other matters, 1890s; manuscripts of articles he wrote about the American West and articles of animal fiction stories. A few letters written about Seton after his death complete the collection.

*———. *Papers, 1860-1946*. Department of Library Services, American Museum of Natural History. New York, NY. Contents: Papers; Photographs and sheet music. 7 lin. ft. Collection includes 35 volumes (1882-1946) of Seton's sketch books, journals, and notes. (MSS S41; MSS S42)

Smith, Robert Mills , and Herbert A. Landry. *Local history collection, 1870-1990, (bulk 1930-1990)*. West Babylon Public Library. West Babylon, NY. Contents: Photograph albums, scrapbooks, histories, articles, reports, minutes, newsletters, programs, clippings and other material on the history of the West Babylon area. Included are materials about the West Babylon Bicentennial Celebration and records of the Town of Babylon American Revolution Bicentennial Commission, with photographs, minutes, correspondence, programs, agendas, memos, fliers, scrapbooks and clippings; a Town history by Robert Mills Smith, 1979; and other notes and programs on historical events. Papers of civic groups include photographs, building permits, tax notices, receipts, maps, newsletters, programs, notes, postcards, correspondence, scrapbooks and clippings relating to the West Babylon Civic Association, the Homewood Farms Civic Association and the Frederick Shores Civic Association, 1930s-1960s. Material relating to West Babylon schools include a copy of the minutes establishing a school district for West Babylon, 1912; a survey of school building needs of Union Free School District #2, West Babylon, N.Y., by Herbert A. Landry of the New York City Board of Education, 1949; West Babylon school district census, 1980, and summaries of school district census and enrollment figures, 1942-1984; a history of the West Babylon Schools; and articles about Walt Whitman who taught school in the West Babylon
Photographs, including photo albums, color, and black-and-white prints and negatives, include pictures of school buildings and classes, 1898-1980s, pictures of Robert Moses laying the cornerstone at Santapogue elementary school, 1951; sports teams, gymnastics events, graduates, bands, parades, Cub Scout and Girl Scout troops, and other activities at the schools. Also a photo album of activities of Friends of West Babylon Public Library, 1983-1986; photocopies from various local newspapers of advertisements for local farms and businesses, 1870-1948; aerial photographs of the area; and miscellaneous programs, fliers, articles, maps, newsletters and other material.

*The Davison Fund Inc. Davison Fund I and Davison Fund II Collections (IV3B5 and IV2B8), 1930-1942. Rockefeller Archive Center. Sleepy Hollow, NY. Contents: The Davison Fund was established by John D. Rockefeller, Jr. in 1930 to systematize his personal giving. The instrument creating the Fund contained neither instructions as to beneficiaries nor limitation as to field. In general, the program developed from two motivations: an interest in the social, cultural, educational, and health needs of New York City and its environs, and the recognition of the importance of “certain problems which cut across national and international boundaries and which invite the cooperation and support of thoughtful men everywhere.” These records were transferred by the Rockefeller Foundation to the Rockefeller Archive Center. The collection includes correspondence, minutes, dockets, reports, bulletins, policy and procedure files, and vouchers. Approximately two-thirds of the records consist of correspondence and reports relating to grants. In light of the activity of the Rockefeller foundations in the BSA, other collections located at the Rockefeller Archive Center should be examined for possible BSA material.

Thomas Asylum for Orphan and Destitute Indian Children. Photographs of activities and facilities (ca. 1895-1955). New York State Library. Albany, NY. Contents: The series consists of black and white photographs depicting children and staff of the school at work and recreation, as well as the structures of the school and its physical environment and surroundings. The exact purpose for which the photographs were taken is not known, but they document the conditions of facilities and the work and educational environment of the school, and may have supported a request for funds for capital improvements or expansion. Occasional cropping directions indicate some may have been used in publications. The subjects of the photographs include: individual and group portraits of children and staff (many at graduation, school exercises, fair exhibits, or as part of class or team sport groups); children’s class exercises and work activities (especially farming and gardening); Indian Boy and Girl Scouts (including Frank Beauvais and Clarence Blueye, first Indian Eagle Scouts in the U.S.); interior views of buildings; exterior views of administration, residence, school, hospital, and farm buildings and grounds; buildings under construction; and aerial views of grounds. Most photographs are undated and unlabeled; when not stated, subjects have been assigned by Archives staff. Sizes range from 3” x 4” to 8” x 10” and some are mounted.

Westchester County (NY) Parks, Recreation and Conservation Department. Record Group 25: Parks, Recreation and Conservation Department Parks: Department Property Records. 1923-1965. Westchester County Archives and Records Center. Elmsford, NY. Contents: Correspondence, memos, reports, brochures, and related material pertaining to the acquisition and development of park lands and the construction of County buildings. Major files include those on airports, Croton Point Park (including a proposed airport there), and the Hutchinson River Parkway. Smaller files pertain to: a proposed memorial at the Bronx River Parkway, the Community Center (Westchester County Center), the Cross County Parkway, Croton Lake Bridge, a proposed Gold Star Memorial Boulevard, Glen Island, the Mamaroneck Parkway and harbor, Manursing Island and the Boy Scout cabin there, Mohansic Park, Mohegan Lake, Montrose Station Road (the Briarcliff-Peekskill Parkway), Peckham’s Lake, the opening of the County’s amusement park,
Playland (including some early complaint letters), the dismantling of Playland's predecessor park, Rye Beach, and the opening of the Saw Mill River Parkway. Miscellaneous files contain information on lighting systems, bridges, bridle trails, and the appraisal and acquisition of park lands.

Whitney M. Young, Jr. Memorial Foundation. Archives, 1971-1991. Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Columbia University. New York, NY. Contents: Correspondence, manuscripts, documents, financial records, photographs, memorabilia, and printed materials. The Foundation's correspondence files consist of letters from different organizations and foundations, including the Martin Luther King, Jr. Center for Social Change, The NAACP, the United Negro College Fund, the Studio Museum in Harlem, and theYWCA. Also included in this collection are community dialogues on race relations (1974-1975); proposed dialogues (1979) on such subjects as the Boy Scouts of America, Columbia University, and the National Council of Christians and Jews; and files on the Whitney M. Young Fellows Retreat Conferences (1980-1984). The collection contains many files on Ed Wilson's bust of Young (1991), including contracts and agreements, records of payments to Wilson, documents concerning the bust's placement in various locations, correspondence with Wilson (1983-1991), and miscellaneous photographs and pictures. The contributions files contain annual listings of contributions and records of contributions from the National Urban League, assorted organizations, corporations, individuals, foundations, and Phillip Morris. Also included are files of Margaret B. Young: speeches by Mrs Young, articles, awards, and records of her trips abroad, and public events (UN, UNESCO, Port Authority of New York and New Jersey, Metropolitan Museum of Art). In addition, the collection contains transcriptions of interviews with Dorothy Height, Ann Tanneyhill, and Frankie Adams. 

Ohio

Beard Family. Lake County Historical Society. Kirtland Hills, OH. Contents: Residents of Lake County, Ohio. Reference files on Beard genealogy; photographs; original sketches of American illustrator Frank Beard, including 100 illustrations used in Jesse Bowman Young's book What a Boy Saw in the Army; animal and nature illustrations; account book; correspondence; patents; and other papers. Other family members represented include Dan Beard, a technical illustrator for the Boy Scouts and portrait painter James Carter Beard. LC control no.99157157


Gladden, George. George Gladden Papers. Archives-Library Division, Ohio Historical Society. Columbus, OH. Contents: Natural historian, of New York City. Correspondence, including 7 letters from John Burroughs; articles relating to birds, insects, and mammals; and miscellaneous
Boy Scout materials. Unpublished inventory in the repository. Gift of Columbus School for Girls, 1940. NUCMC no.MS 81-1544. NIDS microfiche no.3.265.195


Jackson, Perry Brooks. Papers, 1879-1973. Manuscript Collections, Western Reserve Historical Society. Cleveland, OH. Contents: Correspondence, reports, minutes, programs, speeches, financial material, personnel lists, bench notes, judicial election material, and other material relating to Judge Jackson and his judicial, church and civic activities. Ohio's first Black judge. He was extremely active in Cleveland civic, religious, and educational organizations.

Jones, Charles A. Charles A. Jones Papers. Archives-Library Division, Ohio Historical Society. Columbus, OH. Contents: Journalist and secretary to U. S. Senator Frank B. Willis of Ohio and Ohio Governor Myers Y. Cooper. Correspondence, reports, notes, speeches, programs, and pamphlets, relating to Ohio Wesleyan University, Methodist Church, Columbus Kiwanis Club, Columbus Torch Club, Boy Scouts of America, Sons of the American Revolution, United Services Organization during World War II, Columbus Community Fund, Columbus Riverside and White Cross Hospitals, Columbus Board of Health, Jones family genealogy, Republican Party politics, and Jones' duties as secretary to Willis and Cooper. Gift of Mr. Jones, Columbus, Ohio, 1966 and 1971. NUCMC no.MS 75-1055. NIDS microfiche no.3.265.276


National Jewish Committee on Scouting Records. American Jewish Archives. Cincinnati, OH. Contents: Organized in 1926 in order to determine how best to promote Boy Scout troops among Jewish institutions. Correspondence, minutes of the first meeting in 1926, minutes of a 1928 meeting which includes financial information, and a list of organizations affiliated with the committee in 1926. LC control no.2001541110


Stradley, Bland L. Papers, 1921-1947 (Records of The Ohio State University Office of the President - RG 3). Archives, Ohio State University. Columbus, OH. Contents: Addresses and speeches; correspondence; materials relating to Ohio colleges and universities, including the Ohio College Association; letters of recommendation; Ohio Dept. of Education; Boy Scouts (Central Ohio Area Council); Columbus Rotary Club; expenses and bills, veterans' correspondence, forms, statistics, etc.
Weil, Frank Leopold. *Papers, 1898-1958*. The Jacob Rader Marcus Center of the American Jewish Archives, Hebrew Union College - Jewish Institute of Religion. Cincinnati, OH. Contents: Correspondence, minutes, reports, notes, printed matter, and miscellaneous items concerning Weil's education and youth, his World War I work and politics, and his many community activities and interests. Included is material relating to the Boy Scouts of America, the Jewish Committee on Scouting, the Jewish Education Committee, the National Jewish Welfare Board, the President's Committee on Religion and Welfare in the Armed Forces, the United Service Organizations, and the Young Men's Hebrew Association. www.americanjewisharchives.org/aja/FindingAids/Weil.htm

Oklahoma

Allgood, Pat. *Pat Allgood*. Research Center, Museum of the Great Plains. Lawton, OK. Contents: Photographer of Lawton, OK Obituaries, chiefly of Native Americans and white pioneers; treaty (no. 82) between U.S. and the Kiowa and Comanche Tribes of Oklahoma; correspondence; newspaper clippings relating to Hunting Horse, Indian scout, of Ft. Sill, Okla. and other subjects; Book of Scoutcraft (1929) by Atwood H. Townsend; and newssheets pertaining to the Quanah Parker family. Finding aid in the repository. Lawrence Banks family photographs, shelved separately in the repository, also donated by Ms. Allgood. LC control no.2004580003

Rowe, Thomas. *Papers, 1918-1920*. Oklahoma City Boy Scout Collection. Oklahoma City, OK. Contents: Correspondence (1918-1920) to Oklahoma City Scoutmaster Thomas Rowe by former boy scouts while Rowe was in the U.S. Army during World War I. (OCLC: 48062436)

Tong, Marvin. *Papers*. Research Center, Museum of the Great Plains. Lawton, OK. Contents: Director, Museum of the Great Plains, Lawton, Okla., 1960-1969. Business and personal correspondence, genealogical materials relating to the Tong and related families, books and correspondence relating to his activities as director of the Museum of the Great Plains, files reflecting lecture topics, mss., and miscellaneous materials.; Subjects include the Civil War, archaeology, and his activities in Springfield, Mo., where he worked with the Boy Scouts and was involved with the Missouri Archaeological Society. Finding aid in the repository. LC control no.2004595842

Oregon

McMillen, Wheeler. *Papers*. Special Collections, Knight Library, University of Oregon. Eugene, OR. Contents: Author and editor. Seven book MSS., with source material and publisher's correspondence, particularly for McMillen's Bugs or People-Which? (1965). Correspondents include Robert West Howard, Donald Lerch, and Clarence E. Shriner. NUCMC no.MS 69-1004. NIDS microfiche no.4.109.65 row 1

Oregon Department of Forestry. *United States Forest Service Records, 1929-1983*. Oregon State Archives. Salem, OR. Contents: Series documents the activities and programs of the U.S. Forest Service in Oregon. Most of the records deal with cooperative efforts between the U.S. Forest Service and the Forestry Department. Records include Clarke-McNary reports; circulars; Emergency Conservation Work, Works Progress Administration, and Civilian Conservation Corps reports; fire and reference reports; correspondence; maps; photographs; and posters. Subjects include ECW/CCC programs, fire protection cooperation, federal and state legislation, Clarke-McNary funding, national forest management, protection assessments, boy scouts, education and training, public relations, land exchanges, World War II forest defense, forest closures, and burning restrictions. Series also includes information about the loss of records due to the 1936 State Capitol fire.
Tri-County Community Council (Portland, OR). *Records*. Libary, Oregon Historical Society. Portland, OR. Contents: Planning, research, and coordinating body for public and private social service agencies in Clackamas, Multnomah, and Washington counties, OR. Correspondence, memoranda, minutes of meetings, reports, and other records relating to the council and member agency programs concerned with adoption, aging, alcoholism treatment, day care, foster care, handicapped services, medical services, mental health, nutrition, poverty, recreation, youth, and other health and welfare issues. Gift of Tri-County Community Council, 1981. Finding aid in the repository. NUCMC no.MS 83-1676. NIDS microfiche no.3.35.82.

**Pennsylvania**

Alpha Phi Omega. Alpha Chapter (Lafayette College). *Alpha Phi Omega. Alpha Chapter Records, 1925-1990*. David Bishop Skillman Library, Lafayette College. Easton, PA. Contents: Documents the activities of the Alpha Chapter of Alpha Phi Omega, an international service fraternity founded at Lafayette College. The material documents the various activities of the fraternity: its founding in 1925 by Frank Reed Horton, its affiliation with and public endorsement by the Boy Scouts of America, its various college and community service activities, and the initiation of women into the fraternity in 1974. Of particular interest are photographs of Alpha Chapter activities and national pilgrimages spanning 1952-1982. The records also contain correspondence, speeches, scrapbooks, clippings, and memorabilia.

http://ww2.lafayette.edu/library/special/Alpha/alphaaid.html

Alpha Phi Omega. Beta Chapter (U of Pittsburgh). *Records of Alpha Phi Omega, Beta Chapter, 1927-2007 (bulk 1977-2006)*. Archives Service Center, University Library System, University of Pittsburgh. Pittsburgh, PA. Contents: This collection contains documents relating to both the Beta chapter of Alpha Phi Omega and the national fraternity. Chapter records include by-laws, membership lists, general brother and executive meeting minutes, correspondence with other chapters, letters from national fraternity staff, and chapter project information from the late 1970s and 1990-2007. Representative samples of some of the Beta chapter's fraternity awards are also present. National fraternity records include publications regarding Alpha Phi Omega's history, officer handbooks, by-laws, and information regarding national conventions. Also present are various newsletters from all levels of Alpha Phi Omega: the national Torch and Trefoil, regional Three Dots and a Dash, sectional Section 62/64 Report, and the chapter's Beta Bulletin.

http://digital.library.pitt.edu/cgi-bin/f/findaid/findaid-idx?type=simple;c=ascead;view=text;subview=outline;didno=US-PPiU-rg551672


Free Library Pamphlet Collection. *Annual Reports, 1823-1980*. Urban Archives, Temple University Libraries. Philadelphia, PA. Contents: This is a artificially created collection of annual reports and miscellaneous other reports of service agencies, hospitals, organizations and government agencies all related to the greater Philadelphia area.
Lowengard Family, Harry Lowengard, and Leon Lowengard. *Papers, 1905-1930*. Pennsylvania State Archives. Harrisburg, PA. Contents: Chiefly business records of the Sunday Courier, a weekly newspaper in Harrisburg, PA, and of Courier Press, a general printing firm, owned and operated by Harry Lowengard (1885-1926) and Leon Lowengard (1886-1951), including cashbooks, ledger, and carrier boys' names and addresses (1905-1907); together with personal papers including Harry Lowengard's account books (1914-1918) and accounts, cashbook (1915-1920), and Boy Scout materials of Leon Lowengard.

Neighborhood Centre (Philadelphia, PA). *Records*. Philadelphia Jewish Archives Center. Philadelphia, PA. Contents: Established in 1918 as Young Women's Union; in 1918 name changed to Neighborhood Centre; in 1965 merged with Young Men's and Young Women's Hebrew Association of Philadelphia and became Jewish Ys and Centers of Greater Philadelphia. Correspondence, minutes, charters, constitutions, reports and statistics, questionnaires, case files, membership lists, financial reports, publicity, plays, and other printed materials, relating to day camps, charities, charitable work, youth, social activities, Neighborhood Players theater group, and other Young Men's and Young Women's Hebrew Associations in Philadelphia. Deposited by Jewish Ys and Centers of Greater Philadelphia, Neighborhood Centre Branch, 1973. Photographs removed and housed in the repository's Photograph Collection. Access to case files restricted. Finding aid in the repository. LC control no.94797248. NIDS microfiche no.3.99.9

Pennsylvania Fiftieth Anniversary of the Battle of Gettysburg Commission. *List of veterans and others granted transportation to and from Gettysburg, 1913*. Pennsylvania Historical and Museum Commission, Bureau of Archives and History, Pennsylvania State Archives. Harrisburg, PA. Contents: A register of the names of Pennsylvania veterans and veterans of other states now living in Pennsylvania who were granted free transportation to and from Gettysburg for the fiftieth anniversary of the Battle of Gettysburg. Also included are listings of the names of boy scouts from Philadelphia, the Third Regimental Band of Philadelphia, and the Eighth Regimental Band of Carlisle to whom Transportation orders were issued; as well as the names of U.S officials, U.S regular army officers, governors of states, Pennsylvania officials, invited guests, newspaper correspondents, state police, G.A.R. and U.C.V. commissioners, Pennsylvania's Commission and staff, representatives of other states, Red Cross officials, and members of the State Department of Health, who attended the Great Reunion. In addition, railroad statistics and miscellaneous tables relative to expenditures, attendance, and appropriations are also provided. The Register generally lists the name, company, and regiment of the veteran, and the class and number of the transportation order.

Shafer, Raymond Philip. *Papers, 1967-1971 (MS 209)*. Pennsylvania Historical & Museum Commission, Pennsylvania State Archives. Harrisburg, PA. Contents: These are the official files of Governor Shafer, including the following: General File, 164.5 cubic ft.; Subject File, 121 cubic ft.; Press Releases, 20 cubic ft.; Legislative File, 46 cubic ft.; Boards and Commissions File, 19 cubic ft.; Invitations Accepted File, 4 cubic ft.; Press Conference and Audio Tape Recordings, 1 cubic ft.; Press Room File, 8 cubic ft.; News Clippings, 4 cubic ft.; and Scholarship Files, 2 cubic ft. The General File, arranged alphabetically by name of correspondent, contains letters, minutes, reports and related materials which document Shafer's role as Governor of Pennsylvania. Included are files for the Advisory Commission on Inter-Governmental Relations; U.S. Dept. of Agriculture; Pa. Dept. of Agriculture; Allegheny College; Boy Scouts of America; State Budget; Civil Aeronautics Board; Dept. of Commerce; Dept. of Community Affairs; Council for Human Services; Council of State Governments; Delaware River Joint Toll Bridge Commission; Delaware State Governments; Delaware River Port Authority; Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission; General State Authority; Dept. of Justice; Dept. of Labor and Industry;
Liquor Control Board, Dept. of Military Affairs; Milk Marketing Board; Dept. of Mines and Mineral Industries; the National Governors' Conference; Office of Administration; Office of Emergency Planning; Pa. Aeronautics Commission; Pa. Bar Association; Pa. Council on the Arts; Pa. Historical and Museum Commission; Pa. Newspaper Publishers' Association; Pa. State Chamber of Commerce; Penn State University; Pa. Turnpike Commission; Dept. of Property and Supplies; Dept. of Public Welfare; Republican State and National Committees; Senator Hugh Scott; State Highway and Bridge Authority; State Planning Board; State Public School Building Authority; Temple University; United States Army; James E. VanZandt; U.S. Savings Bonds; Young Republicans; and other state agencies, organizations and individuals. The Subject File, arranged alphabetically by topic, contains correspondence and related materials. Topics include: air pollution; Appalachia; appointments; autograph requests; birth control; chronic writers; constitutional revisions; consumer protection; cost reduction crime; defense; delegates; drug abuse; economic development; education; executive directives; federal positions; federal-state relations; flag requests; foreign policy; foreign trade; housing; human relations; invitations; job file; manpower development task force; memoranda; mental health; milk control commission; model cities; National Governor's Conference; National Highway Program; nuclear blasting; personnel; Philadelphia Bicentennial; Poverty Program; presidential campaign; progress reports; Project 70' Rehabilitation; republican campaign; Republican Governors' Association; Rioting; sales tax; school children; selective service; social security; traffic safety; transportation; urban affairs; Viet Nam Situation; water conservation; Youth Development Center; and others. The Press Releases are arranged chronologically. The Legislative File, grouped by House or Senate bill number, generally contains a copy of the bill and related materials. The Boards and Commissions File, grouped alphabetically by office, contains appointment letters and related information. The Invitations Accepted File, arranged chronologically according to the date acceptance, is a record of invitations received and itineraries of visits made by Shafer from 1968-1970. The events attended include conferences with private organizations, press conferences, receptions and dinners, fund raisers and social events. The itineraries also include town meetings, schedules of rally tours and campaign routes with fellow Republicans such as President Nixon and Vice President Agnew, as well as overseas trips. The Press Conference Audio Tape Recordings are arranged chronologically. The Press Room File, grouped alphabetically by topic, contains public relations materials. The News Clippings are arranged by topic. The Scholarship file, grouped by University (i.e. University of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania State University, Temple University, Lincoln University, and the University of Pennsylvania) contains materials related to available scholarship opportunities.

Contents: Notes of an address to Troop 192, Boy Scouts of America. Minutes, 1886 / Bon Ton Club, Baltimore, MD.

South Carolina

Evatt, Clay Welborne. Diplomas and certificates. Library, Medical University of South Carolina.
Charleston, SC. Contents: St. Luke's Hospital, VA, House surgeon, 1925; Medical College of Virginia, 1924; Silver Beaver Award (Boy Scouts of America), 1957; Brooklyn Eye and Ear Hospital, 1946; College International de Chirurgiens, 1950.

Columbia, SC. Contents: Consisting of letters, speeches, school board reports, news clippings, photographs, and short published writings re life and work of educator A.C. Flora, whose career as a teacher, principal, and administrator in South Carolina lasted from 1913, when he taught for a year in Union, to 1951, when he retired as superintendent of Columbia city schools. Items
document his tenure as principal of Logan Grammar School (1914-1917) and Columbia High School (1917-1928); leadership in professional educational organizations, chiefly the S.C. Teachers' Association, the S.C. Superintendents' Association, and National Education Association, on whose board of trustees he served as chairman, presiding over dedicating the new Headquarters Building in Washington, D.C., 8 Feb. 1959. Other organizations represented in the collection are the Columbia Planning Commission, Columbia Stage Society, Central S.C. Area Council of the Boy Scouts of America, Juvenile Protective League of Columbia, and Kiwanis Club of Columbia. Items include outline of supervisory program for Negro Schools of Columbia (9 Feb. 1931) by C.A. Johnson, supervisor of Columbia Negro Schools; notebook (1932) re Columbia Community Chest; U.S. Senate pass (25 Jan. 1932) signed by James F. Byrnes; copy of "Report of the South Carolina Education Commission Appointed by Governor Ibra C. Blackwood" (1934); correspondence, 1946, re equalization of black and white teachers' salaries; and Kosmos Club papers, including "History of School Board of City, 1882-1957."


Morgan, Philip Hugh. Philip Hugh Morgan Papers, 1917-1983. South Caroliniana Library, University of South Carolina. Columbia, SC. Contents: Correspondence and other papers pertaining to Morgan's lay work in the Catholic Church, particularly with St. Francis de Sales and St. Joseph's, Columbia; his membership in Catholic auxiliary organizations, such as the Diocesan Council Of Catholic Men of South Carolina and the Knights of Columbus; his affiliation with the Boy Scouts of America, Senior Citizens Association of South Carolina, and Shandon Senior Citizens Center. Other organizations represented include American Association of Retired Persons, Columbia United Service Organizations (USO), and other civic organizations; and his employment as a food salesman for C.C. Pearce & Company, later Pearce-Young-Angel Company; includes pamphlet, c. 1946, re efforts to construct a new building for St. Francis de Sales [St. Joseph's] Catholic Church; and list, 17 May 1948, of original parishioners of St. Francis de Sales. Invitation, 11 Sept. 1949, to dedication of St. Joseph's Catholic Church; invitations to ordinations, first masses, and sacerdotal anniversaries, obituaries, memorials, and other items re numerous Catholic priests in South Carolina, including printed manuscript, 8 Sept. 1927, program from the consecration of the Rev. Emmet Michael Walsh as Bishop of Charleston. Other materials include manuscript, newspaper editorials written by Morgan reminiscing re Columbia in the 1920s and 30s, early automobile trips to Charleston and the Blue Ridge mountains, and demolition of Columbia's Jefferson Hotel; printed pamphlet and broadside, 1934, announcing the candidacy of Tom B. Pearce for governor.

Stern, Theodore Sanders. Theodore Sanders Stern Papers, 1933-1999. Special Collections, Addlestone Library, College of Charleston. Charleston, SC Contents: This group of personal papers relates primarily to Stern's active participation in civic organizations. The collection is broken into two sections with Part A dealing with his civic activities while he was President of the College of Charleston (Charleston, S.C.) and Part B containing information about his continuing involvement in community organizations after his retirement from the College in 1979. Part A of this collection is largely about Stern's volunteer work with Charleston civic organizations including, but not limited to the following. (1) Boy Scouts of America (as President of the Coastal Carolina Council and as a member of the Regional Executive Committee). (2) Charleston Trident Chamber of Commerce (as a member of its Board of Directors; Chairman, Steering Committee...
for Trident 2000; Chairman, Trident Area Human Services Council; and Chairman, Trident Forum for the Handicapped). (3) Rotary Club (President, Rotary Club of Charleston; Governor, Rotary District 774). (4) United Way of Charleston (Chairman). (5) First Presbyterian Church (Elder). Part A also includes files of general correspondence from 1965-1978, a separate correspondence with Robert Moses (a New York administrator and a cousin of Stern), and information relating to Stern's Naval career from 1940-1968. Part B includes extensive files on the study for a proposed merger of the College of Charleston and the Medical University of South Carolina in 1980-1981, general correspondence largely dating from 1979-1999, recent honors and awards, and photographs. The records of Stern's presidency are described separately as part of the College of Charleston Archives and the records of his work with Spoleto Festival, USA are primarily in the Spoleto Archives. Additional information is available in a separately described collection of Stern's scrapbooks. www.cofc.edu/%7Especcoll/stern.html

South Dakota

Reifel, Ben. Papers, 1905-1990. Hilton M. Briggs Library, South Dakota State University. Brookings, SD. Contents: Memorabilia, scrapbooks, campaign items, and personal items related to Reifel's career as a public servant, especially his years in the United States Senate and his work with the Bureau of Indian Affairs. The bulk of congressional material is memorabilia and scrapbooks and not records related to his term of office. Other materials are related chiefly to his post-congressional speaking career. He received the Outstanding American Indian Award in 1956 and the Annual Indian Achievement Award by the "Indian Council Fire" in 1960. That same year he received the Silver Antelope Award from the Boy Scouts, also the Silver Beaver, Silver Buffalo, and Gray Wolf Awards in Scouting. He also received the Department of Interior's Distinguished Service Award in 1961 for an outstanding career with the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

http://lib.sdstate.edu/archives/mss/ma9.html

Shunk, Harold. Papers, 1850-1990. Center for Western Studies, Augustana College. Sioux Falls, SD. Contents: Correspondence, diaries, scrapbooks, subject files, memoranda, legal records, government documents, teaching materials, speeches, periodicals, clippings, conference and commission proceedings, posters, artwork, radio and television program materials, notebooks, employee account books, maps, atlases, photos, and other papers, documenting Shunk's career as an employee of U.S. Bureau of Indian Affairs (and its predecessor U.S. Office of Indian Affairs) including his duties as teacher and educational administrator at Cheyenne River Indian Reservation (S.D.) and superintendent of BIA agencies at Turtle Mountain (1954-1957), Standing Rock (1959-1968), and Rosebud (1959-1968) Indian reservations in North and South Dakota; his involvement after retirement with Boy and Girl Scout programs in Rapid City and various charitable and educational organizations; affiliation with South Dakota State Historical Society; and awards and honorary appointments received for his service to South Dakota citizens. Includes files dealing with various Indian reservations, winter counts, tribal enrollment and economic conditions, South Dakota towns, Sitting Bull, Gabriel Renville, and other topics; letterpress books from Rosebud Reservation; proceedings from 5th Annual Conference on Indian Affairs (1959, South Dakota State University) and other meetings; promotion pamphlets of the Sioux tribe; materials pertaining to courses taught by Shunk for Black Hills State College (Spearfish, S.D.); and photos of family members, tribal leaders, ranching activities, and Buffalo Bill's Wild West Show.

Van Epps, Claude. Claude VanEpps Collection, 1929-1972. Center for Western Studies, Augustana College Sioux Falls, SD. Contents: This collection consists of Claude VanEpps' Boy Scout materials from the 1920s to 1972. VanEpps was a Scout Executive. His collection includes personal papers and correspondence, Bird Club material, scouting memorabilia and manuals, as
well as slides, scrapbooks, and a scouting uniform and hat.

**Tennessee**

Beeson, D. R. *D.R. Beeson, Sr. papers, 1830-1980 (bulk 1913-1970).* Archives of Appalachia, East Tennessee State University. Johnson City, TN. Contents: Architectural drawings, blueprints, and contract books relating to Beeson's design of private residences, courthouses, school buildings, churches, bank buildings, and offices in East Tennessee, western North Carolina, southwest Virginia, and West Virginia. Also included are Beeson's autobiography, essays, and short stories; collected games and puzzles; newspaper clippings, pins, certificates, plaques, and photographs from his life-long interest in the Boy Scouts and from his activities in civic clubs and vocational schools; books relating to Appalachia; diaries of his hiking trips through the Appalachian Mountains; and miscellaneous correspondence (incoming and outgoing) dating from 1940-1976. In addition, three unidentified account books spanning from 1830 to 1923 were retained with the Beeson papers. The papers date from 1830 to 1980, with the bulk of the material from 1913 to 1970.

BSA Troop 27 (Nashville). *Papers, 1939-1946.* Tennessee State Library & Archives. Nashville, TN. Contents: Consists of membership data, invoices, receipts, programs, and certificates for Troop 27, BSA, which met at the Belmont Methodist Church, Nashville, TN. Robert T. Quarles served as scoutmaster.

BSA Troop 36. *Boy Scouts of America, Sequoyah Council, Troop 36 records, 1917-1982 (bulk 1953-1972).* Archives of Appalachia, East Tennessee State University. Johnson City, TN. Contents: Consists of charters, reports, applications, correspondence, news clippings, teaching materials, and both black and white and color photographs depicting troop activities over the years. The materials date from 1917 to 1982 with the years 1953 to 1972 predominating. Troop 36 was formed in 1955 and met at the First Methodist Church (Johnson City, TN). Former scoutmasters include John Horton and William F. Campbell. Use of materials restricted to library. Donated to the Archives of Appalachia Dec. 20, 1985, by William F. Campbell on behalf of Troop 36.


**Texas**

*Kempner Family, 1888-1972.* Archives, Galveston and Texas History Center, Rosenberg Library. Galveston, TX. Contents: 54 feet. Personal and business correspondence of various family members. Includes an index. NIDS microfiche no.4.62.93

Archer Jr., William Reynolds. *Bill Archer Papers.* Center For American History, The University of Texas. Austin, TX. Contents: William Reynolds Archer, Jr., was born in Houston on March 22, 1928. He received his bachelor's degree in business administration from Rice University in 1946 and earned a law degree from the University of Texas at Austin in 1951. Between 1951 and 1953 Archer served in the U.S. Air Force as a captain during the conflict with Korea. He went on to hold offices as city councilman and mayor pro tem for the city of Hunters Creek Village, Texas (1955-1962) and director of the Heights State Bank (1967-1970). Archer was elected to state office as a member of the Texas House from 1967 to 1970, and subsequently won election to the
U.S. House of Representatives in 1970 and served until his retirement in January 2001. He served as chair of the House Ways and Means Committee during the 104th-106th sessions of Congress. The papers consist of chronological records of political service, political action on topics of interest, and personal files. www.lib.utexas.edu/taro/utcah/00259/cah-00259.html

*Boy Scouts of America. The Archive of the Boy Scouts of America. National Scouting Museum. Irving, TX. Contents: The archive covers the founding of the BSA to the recent past. The BSA retains recent documents in its national offices and regularly forwards documents to the museum for retention, through its document management department. While the scope of the institutional records of the BSA is impressive, access is severely restricted by the BSA's legal department. In addition, papers of the founders of the BSA (Baden-Powell, Beard, Seton and West) are similarly restricted. No finding aid, or description of the scope and content of this collection is available on-line. www.bsamuseum.org

BSA Sam Houston Council. Boy Scouts of America, Sam Houston Council Collection (RG F 007). Houston Metropolitan Research Center, Houston Public Library. Houston, TX. Contents: The first part of the collection consists of unit files: Cub Packs, Scout Troops, Explorer Posts, Sea Scout Ships, Air Squadrons, and other senior scout units. They are organized by unit number, and are listed in numerical order. Items in these files consist of unit charter applications, applications to join the unit, unit rosters, and adult applications. The Boy Scout and Explorer files also contain Eagle Scout applications, Eagle Palms applications, and various other applications such as scout lifeguard applications and emergency service qualification applications. Following the unit rosters are administrative material for the Explorers, followed by rosters of adults involved in scouting at the unit, district, and council levels. Following this are council membership reports from 1947 to 1977. Following this are council financial records, records of various activities that scouts participated in, and materials used in writing a history of the Sam Houston Area Council in the early 1960's. Also included is material pertaining to professional scout staff, lists of financial donors, newspaper clippings and scrapbooks, and several reels of movie film of a trip to the 1929 World Jamboree in England. www.lib.utexas.edu/taro/houpub/00040/hpub-00040p1.html#series16

Campbell, Hillary H. Hillary H. Campbell Collection, 1840-1973, (bulk 1890-1912). MC011, San Jacinto Museum of History. Houston, TX. Contents: Photographs, ephemera, newspaper clippings, and printed materials comprise the bulk of this collection donated by the great-grandson of San Jacinto Veteran Robert B. Russell and related to the Russell and Campbell families and southeast Texas. Of particular interest are 56 photographs (1865-1901) which document 27 acquaintances of Julia Russell from her school days at Incarnate Word Academy in Houston and Hamilton Female College in Lexington, Kentucky. Nine photographs contain images of family members including Robert B. Russell and Lavinia Brownrigg Russell. Orange, Texas and the Sabine River country are the subjects of another 11 photographs. A collection of dance cards (1891-1894), National Recovery Administration (NRA) stickers (1933-1936) and 20 Boy Scout items including membership cards, badge cards, and certificates (1924-1938) are also of interest. The collection contains a copy of the catalog of an exhibit held in Los Angeles in 1935 honoring S. Seymour Thomas, whose portrait of Sam Houston hangs in the San Jacinto Museum of History, a boy's Sunday School class roll book from Orange, Texas, and a photostat map of the Sabine River.

Community Chest (Lubbock). Records, 1955-1960. Southwest Collection, Texas Tech University. Lubbock, TX. Contents: Collection bulks with printed material, including reports from agencies, newsclippings and a history of the organization. The correspondence is primarily "thank you" letters to Mrs. Baggett.

Harrison, Edwin Stafford Harrison Family Collection. Houston Metropolitan Research Center, Houston Public Library. Houston, TX. Contents: Edwin Stafford Harrison was born in Houston in 1912. He graduated from Yates High School. At Prairie View A&M University he lettered in track and tennis, and was voted All-American in football in 1933. He subsequently played semi-professional football in San Juan, Puerto Rico. His sojourn in the Caribbean marked his last absence from Houston. Until his death forty-five years later in 1979, his interests and work in Houston involved him in an impressive range of activities. Mr. Harrison found strength in diversity and was a man who thrived on doing many things at the same time. From 1936 to 1941 he was a labor organizer for the CIO and an officer for its local division at Hughes Tool Company. He founded the Houston Colored Coaches and Officials Association in 1936 and served as its president. He was also a leader of the Third Ward Civic Club and an active member of the Harris County Democratic Party, which named him to its Executive Committee in 1977. Participation in these and many other organizations, such as the NAACP, Hester House and the Houston Negro Chamber of Commerce only supplemented Mr. Harrison's primary interests: the Boy Scouts of America and United Methodist Church.

www.lib.utexas.edu/taro/houpub/00125/hpub-00125.html

Hogg, Will Clifford. Will Clifford Hogg. E.C. Barker Texas History Center, University of Texas. Austin, TX. Contents: In part, photocopies. Lawyer, industrialist, and philanthropist, of San Antonio, Austin, and Houston, Tex. Correspondence, telegrams, diaries, memoranda, minutes of meetings, financial papers, legal records, historical sketches, obituaries, scrapbooks, and other papers, relating to Hogg's life and his family. Includes material on the lives and careers of James Stephen Hogg and Thomas Elisha Hogg, the Texas Company and its subsidiaries and other oil and gas enterprises, the insurance and banking industries and real estate development, Texas politics, the Democratic National Convention of 1928, Hogg's association with Edward Mandell House, his leadership in the Ferguson-University of Texas dispute and the impeachment of Gov. James Ferguson, Hogg's work in Washington, D. C., during World War I, his leadership in Texas (especially Houston), social, cultural, civic, philanthropic, and educational affairs, and higher education in Texas. Described in The University of Texas Archives. NUCMC no.MS 70-816. NIDS microfiche no.4.64.152

William Clifford Hogg Papers (1897-1932). Center for American History, The University of Texas. Austin, TX. Contents: Beside his many public and private philanthropic endeavors, Hogg was particularly known for his support of the University of Texas as a regent and in its struggle with Governor James E. Ferguson as well as his various efforts through the Ex-students' Association to improve education throughout the state and to support the establishment of student loans. Papers relate to the life and affairs of Hogg (1875-1930), attorney, businessman, and philanthropist, who was the son of Texas governor James Stephen Hogg and resided in Houston and New York City. Material concerns his involvement with the city of Houston; the University of Texas and other colleges and universities; the Texas Company and other oil and gas enterprises; insurance, banking, cotton, and other businesses; political affairs, including the impeachment of Governor James Edward Ferguson, Dan Moody's election as governor in 1924, and the Democratic National Convention of 1928 in Houston; his many philanthropies and philanthropic distribution of his estate; and deals as well with other members of the Hogg family.

www.lib.utexas.edu/taro/utcah/00009/cah-00009.html
Houston, Alfreda. *Papers, 1980-2001*. Archives, Galveston and Texas History Center, Rosenberg Library. Galveston, TX. Contents: Personal correspondence and printed matter regarding groups and organizations to which Mrs. Houston belonged. NIDS microfiche no.4.62.209

Malone Jr., Ross Lynn. *Papers, 1912-1979*. Southwest Collection/Special Collections Library, Texas Tech University. Lubbock, TX. Contents: Correspondence, legal and financial material, writings, scrapbooks, and other papers, relating to Malone's career, professional activities, and personal life. Includes records from court cases about oil, gas, and water, and material about legal conferences, reflecting his career as a lawyer in Roswell, and as vice-president and general counsel of General Motors; and material reflecting professional affiliations, such as presidency of American Bar Association and service on U.S. Commission on Organization of the Executive Branch of the Government (1953-1955), President's Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice, and Roswell's chamber of commerce. Topics covered include oil, gas, and water leases; New Mexico politics and government; and activities of the Methodist Church. Organizations and institutions represented include Boy Scouts of America, Democratic Party (NM), New Mexico Oil and Gas Commission, Rotary International, and Southern Methodist University, Dallas, TX.


Northen, Mary Moody. *Mary Moody Northen*. Woman's Collection, Texas Woman's University Library. Denton, TX. Contents: Galveston businesswoman and president of the American National Insurance Company. Served on many boards and contributed to and participated in more than thirty civic, social, and patriotic organizations throughout Texas and the United States, including the Moody Foundation, the Moody College of Marine Sciences and Maritime Resources (now Texas A & M University at Galveston), the Lone Star Historical Drama Association, and the Boy Scouts of America. First woman in America to receive the coveted Silver Fawn Award.

Pickett, Cornelius Augustus. *Cornelius Augustus "Neal" Pickett Papers*. East Texas Research Center, Ralph W. Steen Library, Stephen F. Austin State University, Nacogdoches, TX. Contents: Correspondence, articles, and other materials relating to Pickett's career, including his activities as secretary-manager of the Houston Insurance Exchange (1935-1941), mayor of Houston (1941-1943), and director of the Federal Housing Administration (1961-1967). Finding aid in the repository. LC control no.98800178. NIDS microfiche no.3.217.115

Smith, Ollington E. *Papers, 1948-1972*. Heartman Archival Expansion Project, Texas Southern University. Houston, TX. Contents: The University Files series consists of reports, syllabi, lecture notes, and departmental recommendations relating to the evolution of the Departments of English, Speech and Drama. A subseries of the University files is on the Texas Southern Players. This subseries includes information on play production, play programs costume designs the Fine Arts
Festive and photographs of various play productions directed by Mr. Smith. The Subject Files Series contains programs from Morgan State Players productions, 9x12 photographs of Professor Ollington E. Smith, a collection of Playbills and miscellaneous pictures and information on costumes. The Ollington E. Smith Papers is related to the University Archives because of the information contained on the Division of Humanities and the Texas Southern University Players. This collection also explains why the Little Theater was re-named the Ollington E. Smith Theater. Mr. Smith retired from Texas Southern University in 1972. Upon retirement, Mr. Smith became active with the Boy Scouts. In 1981, he received the prestigious Silver Beaver Award from the Boy Scouts of America and it was presented to him by President Gerald Ford in Washington, DC.


**Utah**

Boy Scouts of America. *The Child Protection Project, 1972-1991*. J. Willard Marriott Library, Special Collections, University of Utah. Salt Lake City, UT. Contents: Contains records from the Boy Scouts of America and from sex offenders, including information such as names, addresses, religious affiliation, ethnicity, education, as well as letters requesting resignation, letters of resignation, press statements, newspaper clippings, testimonies, and copies of courtroom transcripts.

Brigham Young University. Dept. of Youth Leadership. *LDS Department of Youth Leadership, Records, 1959-1980*. L. Tom Perry Special Collections. Brigham Young University. Salt Lake City, UT. Contents: This collection consists of one series pertaining to the Department of Youth Leadership (now the Department of Recreation Management and Youth Leadership). The majority of the collection is correspondence, found in boxes 1, 2, 3, and 5. The rest of the collection is mainly a small history of the department and reports prepared for and by the department. These are found in boxes 3, 4, and 5. The Department of Youth Leadership is a unique training center in the College of Physical Education. It is specifically designed to train LDS college men for a career of service to the Boy Scouts of America. The Youth Leadership Department also provides training for volunteer scouting service in the wards and branches of the Church. Royal Stone, deputy regional scout executive serving the four northwestern states and Alaska, resigned his position to organize the department. After four years of administering the department, Royal Stone resigned to accept a position with the head office of the National Council of Boy Scouts. Thane Packer was named his successor. The department has now been renamed as the Department of Recreation Management and Youth Leadership. Restricted. Closed for 25 years after the creation of the records and thereafter open to the public after consultation with the University Archivist and in accordance with the General Restriction Statement of the L. Tom Perry Special Collections.

Champ, Frederick Percival. *Papers, 1930-1976*. Special Collections & Archives, Merrill Library, Utah State University Libraries, Utah State University. Logan, UT. Contents: Family and business correspondence, business records, and investment reports. Much of business correspondence concerns the Utah Mortgage Loan Corp.; significant personal correspondents include the Champ family, George D. Preston and family, J. Wylie Brown, and several politicians in the western U.S.
Also includes materials from Champ's many organizational memberships, including the Chamber of Commerce of the United States of America, Mortgage Bankers Association of America, Logan Chamber of Commerce, Logan Rotary Club, and the Cache Valley Council of the Boy Scouts of America. www.usu.edu/specol/manuscript/collms50.html

Cross, John L. The John L. Cross papers, 1994. Manuscripts Division, J. Willard Marriott Library, University of Utah. Salt Lake City, UT. Contents: Cross served as a Boy Scout leader for many years. He became interested in river running, and in April 1947, he led the first Explorer Scout trip through Glen Canyon on the Colorado River. He later formed Cross Tours and Explorations, Inc., a river running company that is one of the largest touring groups through the Grand Canyon. Contains Boy Scout patches and an autobiography entitled "Just one more river--to cross."

Dixon, Verl Grant. Papers, ca. 1948-2000. Special Collections, Harold B. Lee Library, Brigham Young University. Provo, UT. Contents: Contains personal and professional papers, paraphernalia, government and civic organization documents, newspapers, photographs, and correspondence relating to Dixon's service in municipal administrative positions and in other civic and private organizations. Includes pamphlets, speeches, and advertisements used in his election campaigns for Provo City Clerk and Mayor. Contains Provo City Annual Reports (1963-1973), municipal tax information, and correspondence with federal and state legislators and ministries (state and federal dept.) regarding city projects and their funding. Also contains city council minutes, speeches, and correspondence with city and state officials and newspaper articles detailing the history of Provo, especially during his term as mayor. The collection contains documents and newspaper clippings concerning Dixon's participation in social organizations, including the Mormon Battalion, Sons of the Utah Pioneers, AARP (American Association of Retired People), and the Kiwanis Club. Includes rosters, minutes, organizational manuals, and correspondence regarding the above groups.

Morgan, Nicholas G. Papers. Special Collections Department, Marriott Library, University of Utah Salt Lake City, UT. Contents: This collection consists of archaeological and historical materials pertaining to Utah and United States. Twentieth century historical figures in Utah make up a big percentage of the materials. These materials include correspondence, pamphlets, and general memorabilia. Photographs were transferred to the Multimedia Division. The bulk of this collection is devoted to notable Utah/Mormon personalities and figures as well as buildings, places, etc. that are held in historical reverence concerning pioneering and the Salt Lake area. The scope of the collection is broad but also focuses on specific individuals such as; Wilford Woodruff, Erastus Snow, David O. McKay, Karl G. Maeser, Thomas L. Kane, and Daniel Jackling. Includes his association with the Boy Scouts of America organization, and his role as a promoter of the west's natural resources. http://db3-sql.staff.library.utah.edu/lucene/Manuscripts/null/Accn1500.xml/complete

Smith, George Albert. Papers. Special Collections, J. Willard Marriott Library, University of Utah. Salt Lake City, UT. Contents: In part photocopies of originals in the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints, Historical Dept., Salt Lake City, Utah, made at request of Emily Smith Stewart. Official of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints (Mormon), and State legislator, of Utah. Correspondence, journals, personal papers, scrapbooks, and other material, of Smith and his family, including 3 of his wives, Bathsheba B. Smith, Lucy S. Smith, and Susan W. Smith, Elias Smith (1804-1888), John Henry Smith (1848-1911) and his wife, Sarah (Farr) Smith, their son George Albert Smith (1870-1951) and his wife, Lucy Emily (Woodruff) Smith (1869-1937), and their daughter Emily (Smith) Stewart (1895-1973). Includes items of the founder of the Mormon Church, Joseph Smith, Jr., and material on the church, Beta Sigma Phi, Boy Scouts of America, National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis, Sons of the American Revolution, and the Wilford
Sunada, Susan. *Susan Sunada Papers (ca 1970-1977)*. Special Collections & Archives, Merrill-Cazier Library, Utah State University. Logan, UT. Contents: This collection contains the professional papers of Susan Sunada spanning the period of 1960 to 2003. This collection consists of Sunada’s research papers during her employment period with the Deseret News, political papers from her employment with Cache County, research papers on the Topaz detention camp for Japanese-Americans who were held in Utah during the World War II period, and research papers on Japanese-Americans in Utah and the West. These papers include biographical information on thousands of Japanese-Americans who have lived in Utah, photographs and research on Japanese-American cemetery headstones, a compiled collection from the English section of Utah Japanese-American newspaper The Utah Nippo (1941-1946), and a compiled collection of photocopied newspaper clippings on Japanese-Americans from newspapers throughout Utah and from southern Idaho that spans a one-hundred year period. Includes information on boy scout activity in Cache Valley (Utah and Idaho). [http://library.usu.edu/specol/manuscript/collms59.html](http://library.usu.edu/specol/manuscript/collms59.html)

Vrooman, Patrick Duane. *Folk Collection 8: GRAD, 31 97-05*. Fife Folklore Archives, Special Collections and Archives, Utah State University. Logan, UT. Contents: Camp Staff Culture: Boy Scout and Girl Scout Camps in Utah 4 tapes (Interviews with Stephen Flammer, Leonard Hawkes and Greta Pettit: Camp Culture) Release Forms Included

**Virginia**

Boys, Floyd E. *Papers of Floyd Eugene Boys, 1939-1959*. Special Collections, University of Virginia. Charlottesville, VA. Contents: Boys' correspondence, 1959 September - December, concerns the Episcopal Church's work on college campuses, particularly at the University of Illinois at Springfield. Correspondents include the Right Rev. Charles Asa Clough and the Rev. Samuel Joseph Wylie. The rest of this collection concerns Dr. Boys' work in the medical profession. Five volumes, 1939-1942, report surgical experiments on animals conducted by Boys. There is one volume of correspondence and reports, 1945-1953, on medical subjects, of Boys and others, but chiefly with the Central Pharmacial Company (Seymour, IN), for whom Boys was consultant. Several items, ca 1920, belonging to Boys' brother, Laurence Boys, deal with the Boy Scouts, a trip to Florida, and the YMCA. (OCLC: 32135338)

BSA Piedmont Area Council. *Boy Scouts of America Piedmont Area Council collection, 1920-1993*. Lynchburg Public Library. Lynchburg, VA. Contents: Box 1 contains minutes, articles of incorporation, annual reports, financial reports, camping information, miscellaneous brochures and clippings. Boxes 2-7 contain rosters and other information on the individual troops which comprise the Piedmont Area Council. (OCLC: 40737171)


**Vermont**

Barre VT Boy Scouts. *Barre Boy Scout Collection, 1909-ongoing*. Aldrich Public Library. Barre, VT. Contents: The first boy scout troop in the United States was organized in Barre on October 29, 1909 by William Foster Milne, a stonemason from Scotland, under the name "Boy Scouts Club". By 1960 the number of Boy Scout troops in Barre had grown to eight. The collection consists of news clippings, Boy Scout Manuals, correspondence, and a small number of photographs. Most of the material dates from around 1950, though one of the photographs dates from 1909 and several of the manuals date from the 1920s. Other printed material includes certificates and programs. Correspondence (1 folder) is mainly from the Vermont Long Trail Council. www.aldrich.lib.vt.us/Guide.htm#P10


Jackson, Joseph W., and J. Henry Jackson. *Papers, 1892-1925*. Archives of Barre History, Aldrich Public Library. Barre, VT. Contents: Correspondence, financial records, municipal records, clippings, programs, printed materials, and other papers, reflecting Jackson's personal and professional life. Subjects include his activities as health officer (1903-1912) for the city of Barre; association with Mount Sinai Temple No. 3, Montpelier, Vt., Granite Lodge No. 35, Barre, St. Aldemar Commandary No. 11, Barre, and other masonic organizations; duties as scoutmaster (1911-1912) with the Boy Scouts; position as assistant surgeon with the Vermont National Guard during the Spanish American War; and later involvement with the United Spanish War Veterans, particularly with the establishment of Henry B. Lamson Camp No. 2. Includes pension correspondence with many veterans who described experiences at Camp George H. Thomas, Ga., which led to their disabilities; and papers of J. Henry Jackson.
Washington

Ash, Harry (interviewee), and Adina Russak (interviewer) Oral history interview with Harry Ash, Aug. 4, 1983. Jewish Archives, University of Washington. Seattle, WA. Contents: Harry Ash discusses developments in Seattle Jewish community organizations from the 1930s through the 1980s. Ash describes his participation in a survey committee studying the need for a Seattle Jewish community center, discussing community reaction to and the results of the survey. He traces development of the Jewish Community Center from its inception through 1982. Ash also discusses his activities in organizing Jewish Boy Scout Troop No. 46 in 1934 and his involvement in B'na B'rith youth groups from 1935 to 1955. He talks about the succession of Herzl synagogue rabbis and the conflict of Beth Am, Beth Shalom, and Ner Tamid splinter groups. He also discusses the Anti-Defamation League and issues such as discrimination within the Seattle Symphony Orchestra, Washington Athletic Club, and Sand Point Country Club; and the State Fair Employment Act. Other subjects mentioned are Hillel, the Jewish Welfare Board, Jewish Family and Child Service of Seattle, the development of Seattle Jewish educational institutions, the impact of Dr. Ruth Levy and the "Survey of Jewish Education in Seattle ... 1949," the Young Men's Hebrew Association, the Menorah Society, the Herzl Junior Guild, Temple de Hirsch's Temple Center, Sam Goldsmith's Drug Store, and German resettlement.


Sidell, David (interviewee), Ernest (interviewer) Stiefel, and Doris (interviewer) Stiefel. Oral history interview with David Sidell, May 9, 2002. Jewish Archives, University of Washington. Seattle, WA. Contents: Sidell discusses two of the youth activities he was involved in during the 1930s. At age 12 (CA 1934) he joined Boy Scout Troop 46, the only Jewish troop in Seattle. B'na B'rith sponsored the troop, Harry Ash and Sol Levy were on the advisory committee, and Max Gurvich served as scoutmaster. Sidell describes some of the troop activities and names fellow members. At age 15 (CA 1937), he joined Aleph Zadik Aleph, a nationwide, service-oriented Jewish youth group also sponsored by B'na B'rith. Sidell describes many of the social, athletic, and competitive activities hosted by the Seattle chapter (#73) of AZA. He comments on the important role of AZA in his life and the lives of many of his friends and contemporaries. Sidell also mentions a social divide in the Seattle Jewish community that kept the groups living north and south of Cherry Street separate from each other.

Wisconsin

American Legion. Cairns-Victory Post 57 (Madison WI). Records. Wisconsin Veterans Museum. Madison, WI. Contents: Veterans organization formed in 1919 as William B. Cairns Post 57; in 1951 merged with Victory Post 438 and renamed Cairns-Victory Post 57; also known as William B. Cairns-Victory Post 57. Constitution, bylaws, bank statements, tax returns, correspondence, receipts, membership records, newsletters, bulletins, minutes, reports, records of Voiture 683, the honorary society of the post, Red Arrow Club materials, chiefly pertaining to bingo, and other
records. Subjects include post sponsored activities such as Badger Boys State and Madison Boy Scouts Drum Corps, dedication ceremonies, and a 1930 community survey dealing with various aspects of the Madison community. Finding aid in the repository. LC control no.D96799360

Blum, George L. *George L. Blum papers, 1923-1937*. Eau Claire Area Research Center, Wisconsin Historical Society Archives. Eau Claire, WI. Contents: Correspondence, 1923-1937, of George L. Blum, Eau Claire County judge, attorney, and businessman, including requests for Blum's legal advice or intervention as a judge and his replies, letters on local financial enterprises (including his directorship of the Union Mortgage Loan Company), and letters concerning Blum's involvement in the Boy Scouts.

Everest, D. C. *Papers, 1891-1957*. Wisconsin Historical Society. Madison, WI. Contents: Papers of a Wausau, Wis., paper, lumber, and insurance company executive, civic leader, and philanthropist. Includes office files pertaining to all aspects of his business, professional, civic, philanthropic, political, and social concerns; his speeches and articles; correspondence, reports, minutes, and news releases received by Everest as a consultant to the United States Office of Production Management in the 1940s; and invoices for his personal finances for 1929-1934 and 1949-1950. Information is present on the Marathon Corporation which he joined in 1909 and served as president from 1938 to 1950; on several other companies of which he was a director or officer; on the Western Paper Manufacturers Association, concerned in part with counteracting the development of trade unions; and on other industry related organizations such as the American Paper and Pulp Association, the American Forestry Association, the Institute of Paper Chemistry, and Trees for Tomorrow. Reports on the Marathon Corporation as a case study of industrial peace by the National Planning Association in 1950 are present. Also included is Everest family genealogical data, records of the 1920s construction and furnishings costs of the Everest home in Wausau, documentation from Everest's local and national participation in the Republican Presidential campaigns of 1928 and 1936, and records of his civic involvement with groups such as the Boy Scouts, the Red Cross, and the YMCA.

Garretson, Geraldine A., and John E. Anderson. *Papers, 1810-1970*. Wisconsin Historical Society. Madison, WI. Contents: Family papers, including photocopies of Civil War letters written by John E. Anderson (Co. K, 3rd WI Inf.), in Norwegian with English translations; a letter written by his wife, Martha; their wedding portrait; genealogy charts showing the relationship between Anderson and John Lindas; a file of photocopied clippings, photographs, and an interview concerning Garretson’s mother, Marion Swenson Kundiger, and her involvement with starting Girl Scouts in Stoughton, WI in 1929; and a similar file concerning Garretson’s grandfather, Helmer Swenson, and his organization of the Boy Scouts in Stoughton in 1917, along with other information about his many civic activities

Homann, Harold J. *Papers, 1915-1964*. Wisconsin Historical Society Archives. Madison, WI. Contents: Papers of an Alton and Rockford, Illinois, executive of Boy Scouts of America documenting his personal life and his youth activities. Included are family correspondence; financial, educational, and medical data; mementos; Boy Scout papers such as memoranda, articles and speeches, and jamboree programs and scripts; files on Youth Day programs Homann staged for the Illinois and Wisconsin state fairs; and many microfilmed scrapbooks of clippings, primarily on scouting. The collection reveals the emphasis on scouting as character building and a means of training youth for future good citizenship. [http://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/wiarchives.uw-whs-mss00393](http://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/wiarchives.uw-whs-mss00393)

clippings, correspondence, photographs, and advertisements focusing on the creation of Lorman Iron and Metal Company in 1913 and its growth into a recycler of scrap iron, metal, synthetic fiber, and paper. The collection also documents Lorman's participation in community affairs through the Tripoli Shrine, the Masons, the Knights of Pythias, the Boy Scouts, and his active participation in the Jewish faith through Temple Beth El in Madison. Newspaper articles concern too the business and political activities of Lorman's son, Milton. Much of the correspondence is written in Russian. [http://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/whsead.uw-whs-micr0756]

Marts, Arnaud C., and Marts & Lundy. Marts & Lundy Records, 1943-1964. Wisconsin Historical Society Archives. Madison, WI. Contents: Miscellaneous records of a firm which specializes in fund-raising and public relations for philanthropic organizations and institutions. Indexed transcripts of staff conferences, 1945-1964, comprise the bulk of the collection and contain information on international philanthropy and the history and development of Marts and Lundy. They also include seminar materials, statistical reports, and speeches by the firm's executives. Also present are two folders of articles, pamphlets, newsletters concerning fund-raising for colleges and universities, and one box of papers of Arnaud C. Marts, founder and chairman of the board, 1935-1952. These papers consist of a small amount of correspondence and notes on the history of philanthropy, a booklet on Marts' experiences with religious fundraising, and a paper on the history of Boy Scouting. Photographs relate to the first Boy Scouts of America camp held at Woodcraft Camp in Silver Bay, near Lake George, in upstate New York. Images include groups of scouts and adult leaders at the camp and portraits of Robert Baden-Powell and Ernest Thompson Seton. [http://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/whsead.uw-whs-us0018af]

McCormick, Cyrus Hall. McCormick-IHC Collection, 1880-1937. Wisconsin Historical Society. Madison, WI. Contents: Routine records of philanthropic donations by Chicago industrialist McCormick to a variety of organizations and individuals. Grouped by recipient, the files typically include a letter of appeal, McCormick's or his secretary's response, his secretary's letter enclosing the check, letters from the recipient thanking him for the money, and occasional correspondence between McCormick and his secretary on how much to give; all enclosed with a slip for each recipient identifying the subject with remarks on what the donation was for. The individuals McCormick gave to varied from people asking for a few dollars to large yearly donations. Organizations represented include those concerned with world peace, Native Americans, education, the Presbyterian Church of Chicago and the United States, women's and children's charities, and Chicago area philanthropies. Miscellaneous volumes in the series are donation record lists, dockets, financial record books, and YMCA International Committee subscription books.

Murdoch, James Blair. Photographs, 1920-1965, UWM Manuscript Collection 131. UWM Libraries, Archives, University Manuscript Collections, University of Wisconsin. Milwaukee, WI. Contents: Description: 2,684 images (both negatives and prints), most of them taken by Milwaukee, Wisconsin commercial photographer James Blair Murdoch. Some images, particularly the Standard Oil Company images, were identified as "their negs" and may not have been taken by Murdoch. Many of the images in the collection are related to area businesses, such as advertising and insurance agencies, department stores, manufacturing industries, and service stations. Particularly numerous are photographs pertaining to Boston Store, Holland Furnace Company, Standard Oil Company, Wadhams Oil Company, and the Wisconsin Telephone Company. Images in the collection document business presentations, offices and employees, building exteriors, store interiors and sale-day crowds, fashion modeling and style shows, parties, gas stations, manufacturing and the production process, including many of women at work. The collection also contains images relating to Marquette University, Milwaukee-Downer College, Mount Mary College, and Spencerian Business College, as well as photographs from several
local grade schools. Photographs document school activities, sports, student groups, and
graduation. Photographs relating to the Milwaukee Athletic Club, Boy Scouts, and some family-
related images, including weddings, residences, and pets, are also found in the collection. Item
level access to images in this collection is available in the Archives.

Rosenberry, Marvin B. Papers, 1845-1956. Wisconsin Historical Society. Madison, WI. Contents:
Personal papers of a Wausau and Madison, Wis., attorney who was appointed to the Wisconsin
Supreme Court in 1916 and served as its chief justice, 1929-1950. Contains Rosenberry's
correspondence, mainly on family matters and his personal interests; letters relating to the
circulation of nominating papers for his election campaigns in 1918, 1919, 1929, and 1939; and
letters concerning his civic interests, including the Boy Scouts, the Young Men's Christian
Association, the Community Union movement in Madison in the 1920s and 1930s, and the
Wisconsin Conference of Social Work, of which he was president in 1926. Among the very few
letters discussing political or legal matters is one written in 1946 concerning Joseph R.
McCarthy's qualifications for seeking the United States senatorship from Wisconsin. The
collection also contains a manuscript autobiography, several boxes of speeches and articles
written by Rosenberry, briefs and legal notes, and biographical, historical, and genealogical
materials relating to the Kimball, Landfair, and Rosenberry families. One volume contains
proceedings during 1936 of the Wisconsin Citizens Committee on Public Welfare, of which
Rosenberry was chairman. The processed portion of this collection is summarized above and
described in the register. Additional accessions are described below.

Contents: A two-part memoir by Sneesby, a life-long resident of Wisconsin, concerning his youth
in various cities and his World War II POW experiences. The first part concerns his military
experiences as a member of the 338th Infantry Regiment, Co. I. Expanding on actual journal
entries made at the time, Sneesby relates the story of his capture on November 1, 1944 in France
[?] and his subsequent seven months of captivity at Stalag IIIB at Furstenburg and at Stalag IIIA
at Luckenwalde. He details the daily routine of camp life, including descriptions of the prisoners'
Christmas "celebration" in 1944, daily news updates of Allied advances, and the elaborate barter
economy that existed within the camps. Also noteworthy are brief descriptions of routine infantry
patrols before his capture and of the devastated appearance of Magdeburg near the end of the war.
The second part of the memoir is a more complete autobiography in which he recounts growing
up in Lake Geneva, New London, Amery, and Berlin, Wis.--all cities where his father worked as
a clergyman. He describes fun with friends, family relationships, Scouting (a life-long activity),
jobs he held as a youth, attendance at Ripon College both before and after the war, his military
training and service, graduate studies, marriage, and his establishment of a dental practice in
Menomonie, Wis.

Society Archives. Madison, WI. Contents: Meeting files, activity summaries, programs, tour
guides, a charter and constitution, a summary of the first ten years of the organization with a 1970
update, papers presented at meetings, membership lists, and miscellaneous correspondence. The
Wisconsin entries in the annual chapter awards program in 1958 (subject: regional meetings),
1959 (subject: Boy Scout Committee), and 1963 (subject: land-use planning) conclude the
collection. The processed portion of this collection is summarized above, dates 1953-1970, and is
described in the register. Additional accessions date 1954-1966 and are described below.

Superior Rotary Club (Superior WI). Records, 1912-1987. Superior Area Research Center, Wisconsin
Historical Society Archives. Superior, WI. Contents: Records of the Superior Rotary Club,
Wisconsin's first Rotary organization, illustrating the activities of local businessmen in Superior
promoting ethical practices in business, increased civic development, and improved public welfare. The records consist of the club's constitution and bylaws, membership rosters, meeting minutes, and newsletters. The records also document the group's community activities and their involvement in issues of local, national and international importance. The club's correspondence and committee reports illustrate the promotion of local agriculture and support of work programs for boys, the Boy Scouts, and student exchange programs among other projects.

http://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/whsead.uw-whs-sup00ag

UWRFPigeon Lake and Clam Lake Field Stations. *Pigeon Lake/Clam Lake Field Station Records, 1959-1997.* Area Research Center & University Archives, University of Wisconsin. River Falls, WI.

Contents: The University of Wisconsin (UW) System acquired the Pigeon Lake and Clam Lake Field Stations to serve as centers for studying, teaching, and research in any discipline in which learning can be enhanced by utilizing a natural, relatively undisturbed, wilderness environment. Pigeon Lake Field Station: Pigeon Lake Field Station is located in the southwest part of the Washburn Ranger District in the Chequamegon National Forest. The field station is four miles west of Drummond, Wisconsin, in northern Bayfield County. The camp was originally constructed in the early 1930s to house members of the Civilian Conservation Corps. From 1938 to 1959, the field station was used by Girl Scouts, Boy Scouts, church groups and other organizations. On July 14, 1959, the land was purchased from the US Forest Service by the Board of Regents of State Colleges under a surplus property arrangement. Over the next 16 years, the field station increased in size from 11.5 to 50 acres. In 1973, the State Universities and the UW merged. The Board of Regents passed a resolution approving the Articles of Agreement. This agreement formed the basis for the Pigeon Lake Field Station Consortium and provided guidelines for operation of the field station until 1982. In 1982, the Board of Regents dissolved the consortium and transferred responsibility for the field station to UW-River Falls. The university is responsible for the financial and academic administration of the program. During the summer, many college students attend Pigeon Lake to earn credits in courses such as art, biology, business and teacher education. The credits earned are resident credits for any of the member campuses of the University of Wisconsin System. The field station is also open for educational meetings, non-credit programs and private use by individuals and groups. Clam Lake Field Station: Clam Lake Field Station is located in the Hayward Ranger District of the Chequamegon National Forest, 35 miles north of Park Falls, Wisconsin. The facilities at Clam Lake were constructed in the mid-1960s to house the Clam Lake Job Corps Conservation Center. In 1969 the Job Corps facilities were made available to state governments for "Socially Useful Purposes." In 1970, the Board of Regents obtained title to the vast majority of personal and real property associated with the center. The collection contains administrative records from 1959 through 1997. Budget reports, building projects, correspondence, food service and instructor information are contained in this collection. Additionally, there are written histories of Pigeon Lake, summer class brochures, photographs, slides, programming brochures and policy information. Also included in the collection are early records from Clam Lake Field Station, which mainly encompass the years 1960-1975. http://www.uwrf.edu/library/arc/uwreg/uwseries132.php

Wyoming

Simpson, Milward L. *Papers, 1887-1995*. American Heritage Center, University of Wyoming. Laramie, WY. Contents: The Milward Simpson papers are arranged in five series. The first series (1887-1959) relates to his legal career. Included are files from cases handled by Milward or his father William. Of particular note, there are files related to Teton Park and the Jackson Hole National Monument. Personal and family material is also contained. The second series (1952-1960) relates to the governor's office including correspondence, subject files, legislation and photographs related to the many issues handled by Governor Simpson. The third series (1942-1967) relates to Simpson's service as a U.S. Senator. Included are subject files, photographs, correspondence, and newspaper clippings related to the issues he covered as a senator. The fourth series (1892-1995) covers Simpson's retirement years. Major activities covered include the Yellowstone National Park Centennial Celebration, for which he was on the planning commission, material relating to his numerous board appointments, and large amounts of material related to Alan Simpson's senate career including his campaign files and correspondence between Milward and Alan. Much of the material in this series is personal in nature including many family history files and many files of newspaper clippings, photographs, and correspondence related to his friends and colleagues including James Watt, Malcolm Wallop, and Nellie Tayloe Ross. A final series (1925-1977) includes oversized material and artifacts from the other four series. During his lifetime, Simpson served on many boards including Husky Oil, the Boy Scouts of America, the Buffalo Bill Historical Center, the Gottsche Foundation, the University of Wyoming Board of Trustees, and the Wyoming Game and Fish Commission. Simpson died in 1993.

[www.uwyo.edu/ahc/usearchives/inventories/default.htm#simpson](http://www.uwyo.edu/ahc/usearchives/inventories/default.htm#simpson)